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SUMMARY

This thesis studies the powers and limits of graph and geometric algorithms
when we face with massive data, sometimes distributed on several machines. In this
case, efficient algorithms are often required to use sublinear resources, such as time,
memory, and communication. Three specific models of our interest are distributed
networks, data streams, and communication complexity. In these models, we study
lower and upper bounds of many problems motivated by applications in networking
and database areas, as follows.
How fast can we compute random walks on distributed networks? Performing random walks on networks is a fundamental primitive that has found applications
in many areas of computer science, including distributed computing. However, all
previous distributed algorithms that compute a random walk sample of length ` as a
subroutine always do so naively, i.e., in O(`) rounds. In this thesis, we show that a
faster algorithm exists. We also show that our algorithm is optimal. Moreover, we
show extensions and applications of our algorithm.
A sublinear-time algorithm. We present a distributed algorithm for performing
random walks whose time complexity is sublinear in the length of the walk. Our
√
algorithm performs a random walk of length ` in Õ( `D) rounds (Õ hides polylog n
factors where n is the number of nodes in the network) on an undirected network,
where D is the diameter of the network. For small diameter graphs, this is a significant
improvement over the naive O(`) bound.
A tight lower bound. We also show a tight unconditional lower bound for computing a random walk. Specifically, we show that for any n, D, and D ≤ ` ≤
(n/(D 3 log n))1/4 , performing a random walk of length Θ(`) on an n-node network of
xiii

√
diameter D requires Ω( `D + D) time. This bound is unconditional, i.e., it holds for
any (possibly randomized) algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
lower bound that the diameter plays a role of multiplicative factor. Our bound shows
that the algorithm we developed is time optimal. Besides, our technique establishes a
new connection between communication complexity and distributed algorithm lower
bounds, leading to improved lower bounds of many problems, as we show later in this
thesis.
Extensions and applications of random walk computation. We also extend our algo√
rithms to efficiently perform k independent random walks in Õ( k`D+k) rounds. We
also show that our algorithm can be applied to speedup the more general MetropolisHastings sampling. Our random walk algorithms can be used to speed up distributed
algorithms in a variety of applications that use random walks as a subroutine. In particular, we present two main applications. First, we give a fast distributed algorithm
for computing a random spanning tree (RST) in an arbitrary (undirected) network
√
which runs in Õ( mD) rounds with high probability (m is the number of edges).
Our second application is a fast decentralized algorithm for estimating mixing time
and related parameters of the underlying network.
How fast are approximation algorithms on distributed networks? We show
lower bounds of many approximation graph algorithms by studying the verification
problem, stated as follows. Let H be a subgraph of a network G where each vertex
of G knows which edges incident on it are in H. We would like to verify whether H
has some properties, e.g., if it is a tree or if it is connected (every node knows in the
end of the process whether H has the specified property or not). We would like to
perform this verification in a decentralized fashion via a distributed algorithm. The
time complexity of verification is measured as the number of rounds of distributed
communication.

xiv

In this thesis we initiate a systematic study of distributed verification, and give
almost tight lower bounds on the running time of distributed verification algorithms
for many fundamental problems such as connectivity, spanning connected subgraph,
and s − t cut verification.
We then use this these results to derive strong unconditional time lower bounds
on the hardness of distributed approximation for many classical optimization problems including minimum spanning tree, shortest paths, and minimum cut. Many of
these results are the first non-trivial lower bounds for both exact and approximate
distributed computation and they resolve previous open questions. Moreover, our
unconditional lower bound of approximating minimum spanning tree (MST) subsumes and improves upon the previous hardness of approximation bound of Elkin
[STOC 2004] as well as the lower bound for (exact) MST computation of Peleg and
Rubinovich [FOCS 1999]. Our result implies that there can be no distributed approximation algorithm for MST that is significantly faster than the current exact
algorithm, for any approximation factor.
As in the case of the lower bound of random walk computation, our lower bound
proofs use the novel connection between communication complexity and distributed
computing.
How fast can we compute skylines on data streams and distributed networks? The skyline query is a basic database operation that outputs maximal
points in a set of multi-dimensional points. Efficiently processing this query has
been studied in the database community for almost a decade. In this setting we need
external algorithms since the database is usually stored on a disk. Although there are
many previous algorithms that were analyzed in terms of I/Os, no formal models of
external algorithms were studied before. In particular, the fact that sequential access
is much faster than random access had not been exploited.

xv

In this thesis, we study the skyline problem on the multi-pass streaming model.
This model is the most restricted (least powerful) among many models that differentiates between sequential and random accesses as algorithms on this model are allowed
to do a random access only once after each round of sequential accesses to the whole
input.
We show that, even in this very restricted model, one can still get an efficient
algorithm. Our algorithm uses space only enough to store the skyline and uses linear
sequential and logarithmic random accesses (or passes in the terminology of data
streams). To the best of our knowledge, it is the first randomized skyline algorithm
in the literature. We also prove that this our algorithm is near-optimal.
Additionally, we show that the same idea can be used to develop a distributed
algorithm that is near optimal. We also show that the algorithm can handle partially
ordered domains on each attribute. Finally, we demonstrate the robustness of this algorithm via extensive experiments on both real and synthetic datasets. Our algorithm
is comparable to the existing algorithms in average case and additionally tolerant to
simple modifications of the data, while other algorithms degrade considerably with
such variations.
How fast can we solve graph problems on data streams? Data streams are
known to require large space to solve graph problems when data is presented in an
adversarial order. However, assume an adversarial order is too pessimistic in practice.
What if the data is in a random or sorted order, or pre-arranged in a suitable way?
We explore the other end of the streaming model where the data is presented in the
best order possible. We call this mode the best-order streaming model.
Roughly, this model is a proof system where a space-limited verifier has to verify
a proof sequentially (i.e., it reads the proof as a stream). Moreover, the proof itself
is just a specific ordering of the input data. This model is closely related to many

xvi

other models of computation such as communication complexity and proof checking,
and could be used in applications such as cloud computing.
We focus on graph problems where the input is a sequence of edges. We show that
even under this model, checking some basic graph properties deterministically requires
linear space in the number of nodes. To contrast this, we show that randomized
verifiers are powerful enough to check many graph properties in poly-logarithmic
space. Therefore, there is still some hope for a suitable streaming model which should
sit somewhere between the two extreme cases, and the randomness will be a crucial
tool.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In this age of internet and online social communities, our increasing ability to generate large amount of information forces many applications to deal with massive data
set, often with the size of terabytes (and sometimes petabytes!) distributed on several
machines. For this huge amount of data, polynomially computable is not considered
efficient enough anymore. In this thesis, we study the powers and limits of fundamental graph and geometric algorithms when there are limited computational resources,
such as time, memory, and communication, which are usually required to be sublinear
in the input size. We focus on problems arose from networking and database areas.
In particular, we are interested in the following problems.
• How fast can we compute random walks on distributed networks?
• How fast are approximation algorithms on distributed networks?
• How fast can we compute skylines on data streams and distributed networks?
• How fast can we solve graph problems on data streams?
To attack these problems, we need to study several models of computation. The
models of our main interest are the variations of
• distributed networks,
• data streams, and
• communication complexity.
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The first two models are useful in capturing scenarios where different computational
resources are limited while the last model is useful in proving the limits of the first
two models.
This chapter provide a basic knowledge required for the rest of this thesis. Section 1.1 introduces the basic models of distributed networks, data streams and communication complexity. Later in this thesis, we will see many variations of these
models. Section 1.2 shows some simple reductions between problems on these models
to give an idea how the models are related. More sophisticated reductions will appear
later in the thesis. After we have describe the models, we are ready to describe the
problems of our interest and our results. This is done from Section 1.3 to Section 1.6.
The organization of the rest of this thesis can be found in Section 1.7

1.1

Basic Models of Computation

Our models of interest are distributed networks, data streams, communication complexity, and their variations. The first two models are useful in capturing scenarios
where different computational resources are limited while the last model is used to
prove the limits of the first two models. We now describe the basic versions of these
models of computation before explaining our problems and results. Later in this
thesis, we will introduce several variations of these models, as needed by different
applications.
1.1.1

Distributed Algorithms

Large and complex networks, such as the human society, the Internet, or the brain,
are being studied intensely by different branches of science. Each individual node in
such a network can directly communicate only with its neighboring nodes. Despite
being restricted to such local communication, the network itself should work towards
a global goal, i.e., it should organize itself, or deliver a service.
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We are mainly interested in the possibilities and limitations of distributed computation, i.e., to what degree local information is sufficient to solve global tasks.
Many tasks can be solved entirely via local communication, for instance, how many
friends of friends one has. Research in the last 30 years has shown that some classic
combinatorial optimization problems such as matching, coloring, dominating set, or
approximations thereof can be solved using small (i.e., polylogarithmic) local communication. For example, a maximal independent set can be computed in time O(log n)
p
[108], but not in time Ω( log n/ log log n) [93] (n is the network size). This lower
bound even holds if message sizes are unbounded.

However many important optimization problems are “global” problems from the
distributed computation point of view. To count the total number of nodes, to determining the diameter of the system, or to compute a spanning tree, information
necessarily must travel to the farthest nodes in a system. If exchanging a message
over a single edge costs one time unit, one needs Ω(D) time units to compute the
result, where D is the network diameter. If message size was unbounded, one can
simply collect all the information in O(D) time, and then compute the result. Hence,
in order to arrive at a realistic problem, we need to introduce communication limits,
i.e., each node can exchange messages with each of its neighbors in each step of a
synchronous system, but each message can have at most B bits (typically B is small,
say O(log n)).
Specifically, consider an undirected, unweighted, connected n-node multi-graph
G = (V, E). Suppose that every node (vertex) hosts a processor with unbounded
computational power, but with limited initial knowledge. Specifically, assume that
each node is associated with a distinct identity number from the set {1, 2, ..., n}. At
the beginning of the computation, each node v accepts as input its own identity
number and the identity numbers of its neighbors in G. The node may also accept
some additional inputs as specified by the problem at hand. The nodes are allowed to
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communicate through the edges of the graph G. The communication is synchronous,
and occurs in discrete pulses, called rounds. In particular, all the nodes wake up
simultaneously at the beginning of round 1, and from this point on the nodes always
know the number of the current round. In each round each node v is allowed to send
an arbitrary message of size B through each edge e = (v, u) that is adjacent to v,
where B is the parameter of the network. The message will arrive to u at the end
of the current round. This is a standard model of distributed computation known
as the CON GEST (B) model or simply the B-model [128]. In many applications, we
consider the model called CON GEST where we assume that B = O(log n). This
model has been attracting a lot of research attention during last two decades (e.g.,
see [128] and the references therein).
There are several measures of efficiency of distributed algorithms, but we will
concentrate on one of them, specifically, the running time, that is, the number of
rounds of distributed communication. (Note that the computation that is performed
by the nodes locally is free, i.e., it does not affect the number of rounds.) Many
fundamental network problems such as minimum spanning tree, shortest paths, etc.
have been addressed in this model (e.g., see [110, 128, 122]). In particular, there has
been much research into designing very fast distributed approximation algorithms
(that are even faster at the cost of producing sub-optimal solutions) for many of
these problems (see e.g., [52, 51, 87, 86]). Such algorithms can be useful for largescale resource-constrained and dynamic networks where running time is crucial.
Algorithms in this model can be viewed as having two phases, “days” and “nights”,
where one bit is communicated between neighbors in each day and local computation
are done at night (we assume that any local computation can be finished in one night),
as in Figure 1.
Example 1.1. Consider the problem of finding a spanning tree on a distributed
network. This problem can be solved in O(D) rounds as follows. First, we pick any
4

Figure 1: One way to view distributed algorithms in the CON GEST model is to
view the computation as two-phase process, days and nights. In each day, each
node sends one bit to each of its neighbors. (A node could send different bits to
different neighbors.) In each night, nodes perform local computation. Since the local
computation is free, we assume that any computation is finished in one night. Then
again nodes exchange bits in the next days. The running time of the algorithm is
measured by the number of days and nights required for the computation.
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Figure 2: Example of distributed algorithm for finding a spanning tree.
node as a starting node (e.g., the node with the smallest ID). Call this node “red”.
(See Figure 2 (1) as an example.) In each round, new red nodes send invitations to
all its neighbors (see, e.g., Figure 2 (2) and (5)). In the next rounds, nodes that are
not red (say “blue”) that receive invitations respond to one of the invitations from
their neighbors (see, e.g., Figure 2 (3) and (6)). These nodes connect to the red nodes
that they responded, thus forming a bigger spanning tree, and become new red nodes.
The process repeats until all nodes are red. Observe that nodes of distance d from
the starting node will become red after O(d) rounds. Thus, all nodes will become red
after O(D) rounds.
1.1.2

Multi-pass Streaming Algorithms

Since most data nowadays are too large to fit in the main (internal) memory (e.g.,
RAM), they are typically stored in the external memory on one or more magnetic
disks. In this type of memory, the sequential disk access is preferable to the random
disk access for several reasons. First, the sequential disk access is considerably faster
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than the random disk access as the latter involves a number of seek operations. For
example, database algorithms for spatial join that access pre-existing index structures
(and thus do random I/O) can often be slower in practice than algorithms that access
substantially more data but in a sequential order (as in streaming) [9]. Second,
sequential access has the advantage of using modern caching architectures optimally,
making the algorithm independent of the block size (i.e., cache-oblivious) [60]. For
these reasons, the models designed to capture magnetic disks have to distinguish the
two types of memory access.
There have been many practical models proposed in the literature. Well known
models include the parallel disk model (PDM) and the multi-pass streaming model [146,
132, 8, 76, 117]. In this thesis, we aim at exploring the power and limitation of the
latter model in the context of graph and geometric algorithms.
In this multi-pass streaming model, the input stream a1 , a2 , ..., am arrives sequentially, item by item. The streaming algorithm with limited memory space has to
compute some function f (a1 , a2 , ..., am ) after it reads the whole stream. The point
is that once an item ai is read, the algorithm cannot go back to read ai−1 again. In
some cases, the algorithm is allowed to read the stream in many passes; after it reads
am , it may begin a new pass by reading the stream starting from a1 . In this case, the
number of passes should be minimized. See Figure 3.
Example 1.2. Given n numbers x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , where xi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, can we check
whether these numbers are all distinct, using O(log n) bits of memory? In the RAM
model where random access is allowed, we can do this by sorting the numbers and
checking if all pair of consecutive numbers are distinct. However, when we are restricted to access these numbers in a streaming manner, sorting operation is expensive
to perform. In fact, it can be shown that any deterministic algorithm requires Ω(n)
bits of memory to solve this problem on the streaming model. Fortunately, there is
a randomized O(log n)-space algorithm that solves this problem. This is done by the
7

Figure 3: Multi-pass streaming algorithm reads the input one item at a time (each
item in this case is a pair of numbers) from a huge source of data (e.g., harddisk)
using a small memory (e.g., RAM) in a sequential manner. Once the last item is
read, the algorithm can start a new pass by reading the first input item again.
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fingerprinting technique where one computes Πki=1 (xi + r) mod p, for some random
prime p and r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}. We discuss this problem in greater details (and
show both upper and lower bounds) in Chapter 7.
1.1.3

Communication Complexity

The basic model of communication complexity was introduced by Yao [152] and has
found many applications such as circuit lower bounds, data structure lower bounds,
streaming algorithms lower bounds, and distributed algorithm lower bounds. In this
model, there are two parties that have unbounded computational power. Each party
receives a b-bit string, for some integer b ≥ 1, denoted by x and y in {0, 1}b. We call
the party receiving x Alice, and the other party Bob. At the end of the process, Bob
will output f (x, y). They both want to together compute f (x, y) for some function
f : {0, 1}b × {0, 1}b → R. To do this, they have to communicate with each other via
a bidirectional edge of unlimited bandwidth. The goal is to minimize the number of
bits communicated between them.
We consider the public coin randomized algorithms under this model. In particular,
we assume that both parties share a random bit string of infinite length. For any
 ≥ 0, we say that a randomized algorithm A is -error if for any input, it outputs
the correct answer with probability at least 1 − , where the probability is over all
possible random bit strings. The communication complexity of A is the number of
communication bits in the worst case (over all inputs and random strings). Let
Rcc−pub(f ) denote the communication complexity of best -error algorithms.
In this thesis, we are interested in lower bounds of Rcc−pub(f ) under some functions
f , as we will use them to show limits of distributed and streaming algorithms.
Example 1.3. Consider the following equality problem where Alice and Bob, upon
receiving x, y ∈ {0, 1}b , want to check whether x = y. (See Figure 4.) That is, they
want to compute a function eq where eq(x, y) is one if x = y and zero otherwise.
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Figure 4: Communication complexity of the equality problem. The trivial solution
(Alice sends x to Bob) requires b bits of communication. This solution turns out
to be the best deterministic algorithm. However, there exists a better randomized
algorithm.
A naive solution is having Alice send x to Bob. The communication complexity
of this algorithm is O(b) since Alice needs to send b bits to Bob. This solution
turns out to be the best deterministic algorithm. In other words, one can show that
R0cc−pub(eq) = Ω(b). However, a randomized algorithm can do much better as one
can using the fingerprint technique (described in Example 1.2) to solve the problem
using O(log b) communication complexity.

1.2

Simple connections between models

In this thesis, we explore the interactions between the three aforementioned models
and their variations, leading to improved lower and upper bounds of many problems.
Before we do this, we show some simple connections between these models that are
previously observed. Later in this thesis, we use some of these connections as tools
to prove lower bounds and sometimes introduce new connections that help us break
through previous barriers.
Recall that for any function f : {0, 1}b × {0, 1}b → R, we let Rcc−pub(f ) denote
10

the communication complexity of the best -error algorithms for computing f .
From communication complexity lower bounds to pass-space tradeoff lower
bounds of streaming algorithms. Consider computing a function f : {0, 1}b ×
{0, 1}b → R where its input is presented as a stream, i.e., for any input strings x, y ∈
{0, 1}b we receive a stream x1 , x2 , . . . , xb , y1 , y2, . . . , yb , where xi (yi , respectively) is
the ith bit of x (y, respectively), and we want to compute f (x, y) using the least space
and smallest number of passes.

The following observation has been used to prove

many lower bounds of streaming algorithms (see, e.g., [76, 8, 118]).
Observation 1.4. For any s, any -error streaming algorithm A that uses at most p
passes requires at least Rcc−pub(f )/(2p − 1) bits of space to compute f .
Proof. Let A be an algorithm that uses at most p passes and s bits of space. Observe
that Alice and Bob can use A to compute f as follows. First, Alice writes down her
input x1 , . . . , xb , as if it is the first half of the input stream, and simulates A on such
stream. Once she finishes simulating A on her input, she sends the data stored in
the working space of A to Bob. This needs s bits of communication since A stores
at most s bits in its memory. Then, Bob continue simulating A on y1 , . . . , yb . Once
he is done, he again sends the data stored in the working space of A to Alice. If A
needs p passes to compute f , then Alice and Bob have to send information to each
other at most 2p − 1 times (Bob does not have to send a message to Alice in the last
pass). Thus, they will exchange at most s(2p − 1) bits in total. This implies that
s(2p − 1) ≥ Rcc−pub(f ).
Later in this thesis, we will see a slightly different connection which connects
between a variation of the communication complexity model, called bounded-round
communication complexity, and the multi-pass streaming model. We use this to
show a lower bound of computing skyline on multi-pass stream. (See Chapter 6.) We
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also introduce another variation of communication complexity, called magic-partition
communication complexity. We use this model to prove lower bounds of many graph
problems on a variation of multi-pass stream called best-order stream (introduced in
Section 1.6 and studied in Chapter 7).
From communication complexity lower bounds to distributed algorithm
lower bounds. Consider computing a function f : {0, 1}b × {0, 1}b → R where its
input strings x and y are given to any two nodes, denoted by s and t, in a B-model
distributed network G, and we want to compute f (x, y) using the smallest number
of rounds. Recall that, in each round, each node can send at most B bits to its
neighbors.
One simple method to prove lower bounds of this problem is to identify communication bottlenecks in the network, as follows. For any partition of the nodes in G
into two sets S1 and S2 , where s ∈ S1 and t ∈ S2 , we let P (S1 , S2 ) be the number of
edges connecting S1 and S2 . The generalization of the following observation is used
in proving lower bounds of some distributed algorithms (see, e.g., [95, 99]).
Observation 1.5. For any node partition (S1 ,S2 ), where s ∈ S1 and t ∈ S2 , any error distributed algorithm A for computing f requires at least Rcc−pub(f )/(2BP (S1, S2 ))
time.
Proof. Let A be an algorithm that uses at most t rounds of communication. Observe
that Alice and Bob can use A to compute f as follows. Alice and Bob simulates the
computation on nodes in S1 and S2 , respectively. In each round of communication of
A, nodes send some messages to their neighbors. To be able to continue simulating
computation on nodes in S1 , Alice has to know all messages sent to all nodes in S1 in
each round. To achieve this, Bob sends all messages sent from nodes in S2 to nodes
in S1 in each round. Similarly, Bob can continue simulating computation on nodes in
S2 if Alice sends him all messages sent from nodes in S2 to nodes in S1 in each round.
12

One party sends at most tB · P (S1 , S2 ) bits to the other party since, in each round,
there are B bits sent on each of P (S1 , S2 ) edges from one set of nodes to the other.
Therefore, (2BP (S1, S2 )) · t ≥ Rcc−pub(f ). The observation follows.
Later in this thesis, we develop a completely different connections between communication complexity and distributed algorithm. In particular, we consider distributed
algorithms on a class of graphs that do not have a small bottleneck. The observation
above is not useful for this class of graphs. We use the new connection to prove tight
lower bounds of random walk computation and many approximation algorithms. (See
Chapter 3, 4, and 5.)

1.3

How fast can we compute random walks on distributed
networks?

Random walks play a central role in computer science, spanning a wide range of areas
in both theory and practice. The focus of this thesis is on random walks on networks,
in particular, decentralized algorithms for performing random walks in arbitrary networks. Random walks are used as an integral subroutine in a wide variety of network
applications ranging from token management [77, 19, 37], load balancing [82], smallworld routing [88], search [155, 2, 35, 64, 109], information propagation and gathering [20, 85], network topology construction [64, 98, 106], checking expander [50],
constructing random spanning trees [22, 15, 12], monitoring overlays [115], group communication in ad-hoc network [49], gathering and dissemination of information over
a network [6], distributed construction of expander networks [98], and peer-to-peer
membership management [61, 156]. Random walks are also very useful in providing
uniform and efficient solutions to distributed control of dynamic networks [23, 155].
Random walks are local and lightweight and require little index or state maintenance
which make them especially attractive to self-organizing dynamic networks such as
Internet overlay and ad hoc wireless networks.
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A key purpose of random walks in many of these network applications is to perform node sampling. While the sampling requirements in different applications vary,
whenever a true sample is required from a random walk of certain steps, typically all
applications perform the walk naively — by simply passing a token from one node to
its neighbor: thus to perform a random walk of length ` takes time linear in `.
In this thesis, we present a sublinear time (sublinear in `) distributed random
walk sampling algorithm that is significantly faster than the naive algorithm when
√
` >> D. Our algorithm runs in time Õ( `D) rounds. Moreover, we show that this
running time is optimal by showing a matching unconditional lower bound which is
obtained by establishing a new connection between communication complexity and
distributed algorithms.
We also present two key applications of our algorithm. The first is a fast distributed algorithm for computing a random spanning tree, a fundamental problem
that has been studied widely in the classical setting (see e.g., [83] and references
therein) and in some special cases in distributed settings [15]. To the best of our
knowledge, our algorithm gives the fastest known running time in an arbitrary network. The second is to devising efficient decentralized algorithms for computing key
global metrics of the underlying network — mixing time, spectral gap, and conductance. Such algorithms can be useful building blocks in the design of topologically
(self-)aware networks, i.e., networks that can monitor and regulate themselves in a
decentralized fashion. For example, efficiently computing the mixing time or the spectral gap, allows the network to monitor connectivity and expansion properties of the
network.
1.3.1

Problems

We consider the following basic random walk problem.
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Computing One Random Walk where Destination outputs Source (1-RWDoS). We are given an arbitrary undirected, unweighted, and connected n–node
network G = (V, E) in the CON GEST model (defined in Section 1.1.1) and a source
node s ∈ V . The goal is to devise a distributed algorithm such that, in the end, some
node v outputs the ID of s, where v is a destination node picked according to the
probability that it is the destination of a random walk of length ` starting at s. For
short, this problem will henceforth be simply called Single Random Walk.
For clarity, observe that the following naive algorithm solves the above problem
in O(`) rounds: The walk of length ` is performed by sending a token for ` steps,
picking a random neighbor in each step. Then, the destination node v of this walk
outputs the ID of s. Our goal is to perform such sampling with significantly less
number of rounds, i.e., in time that is sublinear in `. On the other hand, we note that
it can take too much time (as much as Θ(|E| + D) time) in the CON GEST model
to collect all the topological information at the source node (and then computing the
walk locally).
We also consider the following variations and generalizations of the Single Random
Walk problem.
1. k Random Walks, Destinations output Sources (k-RW-DoS): We have k sources
s1 , s2 , ..., sk (not necessarily distinct) and we want each of k destinations to
output an ID of its corresponding source.
2. k Random Walks, Sources output Destinations (k-RW-SoD): Same as above but
we want each source to output the ID of its corresponding destination.
3. k Random Walks, Nodes know their Positions (k-RW-pos): Instead of outputting the ID of source or destination, we want each node to know its position(s) in the random walk. That is, for each si , if v1 , v2 , ..., v` (where v1 = si )
is the result random walk starting at si , we want each node vj in the walk to
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know a pair (si , j) at the end of the process. The pair (si , j) represents the fact
that the node containing it is the j th node in the random walk starting at si .
Motivation. There are two key motivations for obtaining sublinear time bounds.
The first is that in many algorithmic applications, walks of length significantly greater
than the network diameter are needed. For example, this is necessary in both the applications presented later in this thesis, namely distributed computation of a random
spanning tree (RST) and computation of mixing time. In the RST algorithm, we
need to perform a random walk of expected length O(mD) (where m is the number
of edges in the network). In decentralized computation of mixing time, we need to
perform walks of length at least the mixing time which can be significantly larger
than the diameter (e.g., in a random geometric graph model [119], a popular model
for ad hoc networks, the mixing time can be larger than the diameter by a factor of
√
Ω( n).) More generally, many real-world communication networks (e.g., ad hoc networks and peer-to-peer networks) have relatively small diameter, and random walks
of length at least the diameter are usually performed for many sampling applications,
i.e., ` >> D. It should be noted that if the network is rapidly mixing/expanding
which is sometimes the case in practice, then sampling from walks of length ` >> D
is close to sampling from the steady state (degree) distribution; this can be done in
O(D) rounds (note however, that this gives only an approximately close sample, not
the exact sample for that length). However, such an approach fails when ` is smaller
than the mixing time.
The second motivation is understanding the time complexity of distributed random walks. Random walk is essentially a global problem which requires the algorithm
to “traverse” the entire network. Classical “global” problems include the minimum
spanning tree, shortest path etc. Network diameter is an inherent lower bound for
such problems. Problems of this type raise the basic question whether n (or ` as the
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case here) time is essential or is the network diameter D, the inherent parameter. As
pointed out in the seminal work of [62], in the latter case, it would be desirable to
design algorithms that have a better complexity for graphs with low diameter.
1.3.2

Results

An Optimal Sublinear-time Distributed Random Walk Computation. In
our first result, we present the first sublinear, almost time-optimal, distributed algorithm for the single random walk problem in arbitrary networks that runs in time
√
Õ( `D) with high probability 1 , where ` is the length of the walk. Our algorithm is
randomized (Las Vegas type, i.e., it always outputs the correct result, but the running
time claimed is with high probability). It is straightforward to generalize the results
to a CON GEST (B) model, where O(B) bits can be transmitted in a single time step
across an edge.
The high-level idea behind our algorithm is to “prepare” a few short walks in
the beginning and carefully stitch these walks together later as necessary. If there
are not enough short walks, we construct more of them on the fly. We overcome a
key technical problem by showing how one can perform many short walks in parallel
without causing too much congestion.
Our algorithm exploits certain key properties of random walks. The key property
is a bound on the number of times any node is visited in an `-length walk, for any
√
length ` = O(m2 ). We prove that w.h.p. any node x is visited at most Õ(d(x) `)
times, in an `-length walk from any starting node (d(x) is the degree of x). We then
show that if only certain `/λ special points of the walk (called as connector points) are
√
observed, then any node is observed only Õ(d(x) `/λ) times. The algorithm starts
with all nodes performing short walks (of length uniformly random in the range λ to
2λ for appropriately chosen λ) efficiently simultaneously; here the randomly chosen
1
Throughout this thesis, “with high probability (whp)” means with probability at least 1 −
1/nΩ(1) ), where n is the number of nodes in the network.
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lengths play a crucial role in arguing about a suitable spread of the connector points.
Subsequently, the algorithm begins at the source and carefully stitches these walks
together till ` steps are completed.
A Tight Lower Bound for Random Walk Computation. We also show a
tight unconditional lower bound on the time complexity of distributed random walk
computation. Specifically, we show that for any n, D, and D ≤ ` ≤ (n/(D 3 log n))1/4 ,
performing a random walk of length Θ(`) on an n-node network of diameter D re√
quires Ω( `D + D) time. This bound is unconditional, i.e., it holds for any (possibly
randomized) algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first lower bound
that the diameter plays a role of multiplicative factor. Our bound shows that our
algorithm is time optimal.
Extensions. We also extend the result to give algorithms for computing k random


√
walks (from any k sources —not necessarily distinct) in Õ min( k`D + k, k + `)

rounds. Computing k random walks is useful in many applications such as the one we
present below on decentralized computation of mixing time and related parameters.

While the main requirement of our algorithms is to just obtain the random walk
samples (i.e. the end point of the ` step walk), our algorithms can regenerate the entire
walks such that each node knows its position(s) among the ` steps. Our algorithm
can be extended to do this in the same number of rounds.
We finally present extensions of our algorithm to perform random walk according
to the Metropolis-Hastings [75, 113] algorithm, a more general type of random walk
with numerous applications (e.g., [155]). The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm gives a
way to define transition probabilities so that a random walk converges to any desired
distribution. An important special case, is when the distribution is uniform.
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Applications. Our faster distributed random walk algorithm can be used in speeding up distributed applications where random walks arise as a subroutine. Such
applications include distributed construction of expander graphs, checking whether a
graph is an expander, construction of random spanning trees, and random-walk based
search (we refer to [44] for details). Here, we present two key applications:
(1) A Fast Distributed Algorithm for Random Spanning Trees (RST): We give
√
a Õ( mD) time distributed algorithm (cf. Section 2.5.1) for uniformly sampling
a random spanning tree in an arbitrary undirected (unweighted) graph (i.e., each
spanning tree in the underlying network has the same probability of being selected).
(m denotes the number of edges in the graph.) Spanning trees are fundamental
network primitives and distributed algorithms for various types of spanning trees
such as minimum spanning tree (MST), breadth-first spanning tree (BFS), shortest
path tree, shallow-light trees etc., have been studied extensively in the literature
[128]. However, not much is known about the distributed complexity of the random
spanning tree problem. The centralized case has been studied for many decades, see
e.g., the recent work of [83] and the references therein; also see the recent work of
Goyal et al. [69] which gives nice applications of RST to fault-tolerant routing and
constructing expanders. In the distributed context, the work of Bar-Ilan and Zernik
[15] give a distributed RST algorithm for two special cases, namely that of a complete
graph (running in constant time) and a synchronous ring (running in O(n) time). The
work of [12] give a self-stablizing distributed algorithm for constructing a RST in a
wireless ad hoc network and mentions that RST is more resilient to transient failures
that occur in mobile ad hoc networks.
Our algorithm works by giving an efficient distributed implementation of the wellknown Aldous-Broder random walk algorithm [5, 22] for constructing a RST.
(2) Decentralized Computation of Mixing Time. We present a fast decentralized
algorithm for estimating mixing time, conductance and spectral gap of the network
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(cf. Section 2.5.2). In particular, we show that given a starting point x, the mixing
p x
x
) rounds.
time with respect to x, called τmix
, can be estimated in Õ(n1/2 +n1/4 Dτmix

This gives an alternative algorithm to the only previously known approach by Kempe
x
x
and McSherry [84] that can be used to estimate τmix
in Õ(τmix
) rounds.2 To compare,
x
we note that when τmix
= ω(n1/2 ) the present algorithm is faster (assuming D is not

too large).
1.3.3

Related Work

The general high-level idea of using a few short walks in the beginning (executed
in parallel) and then carefully stitch these walks together later as necessary was introduced in [40] to find random walks on data streams with the main motivation
of finding PageRank. However, the two models have very different constraints and
motivations and hence the subsequent techniques used here and in [40] are very different. Recently, Sami and Twigg [134] consider lower bounds on the communication
complexity of computing stationary distribution of random walks in a network. Although, their problem is related to our problem, the lower bounds obtained do not
imply anything in our setting. Other recent works involving multiple random walks
in different settings include Alon et. al. [7], Elsässer et. al. [56], and Cooper et al.
[36].
The work of [63] discusses spectral algorithms for enhancing the topology awareness, e.g., by identifying and assigning weights to critical links. However, the algorithms are centralized, and it is mentioned that obtaining efficient decentralized algorithms is a major open problem. Our algorithms are fully decentralized and based
on performing random walks, and so more amenable to dynamic and self-organizing
networks.
2

Note that [84] in fact do more and give a decentralized algorithm for computing the top k
eigenvectors of a weighted adjacency matrix that runs in O(τmix log2 n) rounds if two adjacent
nodes are allowed to exchange O(k 3 ) messages per round, where τmix is the mixing time and n is
the size of the network.
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1.4

How fast are approximation algorithms on distributed
networks?

1.4.1

Problem

Distributed Algorithms, Approximation, and Hardness. Much of the initial
research focus in the area of distributed computing was on designing algorithms for
solving problems exactly, e.g., distributed algorithms for spanning tree (ST), minimum spanning tree (MST), and shortest paths are well-known [128, 110]. Over the
last few years, there has been interest in designing distributed algorithms that provide
approximate solutions to problems. This area is known as distributed approximation.
One motivation for designing such algorithms is that they can run faster or have better
communication complexity albeit at the cost of providing suboptimal solution. This
can be especially appealing for resource-constrained and dynamic networks (such as
sensor or peer-to-peer networks). For example, there is not much point in having an
optimal algorithm in a dynamic network if it takes too much time, since the topology
could have changed by that time. For this reason, in the distributed context, such
algorithms are well-motivated even for network optimization problems that are not
NP-hard, e.g., minimum spanning tree, shortest paths etc. There is a large body of
work on distributed approximation algorithms for various classical graph optimization problems (e.g., see the surveys by Elkin [52] and Dubhashi et al. [51], and the
work of [86] and the references therein).
While a lot of progress has been made in the design of distributed approximation
algorithms, the same has not been the case with the theory of lower bounds on the
approximability of distributed problems, i.e., hardness of distributed approximation.
There are some inapproximability results that are based on lower bounds on the
time complexity of the exact solution of certain problems and on integrality of the
objective functions of these problems. For example, a fundamental result due to Linial
[103] says that 3-coloring an n-vertex ring requires Ω(log∗ n) time. In particular, it
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implies that any 3/2-approximation protocol for the vertex-coloring problem requires
Ω(log∗ n) time. On the other hand, one can state inapproximability results assuming
that vertices are computationally limited; under this assumption, any NP-hardness
inapproximability result immediately implies an analogous result in the distributed
model. However, the above results are not interesting in the distributed setting, as
they provide no new insights on the roles of locality and communication [55].
There are but a few significant results currently known on the hardness of distributed approximation. Perhaps the first important result was presented for the
MST problem by Elkin in [55]. Specifically, he showed strong unconditional lower
bounds (i.e., ones that do not depend on complexity-theoretic assumptions) for distributed approximate MST (more on this result below). Later, Kuhn, Moscibroda,
and Wattenhofer [93] showed lower bounds on time approximation trade-offs for several problems.
Distributed Verification. The above discussion summarized two major research
aspects in distributed computing, namely studying distributed algorithms and lower
bounds for (1) exact and (2) approximate solutions to various problems. The third
aspect — that turns out to have remarkable applications to the first two — called
distributed verification, is one of the main subjects of this thesis. In distributed
verification, we want to efficiently check whether a given subgraph of a network has a
specified property via a distributed algorithm3 . Formally, given a graph G = (V, E),
a subgraph H = (V, E 0 ) with E 0 ⊆ E, and a predicate Π, it is required to decide
whether H satisfies Π (i.e., when the algorithm terminates, every node knows whether
H satisfies Π). The predicate Π may specify statements such as “H is connected”
or “H is a spanning tree” or “H contains a cycle”. (Each vertex in G knows which
of its incident edges (if any) belong to H.) The goal is to study bounds on the
3

Such problems have been studied in the sequential setting, e.g., Tarjan [141] studied verification
of MST.
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time complexity of distributed verification. The time complexity of the verification
algorithm is measured with respect to parameters of G (in particular, its size n and
diameter4 D), independently from H.
We note that verification is different from construction problems, which have
been the traditional focus in distributed computing. Indeed, distributed algorithms
for constructing spanning trees, shortest paths, and other problems have been well
studied ([128, 110]). However, the corresponding verification problems have received
much less attention. To the best of our knowledge, the only distributed verification
problem that has received some attention is the MST (i.e., verifying if H is a MST);
√
the recent work of Kor et al. [90] gives a Ω( n/B + D) deterministic lower bound on
distributed verification of MST, where D is the diameter of the network G. That paper
also gives a matching upper bound (see also [91]). Note that distributed construction
of MST has rather similar lower and upper bounds [129, 62]. Thus in the case of the
MST problem, verification and construction have the same time complexity. We later
show that the above result of Kor et al. is subsumed by the results of this thesis, as
we show that verifying any spanning tree takes so much time, even when we allow
one-sided error randomization.
Therefore, while computing a spanning tree can be done in O(D) time, even
with single-bit messages (as one can simply breadth-first-search the graph in time
O(D)), verifying whether an existing spanning tree indeed is a correct spanning tree
√
needs Ω( n + D) time. (Thus, in contrast to traditional non-distributed complexity,
verification is harder than computation in the distributed world!)
Our result is more general, as we show interesting lower and upper bounds (these
are almost tight) for a whole selection of verification problems. Furthermore, we show
4

The length of a path p in G is the number of edges it contains. The distance between two
vertices is the length of the shortest path connecting them. The diameter D of G is the maximum
distance between any two vertices of G.
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a key application of studying such verification problems to proving strong unconditional time lower bounds on exact and approximate distributed computation for many
classical problems.
Motivations. The study of distributed verification has two main motivations. The
first is understanding the complexity of verification versus construction. This is obviously a central question in the traditional RAM model, but here we want to focus
on the same question in the distributed model. Unlike in the centralized setting, it
turns out that verification is not in general easier than construction in the distributed
setting! In fact, as was indicated earlier, distributively verifying a spanning tree
turns out to be harder than constructing it in the worst case. Thus understanding
the complexity of verification in the distributed model is also important. Second,
from an algorithmic point of view, for some problems, understanding the verification
problem can help in solving the construction problem or showing the inherent limitations in obtaining an efficient algorithm. In addition to these, there is yet another
motivation that emerges from this work: We show that distributed verification leads
to showing strong unconditional lower bounds on distributed computation (both exact
and approximate) for a variety of problems, many hitherto unknown. For example,
we show that establishing a lower bound on the spanning connected subgraph verification problem leads to establishing lower bounds for the minimum spanning tree,
shortest path tree, minimum cut etc. Hence, studying verification problems may lead
to proving hardness of approximation as well as lower bounds for exact computation
for new problems.
1.4.2

Results

In this thesis, our main contributions are two fold. First, we initiate a systematic
study of distributed verification, and give almost tight uniform lower bounds on the
running time of distributed verification algorithms for many fundamental problems.
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Second, we make progress in establishing strong hardness results on the distributed
approximation of many classical optimization problems. Our lower bounds also apply
seamlessly to exact algorithms. We next state our main results (the precise theorem
statements are in the respective sections as mentioned below).
1. Distributed Verification. We show a lower bound of Ω(

p

n/(B log n) + D) for

many verification problems in the B model, including spanning connected subgraph,
s-t connectivity, cycle-containment, bipartiteness, cut, least-element list, and s − t
cut. These bounds apply to randomized algorithms as well, and clearly hold also for
asynchronous networks. Moreover, it is important to note that our lower bounds apply
even to graphs of small diameter (D = O(log n)). (Indeed, the problems studied in
this thesis are “global” problems, i.e., the network diameter of G imposes an inherent
lower bound on the time complexity.)
Additionally, we show that another fundamental problem, namely, the spanning
tree verification problem (i.e., verifying whether H is a spanning tree) has the same
p
lower bound of Ω( n/(B log n) + D). However, this bound applies to only one-sided
error randomized algorithms (see Chapter 5 for details). This result strengthens the

deterministic lower bound result of MST verification by Kor et al. [90] in that it gives
a lower bound even for verifying a spanning tree and holds for randomized algorithms.
Moreover, we note the interesting fact that although finding a spanning tree (e.g., a
breadth-first tree) can be done in O(D) rounds [128], verifying if a given subgraph
√
is a spanning tree requires Ω̃( n + D) rounds! Thus the verification problem for
spanning trees is harder than its construction in the distributed setting. This is in
contrast to this well-studied problem in the centralized setting.
Our lower bounds are almost tight as we show that there exist algorithms that run
√
in O( n log∗ n + D) rounds (assuming B = O(log n)) for all the verification problems
addressed here.
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Table 1: Lower bounds of randomized α-approximation algorithms on graphs of various diameters. Bounds in the first column are for the MST and shortest path tree
problems [55] while those in the second column are for these problems and
prob√ many
∗
lems listed in Fig. 11. We note that these bounds almost match the O( n log n + D)
upper bound for the MST problem [62, 96] and are independent of the approximation
factor α.
Previous lower bound for MST New lower bound for MST,
Diameter D
and shortest-path tree [55]
shortest-path tree and
(for exact algorithms,
use
α
=
1)
all
problems
Fig. 11.
pn
p in
n
δ
n , 0 < δ < 1/2
Ω(
Ω(
q αB )
q B)
n
n
Θ(log n)
Ω( αB log n )
Ω( B log
)
n
Constant ≥ 3
4
3

1

1

n 2 − 2D−2
)
Ω(( αB
)
n 1/3
) )
Ω(( αB
n 1/4
Ω(( αB
) )

1

1

Ω(( Bn ) 2 − 2D−2 )
Ω(( Bn )1/3 )
Ω(( Bn )1/4 )

2. Bounds on Hardness of Distributed Approximation. An important consequence of our verification lower bound is that it leads to lower bounds for exact and
approximate distributed computation. We show the unconditional time lower bound
p
of Ω( n/(B log n) + D) for approximating many optimization problems, including
MST, shortest s − t path, shortest path tree, and minimum cut (Section 5.4). The
important point to note is that the above lower bound applies for any approximation
ratio α ≥ 1. Thus the same bound holds for exact algorithms also (α = 1). All
these hardness bounds hold for randomized algorithms. As in our verification lower
bounds, these bounds apply even to graphs of small (O(log n)) diameter. Figure 1
summarizes our lower bounds for various diameters.
Our results improve over previous ones (e.g., Elkin’s lower bound for approximate
MST and shortest path tree [55]) and subsumes some well-established exact bounds
(e.g., Peleg and Rubinovich lower bound for MST [129]) as well as shows new strong
bounds (both for exact and approximate computation) for many other problems (e.g.,
minimum cut), thus answering some questions that were open earlier (see the survey
by Elkin [52]).
The new lower bound for approximating MST simplifies and improves upon the
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previous Ω(

p

n/(αB log n)+D) lower bound by Elkin [55], where α is the approxima-

tion factor. [55] showed a tradeoff between the running time and the approximation rap
tio of MST. Our result shows that approximating MST requires Ω( n/(B log n) + D)

rounds, regardless of α. Thus our result shows that there is actually no trade-off, since
there can be no distributed approximation algorithm for MST that is significantly

faster than the current exact algorithm [96, 54], for any approximation factor α > 1.

1.5

How fast can we compute skylines on data streams and
distributed networks?

1.5.1

Problem

The skyline of a d-dimensional dataset is the set of points (tuples) that are not
dominated by any other point, where we say that a point p dominates another point
p0 if the coordinate of p on each dimension is not smaller than that of p0 , and strictly
larger on at least one dimension. A popular example is a hotel reservation system.
Consider a hypothetical scenario in which a tourist is searching for a hotel that both is
cheap and has high quality. Although most hotels that have higher quality tend to be
more expensive, there could be real-life instances in which a hotel A is more expensive
than a hotel B but B has better quality than A. Clearly, in this scenario, inferior
hotels such as A should not be shown to this tourist. For example, Figure 5 shows
the first 5 query results of hotels in Lyon from August 24 to August 28, 2009 (during
the time of the VLDB’09 conference), when we search hotels.com in March 2009.
Should hotels.com support skyline query and someone execute the query [Select
*, From Hotels, Skyline of Price min, Guest Rating max], then hotels 2, 4,
5 should not be shown as they are dominated by hotel 1 (the latter has better guest
rating and lower price); Only 1 and 3 should be on the skyline, as one has a better
guest rating and the other has a lower price.
Since a database is usually too large to be stored in the main memory, skyline
algorithms are external [21] in the sense that data resides on the external memory
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Figure 5: Search result from hotels.com.
(i.e., disk) while its processing happens in the main memory. Skyline algorithms can
be classified into two categories: with and without pre-processing. Pre-processing
such as indexing [123] and sorting [32] helps speed up the skyline computation, but
maintaining indices over a large number of dimensions could be computationally
intensive. Without pre-processing, skyline algorithms have to take at least one pass
over the database for computing the skyline and therefore are often slower than those
with pre-processing. However, their flexibility and wider applicability makes them
attractive alternatives in many application scenarios [65]. In this thesis, we focus on
the skyline algorithms without pre-processing.
In this thesis, we appeal to the concept of optimizing the worst case behavior of
skyline algorithms. There are many real-time applications in which one would be
interested in upper-bounding the times taken in skyline computation and minimizing
its variance. Consider a flight booking site where the site searches for results, when
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presented with a query, and displays a skyline set of options. If the time taken for
this page to load is longer than usual, the user is likely to abandon the search and try
one of many other such sites. Another example is skyline queries on stock markets,
where prices change very rapidly. If a user (or automatic trading software on behalf
of the user) wants to perform a transaction based on the results from the skyline
query, presenting the results reliably fast is essential.
In this thesis, we propose a set of multi-pass data streaming algorithms that
can compute the skyline of a massive database with strong worst-case performance
guarantees (motivated above). The data stream in this context refers to the data
items in the massive database (residing on disks) that are read into and processed
through the main memory in a stream fashion. Our algorithms have a salient feature:
They are not sensitive (performance wise) to the order in which the data items show
up in the stream. Therefore, we can simply read the data items out from the database
in the “physically sequential order” in the sense that disk heads only need to move in
one direction during each stream pass. Since the seek and rotational delays of a disk
are orders of magnitude larger than the transmission delay, this feature may translate
into significant performance improvements in real-world systems.
Even with physically sequential accesses of disks, however, each pass over the
database is still quite time-consuming. Therefore, our skyline algorithms need to
minimize the number of such passes in order to have good performance. This objective
is achieved using randomization5 , which turns out to be a powerful tool in quickly
eliminating a large number of non-skyline points from consideration after each pass.
1.5.2

Results

The contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows.
5

Our technique uses randomness in the algorithm but does not assume any distribution on the
input.
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• We formalize the multi-pass streaming model (implicitly with physically sequential accesses of disks) for the skyline problem. We are interested in worst case
analysis, in terms of random and sequential I/O’s and comparison operations.
We prove a simple yet instructive performance lower bound under this model.
• Our key contribution is a randomized multi-pass streaming algorithm, RAND.
We present two versions, one with and one without fixed window, and prove their
theoretical worst-case performance guarantees. These performance guarantees,
combined with the aforementioned lower bound, shows that RAND algorithms
are near-optimal.
• We extend RAND to the distributed networks model. We show an algorithm
that runs in Õ(m) time which is almost optimal. RAND can also be extended
to other settings: (1) It extends to a deterministic variant that works for the
two-dimensional case, and (2) works even for partially-ordered domains.
• We perform extensive experiments on real and synthetic data, which show that
RAND is comparable to the state-of-the-art skyline algorithms in various performance metrics. We also show that, with certain perturbations of the data
orders, the performance of the other algorithms degrade considerably while
RAND is robust to such changes.
1.5.3

Related Work

Skyline computation, previously known as Pareto sets, admissible points, and maximal vectors, has been extensively studied in the theory and mathematics community
since 1960s (see, e.g., [17, 94, 112]). However, they assume that the whole input data
can be fit in the internal memory. Therefore, these algorithms do not scale well to
large databases. In particular, any scalable algorithm should be external. The problem in this setting, and the name skyline, were introduced to the database community
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by Börzsönyi et al. [21] and has been studied extensively since then.
As mentioned in the introduction, external skyline algorithms can be classified
into two categories: with and without pre-processing. Each category has its own
advantages and disadvantages. Algorithms presented in this thesis are in the latter
category. We review some state-of-the-art algorithms in this category that we compare
against: BNL and LESS. Both algorithms serve as good benchmarks for comparison
as they perform well with respect to different parameters.
BNL [21] operates with a memory window of size w. It makes several passes over
the data, each time storing the first w points that are undominated. While reading
the disk, any point that is dominated is eliminated so that it is never read in the
future. BNL has a timestamping mechanism that is used to determine when a point
is in the skyline and when all points it dominates have been eliminated. It continues
to make passes over the data until all skyline points have been obtained. BNL remains
to be a classic algorithm in that several other algorithms use BNL or a modification
of it as a subroutine.
LESS [65] is an extension of the SFS algorithm [32]. SFS assumes that the data
is pre-processed by sorted according to a scoring function. Once sorted, a BNLlike filtering procedure can then be performed on the data to get the skyline points.
Sorting the data gives the desirable property that, as soon as a point gets added to the
buffer, it can be output as being in the skyline and does not need any timestamping
overhead. The authors of [32] suggest the use of the entropy function to efficiently
eliminate many tuples. LESS eliminate some more points while sorting and integrates
the final pass of the external sorting phase with the first filter pass.
Another category of skyline algorithms that we do not consider here are those with
pre-processing. The main feature of these algorithms is that they can compute skyline
without going through the whole input data; thus, they are progressive. Most of the
algorithms in this category are index-based and exploit R-tree and its variations to
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obtain good performances. The first algorithm in this category is the nearest neighbor
(NN) algorithm in [92] and the state-of-the-art algorithm in this category is BBS [123]
which is I/O-optimal. As mentioned in the introduction, we do not consider this
category in this thesis.
Several other variants have been considered. Since it is not possible to list a
complete survey of all papers, we mention a few here. Algorithms using the bitmap
method [138] and for partially-ordered attributes to capture dynamic user preferences [28, 27, 148, 133] , computing cardinality or exploiting low cardinality domains [30, 116], sliding window or time-series skyline queries [102, 140, 80, 154], distributed and super-peer architectures [14, 147, 157, 126], representative skylines [139],
probabilistic skylines on uncertain data [127] have been studied.
There has been work on computing skylines in a streaming setting [102, 140, 80,
154]. However, these works look at single-pass streams under the sliding window
model, whereas we are interested in multi-pass algorithms.
For works related to skyline computation on distributed networks, see Zhu et
al. [157] for an excellent survey and description of many distributed models. Also see
[39, 31, 47] and references therein.

1.6

How fast can we solve graph problems on data streams?

1.6.1

Problem

We are motivated by three fundamental questions that arise in three widely studied
areas in theoretical computer science - streaming algorithms, communication complexity, and proof checking. The first question, which is of our main interest, is
how efficient can space restricted streaming algorithms be. The second question, is
whether the lower bound of a communication problem holds for every partition of the
input. Finally, in proof checking, the question is how many (extra) bits are needed for
the verifier to establish a proof in a restricted manner. Before elaborating on these
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questions, we first describe an application that motivates our model.
Many big companies such as Amazon [1] and salesforce.com are currently offering cloud computing services. These services allow their users to use the companies’
powerful resources for a short period of time, over the Internet. They also provide
some softwares that help the users who may not have knowledge of, expertise in,
or control over the technology infrastructure (“in the cloud”) that supports them.6
These services are very helpful, for example, when a user wants a massive computation
over a short period of time.
Now, let us say that we want the cloud computer to do a simple task such as
checking if a massive graph is strongly connected. Suppose that the cloud computer
gets back to us with an answer “Yes” suggesting that the graph is strongly connected.
What do we make of this? What if there is a bug in the code, or what if there was some
communication error? Ideally one would like a way for the cloud to prove to us that
the answer is correct. This proof might be long due to the massive input data; hence,
it is impossible to keep everything in our laptop’s main memory. Therefore, it is more
practical to read the proof as a stream with a small working memory. Moreover, the
proof should not be too long – one ideal case is when the proof is the input itself (in a
specific order). This is the model considered in this thesis. Related models motivated
by similar applications have also been studied by Li et al. [101, 153], Papadopoulos
et al. [125], Goldwasser et al. [67], Chakrabarti et al. [25], and Cormode et al. [38].
We describe previous models studied specifically in the stream, computational
complexity, and proof checking domains and contrast them with our model.
Data Streams: Recall the streaming model described in Section 1.1. The basic
premise of streaming algorithms is that one is dealing with a humongous data set,
too large to process in main memory. The algorithm has only sequential access to
6

http://www.ebizq.net/blogs/saasweek/2008/03/distinguishing_cloud_computing/.
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the input data; this is called a stream. In certain settings, it is acceptable to allow
the algorithm to perform multiple passes over the stream. The general streaming
algorithms framework has been studied extensively since the seminal work of Alon,
Matias, Szegedy [8].
Models diverge in the assumptions made about what order the algorithm can
access the input elements in. In the classic Finite State Automata model [137], the
order of the data is set by the definition of the problem. Streaming models allow
a richer class of order types. The most stringent restriction on the algorithm is to
assume that the input sequence is presented to the algorithm in an adversarial order.
A slightly more relaxed setting, that has also been widely studied is where the input
is assumed to be presented in randomized order [26, 71, 72]. However, even a simple
problem like finding median (which was considered in the earliest paper in the area by
Munro and Patterson [117]) was shown recently [26] to require Ω(log log n) passes in
both input orders if the space is bounded by O(polylog n). In [76], one of the earliest
paper in this area, it was shown that many graph problems require prohibitively large
amount of space to solve. It is confirmed by the more recent result [58] that a huge
class of graph problems cannot be solved efficiently in a few passes. Since then, new
models have been proposed to overcome this obstruction. Feigenbaum et. al. [59]
proposed a relaxation of the memory restriction in what is called the semi-stream
model. Another input order suggested by Aggarwal et. al. [3] is that of receiving the
input in some sorted order. In the classic Binary Decision Diagram [89] the order
used is of best oblivious; i.e., the input is presented in the best manner for the problem
but not necessarily for the problem instance.
Another model that has been considered is the W-Stream (write-stream) model [132,
46]. While the algorithm processes the input, it may also write a new stream to be
read in the next pass.
We ask the following fundamental question:
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If the input is presented in the best order possible, can we solve problems
efficiently?
A precise explanation is reserved for the models in Chapter 7; however, intuitively,
this means that the algorithm processing the stream can decide on a rule on the order
in which the stream is presented. We call this the best-order stream model. For an
example, if the rule adopted by the algorithm is to read the input in sorted order, then
this is equivalent to the single pass sort stream model. Another example of a rule,
for graphs presented as edge streams could be that the algorithm requires all edges
incident on a vertex to be presented together. This is again equivalent to a graph
stream model studied earlier called the incidence model (and corresponds to reading
the rows of the adjacency matrix one after the other). A stronger rule could be that
the algorithm asks for edges in some perfect matching followed by other edges. As
we show in this thesis, this rule leads to checking if the graph has a perfect matching
and as a consequence shows the difference between our model and the sort-stream
model.
Communication Complexity: Another closely related model is the communication complexity model [152, 95]. Recall from Section 1.1 that, in the basic form of
this model, two players, Alice and Bob, receive some input data and they want to
compute some function together. The question is how much communication they
have to make to accomplish the task. There are many variations of how the input
is partitioned. The worst-case [97] and the best-case [124] partition models are two
extreme cases that are widely studied over decades. The worst case asks for the partition that makes Alice and Bob communicate the most while the best case asks for
the partition that makes the communication smallest. Moreover, even very recently,
another variation where the input is partitioned according to some known distribution (see, e.g., [24]) was proposed. The main question is whether the lower bound of
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a communication problem holds for almost every partition of the input, as opposed
to holding for perhaps just a few atypical partitions.
The communication complexity version of our model (described in Chapter 7) asks
the following similar question: Does the lower bound of a communication problem
hold for every partition of the input? Moreover, our model can be thought of as
a more extreme version of the best-case partition communication complexity. We
explain this in more details in Chapter 7.
Proof Checking: From a complexity theoretic standpoint, our model can be thought
of as the case of proof checking where a polylog-space verifier is allowed to read the
proof as a stream; additionally, the proof must be the input itself in a different order.
The field of probabilistically checkable proofs (PCPs) [10, 11, 48] deals with a
verifier querying the proof at very few points (even if the data set is large and thus
the proof) and using this to guarantee the proof with high probability. While several
variants of proof checking have been considered, we only state the most relevant
ones. A result most related to our setting is by Lipton [105] where it was shown that
membership proofs for np can be checked by probabilistic logspace verifiers that have
one-way access to the proof and use O(log n) random bits. This result almost answers
our question except that the proof is not the reordered input and, more importantly,
its size is not linear (but polynomial) in the size of the input which might be too large
for many applications.
Another related result that compares streaming model with other models is by
Feigenbaum et. al. [57] where the problem of testing and spot-checking on data
streams is considered. They define sampling-tester and streaming-tester. A samplingtester is allowed to sample some (but not all) of the input points, looking at them
in any order. A streaming-tester, on the other hand is allowed to look at the entire
input but only in a specific order. They show that some problems can be solved in
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a streaming-tester but not by a sampling-tester, while the reverse holds for other
problems. Finally, we note that our model (when we focus on massive graphs)
might remind some readers of the problem of property testing in massive graphs [66].
Chakrabarti et al. [25] consider an annotation model for streaming proofs, again motivated by cloud computing services. Their model allows a helper to add additional
bits to the stream to generate a proof to be presented to the verifier. In this model,
the helper observes the stream concurrently with the algorithm. In follow up work to
Chakrabarti et al. [25] and this thesis, Cormode et al. [38] consider a similar annotation model where the cloud and the verifier look at the stream input. Subsequently,
the cloud service needs to provide a proof to the verifier about the specific problem,
which may include the reordered stream and may include additional helper bits as
well. The verifier still needs to work with small space though since the proof itself
may be long.
Notice that in all of the work above, there are two common themes. The first
is verification using small space. The second is some form of limited access to the
input. The limited access is either in the form of sampling from the input, limited
communication, or some restricted streaming approach. Our model captures both
these aspects.
1.6.2

Results

In this thesis, we partially answer whether there are efficient streaming algorithms
when the input is in the best order possible. We give a negative answer to this
question for the deterministic case and show evidence of a positive answer for the
randomized case. Our positive results are similar in spirit to those for the W-stream
and Sort-stream models [3, 46, 132].
For the negative answer, we show that the space requirement is too large even
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for the simple problem of checking if a given graph has a perfect matching deterministically. In contrast, this problem, as well as the connectivity problem, can be
solved efficiently by randomized algorithms. We show similar results for other graph
properties.

1.7

Organization of this thesis

In the first chapter, Chapter 2, we develop random walk algorithms and show their
applications. In the next two chapters, Chapter 3 and 4 we develop ideas towards
the proof that our algorithm for performing a random walk is optimal. In particular, in Chapter 3, we establish a connection between variations of communication
complexity and distributed algorithm lower bounds. Then, in Section 4, we use this
connection to prove the random walk lower bound. This concludes the results on
distributed random walk computation. In Chapter 5, we show that our technique for
proving the random walk lower bound can be applied to many other graph problems,
in particular, approximating the MST and distance. In Chapter 6, we turn to the geometric algorithms for computing skylines where we show almost optimal algorithms
for computing skyline on data streams and distributed networks. Finally, in Chapter
7, we explore the power of streaming graph algorithms by considering the best-order
stream.
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CHAPTER II

RANDOM WALK ALGORITHMS AND APPLICATIONS

In this chapter, we present the first sublinear, almost time-optimal, distributed algorithm for the single random walk problem (1-RW-DoS) in arbitrary networks that
√
runs in time Õ( `D) with high probability, where ` is the length of the walk (the
precise theorem is stated in Section 2.1). The algorithm and analysis can be found in
Section 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. We will show that this algorithm is optimal in Chapter 4.
Recall that in this problem, we are given an arbitrary undirected, unweighted,
and connected n–node network G = (V, E) in the CON GEST model (defined in
Section 1.1.1) and a source node s ∈ V . The goal is to devise a distributed algorithm
such that, in the end, some node v outputs the ID of s, where v is a destination node
picked according to the probability that it is the destination of a random walk of
length ` starting at s.
In Section 2.4, we show extensions and variations of the above result. We give
algorithms for computing k random walks (k-RW-DoS), generating the entire random
walk so that every node knows their positions (k-RW-PoS), and performing random
walk according to the Metropolis-Hastings [75, 113] algorithm, a more general type
of random walk with numerous applications (e.g., [155]). Finally, in Section 2.5, we
present two key applications, generating random spanning trees (RST) and computation of the mixing time.
Throughout this chapter, “with high probability (whp)” means with probability
at least 1 − 1/nΩ(1) , where n is the number of nodes in the network. We assume the
standard (simple) random walk: in each step, an edge is taken from the current node
v with probability proportional to 1/d(v) where d(v) is the degree of v. Our goal is
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to output a true random sample from the `-walk distribution starting from s.

2.1

Algorithm for 1-RW-DoS

In this section we describe the algorithm to sample one random walk destination. We
√
show that this algorithm takes Õ( `D) rounds with high probability and extend it
to other cases in the next sections. First, we make the following simple observation,
which will be assumed throughout.
Observation 2.1. We may assume that ` is O(m2 ), where m is the number of edges
in the network.
√
The reason is that if ` is Ω(m2 ), the required bound of Õ( `D) rounds is easily
achieved by aggregating the graph topology (via upcast) onto one node in O(m + D)
rounds (e.g., see [128]). The difficulty lies in proving for ` = O(m2 ).
A Slower algorithm: Let us first consider the slow version of the algorithm to
highlight the fundamental idea used to achieve sub-linear time bound. The highlevel idea is to perform “many” short random walks in parallel and later stitch them
together as needed. In particular, we perform the algorithm in two phases, as follows.
In Phase 1, we perform η “short” random walks of length λ from each node v,
where η and λ are some parameters whose values will be fixed in the analysis. This
is done naively by forwarding η “coupons” having the ID of v, from v to random
destinations1 , as follows.
1:

Initially, each node v crate η messages (called coupons) C1 , C2 , ..., Cη and write
its ID on them.

2:

for i = 1 to λ do

1

The term “coupon” refers to the same meaning as the more commonly used term of “token”
but we use the term coupon here and reserve the term token for the second phase.
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3:

This is the i-th iteration. Each node v does the following: Consider each coupon
C held by v which is received in the (i−1)-th iteration. Note v picks a neighbor
u uniformly at random and forward C to u after incrementing the counter on
the coupon to i.

4:

end for
At the end of the process, for each node v, there will be η coupons containing v’s

ID distributed to some nodes in the network. These nodes are the destinations of
short walks of length λ starting at v.
For Phase 2, let us first consider an algorithm that is slightly incomplete to avoid
some unnecessary details. Starting at source s, we “stich” some of λ-length walks
prepared in Phase 1 together to form a longer walk. The algorithm starts from s
and randomly picks one coupon distributed from s in Phase 1. This is equivalent to
having every node holding coupons of s writing their IDs on the coupon and send
the coupons back to s. Then s picks one of these coupons randomly and return the
rest to the owners. (However, aggregating all coupons at s is inefficient. The better
way to do this is to use the idea of reservoir sampling. We will develop an algorithm
called Sample-Coupon to do this job efficiently later on.)
Let C be the sampled coupon and v be the destination node of C. The source s
then sends a “token” to v and delete coupon C (so that C will not be sampled again
next time). The process then repeats. That is, the node v currently holding the
token samples one of the coupons it distributed in the previous phase and forwards
the token to the destination of the sampled coupon, say v 0 . A crucial observation is
that the walk of length λ used to distribute the corresponding coupons from s to v
and from v to v 0 are independent random walks. Therefore, we can stich them to get a
random walk of length 2λ. (This fact will be formally proved in the next section.) We
therefore can generate a random walk of length 3λ, 4λ, ... by repeating this process.
We do this until we have completed more than `−λ steps. Then, we complete the rest
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of the walk by doing the naive random walk algorithm. The algorithm for Phase 2 is
thus the following.
1:

The source node s creates a message called “token” which contains the ID of s

2:

while Length of walk completed is at most ` − λ do

3:

Let v be the node that is currently holding the token.

4:

v calls Sample-Coupon(v) to sample one of the coupons distributed by v
uniformly at random. Let C be the sampled coupon.

5:

Let v 0 be the node holding coupon C. (ID of v 0 is written on C.)

6:

v sends the token to v 0 and v 0 deletes C so that C will not be sampled again.

7:

The length of walk completed has now increased by λ.

8:

end while

9:

Walk naively (i.e., forward the token to a random neighbor) until ` steps are
completed.

10:

A node holding the token outputs the ID of s
Figure 6 illustrates the idea of this algorithm. To understand the intuition behind

this (incomplete) algorithm, let us analyze its running time. First, we claim that
Phase 1 needs Õ(ηλ) rounds with high probability. This is because if we send out
one coupon from each node at the same time, each node should receive one coupon
in the average case. In other words, there is no congestion (i.e., no two coupons
are sent through the same edge). Therefore sending out one coupon from each node
for λ steps will take O(λ) rounds in expectation and the time becomes O(ηλ) for η
coupons. This argument can be modified to show that we need Õ(ηλ) rounds with
high probability. (The full proof will be provided in Lemma 2.3 in the next section.)
We will also show that Sample-Coupon can be done in O(D) rounds and it follows
that Phase 2 needs O(D · `/λ) rounds. Therefore, the algorithm needs Õ(ηλ + D · `/λ)
√
√
which is Õ( `D) when we set η = 1 and λ = `D.
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Figure 6: Figure illustrating the Algorithm of stitching short walks together.
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The reason the above algorithm for Phase 2 is slightly incomplete is that it is
possible that η coupons are not enough: We might forward the token to some node v
many times in Phase 2 and all coupons distributed by v in the first phase are deleted.
To cope with this problem, we develop an algorithm called Send-More-Coupons
to distribute more coupons. In particular, when there is no coupon of v left in the
network and v wants to sample a coupon, it calls Send-More-Coupons to send
out η new coupons to random nodes. (Send-More-Coupons gives the same result
as Phase 1 but the algorithm will be different in order to get a good running time.)
In particular, we insert the following lines between Line 4 and 5 of the previous
algorithm.
1:
2:

if C = null (all coupons from v have already been deleted) then
v calls Send-More-Coupons(v, η, λ) (Distribute η new coupons. These
coupons are forward for λ rounds.)

3:
4:

v calls Sample-Coupon(v) and let C be the returned coupon
end if
To complete this algorithm we now describe Sample-Coupon and Send-More-

Coupons. The main idea of algorithm Sample-Coupon is to sample the coupons
through a BFS tree from the leaves upward to the root. We allow each node to send
only one coupon to its parent to avoid congestion. That is, in each round some node
u will receive some coupons from its children (at most one from each child). Let these
children be u1, u2 , ..., uq . Then, u picks one of these coupons and send to its parent. To
ensure that u picks a coupon from uniform distribution, it picks the coupon received
from ui with probability proportional to the number of coupons in the subtree rooted
at ui . The precise statement of this algorithm can be found in Algorithm 2.1. The
correctness of this algorithm (i.e., it outputs a coupon from uniform probability) will
be proved in the next section (cf. Claim 2.8).
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Algorithm 2.1 Sample-Coupon(v)
Input: Starting node v.
Output: A node sampled from among the nodes holding the coupon of v
1: Construct a Breadth-First-Search (BFS) tree rooted at v. While constructing,
every node stores its parent’s ID. Denote such tree by T .
2: We divide T naturally into levels 0 through D (where nodes in level D are leaf
nodes and the root node v is in level 0).
3: Every node u that holds some coupons of v picks one coupon uniformly at random.
Let C0 denote such coupon and let x0 denote the number of coupons u has. Node
u writes its ID on coupon C0 .
4: for i = D down to 0 do
5:
Every node u in level i that either receives coupon(s) from children or possesses
coupon(s) itself do the following.
6:
Let u have q coupons (including its own coupons). Denote these coupons by
C0 , C1 , C2, . . . , Cq and let their counts be x0 , x1 , x2 , . . . , xq . Node u samples
one of C0 through Cq , with probabilities proportional to the respective counts.
xj
That is, for any 1 ≤ j ≤ q, Cj is sampled with probability x0 +x1 +...+x
.
q
7:
The sampled coupon is sent to the parent node (unless already at root) along
with a count of x0 + x1 + . . . + xq (the count represents the number of coupons
from which this coupon has been sampled).
8: end for
9: The root outputs the ID of the owner of the final sampled coupon (written on
such coupon).
The Send-More-Coupons algorithm does essentially the same as what we did
in Phase 1 with only one exception: Since this time we send out coupons from only
one node, we can avoid congestions by combining coupons delivered on the same edge
in each round. This algorithm is described in Algorithm 2.2, Part 1. (We will describe
Part 2 later after we explain how to speed up the algorithm).
The analysis in the next section shows that Send-More-Coupons are called at
most `/(ηλ) times in the worst case and it follows that the algorithm above takes
time Õ(`2/3 D 1/3 ).
Faster algorithm: We are now ready to introduce the second idea which will complete the algorithm. To speed up the above slower algorithm, we randomly pick the
length of each short walk uniformly at random in range [λ, 2λ − 1], instead of fixing
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Algorithm 2.2 Send-More-Coupons(v, η, λ)
Part 1: Distribute η coupons for λ steps.
1: The node v constructs η (identical) messages containing its ID.
2: for i = 1 to λ do
3:
Each node u does the following:
4:
- For each coupon C held by u, pick a neighbor z uniformly at random as a
receiver of C.
5:
- For each neighbor z of u, send ID of v and the number of coupons that z is
picked as a receiver, denoted by c(u, v).
6:
- For each neighbor z of u, upon receiving ID of v and c(u, v), constructs c(u, v)
coupons, each contains the ID of v.
7: end for
Part 2: Each coupon is now forwarded for λ steps. These coupons are now extended
probabilistically further by r steps where each r is independent and uniform in the
range [0, λ − 1].
1: for i = 0 to λ − 1 do
1
, stop sending the message
2:
For each coupon, independently with probability λ−i
further and save the ID of the source node (in this event, the node with the
message is the destination). For each coupon that is not stopped, each node
picks a neighbor correspondingly and sends the coupon forward as before.
3: end for
4: At the end, each destination node knows the source ID as well as the number of
time the corresponding coupon is forwarded.
it to λ. The reason behind this is that we want every node in the walk to have some
probability to take part in token forwarding in Phase 2. We called these nodes (that
forward the token at some point in Phase 2) the connectors.
For example, consider running our random walk algorithm on a star network
starting at the center and let λ = 2. If all short walks have length two then the center
will always forward the token to itself in Phase 2. In other words, the center is the
only connector and thus will appear as a connector `/2 times. This is undesirable
since we have to prepare many walks from the center. In contrast, if we random
the length of each short walk between two and three then the number of times that
the center is a connector is `/4 in expectation. (To see this, observe that, regardless
of where the token currently is, the the token will be forwarded to the center with
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probability 1/2.)
In the next section, we will show an important property of the random walk
which says that a random walk of length ` will visit each node v a few number of
√
times compared to its degree, namely Õ( ` deg(v)) times. We then use the above
modification to claim that each node will be visited as a connector a few number of
√
times too, namely Õ( ` deg(v)/λ) times. This implies that each node does not have
to prepare many short walks which leads to the improved running time.
To do this modification, we need to modify Phase 1 and Send-More-Coupons.
For Phase 1, we simply change the length of each short walk to λ + r where r is a
random integer in [0, λ − 1]. This modification is shown in Algorithm 2.3. A very
slight change is also made on Phase 2. For a technical reason, we also prepare η deg(v)
coupons from each node in Phase 1, instead of previously η coupons. Our analysis in
the next section shows that this modification still needs Õ(ηλ) rounds as before.
To modify Send-More-Coupons, we add Part 2 to the algorithm (as in Algorithm 2.2) where we keep forwarding each coupon with some probability. It can be
shown by a simple calculation that the number of steps each coupon is forwarded is
uniformly between λ and 2λ − 1.
We now have the complete description of the algorithm and are ready to show the
analysis.

2.2

Analysis of Single-Random-Walk algorithm

We divide the analysis into four parts. First, we show the correctness of Algorithm
Single-Random-Walk. (The proofs will be shown in subsequent sections.)
Lemma 2.2. Algorithm Single-Random-Walk solves 1-RW-DoS. That is, for any
node v, after algorithm Single-Random-Walk finishes, the probability that v outputs the ID of s is equal to the probability that it is the destination of a random walk
of length ` starting at s.
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Algorithm 2.3 Single-Random-Walk(s, `)
Input: Starting node s, and desired walk length ` and parameters λ and η.
Output: A destination node of the random of length ` output the ID of s.
Phase 1: Generate short walks by coupons distribution. Each node v performs
η deg(v) random walks of length λ + ri where ri (for each 1 ≤ i ≤ η deg(v)) is
chosen independently and uniformly at random in the range [0, λ − 1]. At the end
of the process, there are η deg(v) (not necessarily distinct) nodes holding a “coupon”
containing the ID of v.
1: for each node v do
2:
Generate η deg(v) random integers in the range [0, λ − 1], denoted by
r1 , r2 , ..., rη deg(v) .
3:
Construct η deg(v) messages containing its ID and in addition, the i-th message
contains the desired walk length of λ+ri . We will refer to these messages created
by node v as “coupons created by v”.
4: end for
5: for i = 1 to 2λ do
6:
This is the i-th iteration. Each node v does the following: Consider each
coupon C held by v which is received in the (i − 1)-th iteration. If the coupon
C’s desired walk length is at most i, then v keeps this coupon (v is the desired
destination). Else, v picks a neighbor u uniformly at random and forward C to
u.
7: end for
Phase 2: Stich short walks by token forwarding. Stitch Θ(`/λ) walks, each of
length in [λ, 2λ − 1].
1: The source node s creates a message called “token” which contains the ID of s
2: The algorithm will forward the token around and keep track of a set of connectors,
denoted by C. Initially, C = {s}.
3: while Length of walk completed is at most ` − 2λ do
4:
Let v be the node that is currently holding the token.
5:
v calls Sample-Coupon(v) to uniformly sample one of the coupons distributed
by v. Let C be the sampled coupon.
6:
if v 0 = null (all coupons from v have already been deleted) then
7:
v calls Send-More-Coupons(v, η, λ) (Perform Θ(l/λ) walks of length
λ + ri starting at v, where ri is chosen uniformly at random in the range
[0, λ − 1] for the i-th walk.)
8:
v calls Sample-Coupon(v) and let C be the returned value
9:
end if
10:
Let v 0 be node holding coupon C. (ID of v 0 is written on C.)
11:
v sends the token to v 0 and v 0 delete C so that C will not be sampled again.
12:
C = C ∪ {v 0 }
13: end while
14: Walk naively until ` steps are completed (this is at most another 2λ steps)
15: A node holding the token outputs the ID of s
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Once we have established the correctness, we focus on the running time. In the
second part, we show the probabilistic bound of Phase 1.
Lemma 2.3. Phase 1 finishes in Õ(λη) rounds with high probability.
In the third part, we analyze the worst case bound of Phase 2, which is a building
block of the probabilistic bound.
+ η` ).
Lemma 2.4. Phase 2 finishes in Õ( `·D
λ
We note that the above bound holds even when we fix the length of the short
walks (instead of randomly picking from [λ, 2λ]. Moreover, using the above lemmas
we can conclude the running time of Õ(`2/3 D 1/3 ) by setting η and λ appropriately.
In the last part, we improve the running time of Phase 2 further, using a probabilistic bound, leading to a better running time overall. The key ingredient here is
the Random Walk Visits Lemma (cf. Lemma 2.12) stated formally in Section 2.2.4
and proved in Section 2.3. Then we use the fact that the short walks have random
length to obtain the running time bound.
√
Lemma 2.5. For any η and λ such that ηλ ≥ 32 `(log n)3 , Phase 2 finishes in
) rounds with high probability.
Õ( `D
λ
Using the results above, we conclude the following theorem.
Theorem 2.6. For any `, Algorithm Single-Random-Walk (cf. Algorithm 2.3) solves
√
1-RW-DoS correctly and, with high probability, finishes in Õ( `D) rounds.
√
Proof. Set η = 1 and λ = 32 `D(log n)3 . Using Lemma 2.3 and 2.5, the algorithm
√
)
=
Õ(
`D) with high probability.
finishes in Õ(λη + `D
λ
2.2.1

Correctness

To prove the correctness of the algorithm, we first claim that Sample-Coupon
returns a coupon where the node holding this coupon is a destination of a short walks
of length uniformly random in [λ, 2λ − 1].
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Claim 2.7. Each short walk length (returned by Sample-Coupon) is uniformly
sampled from the range [λ, 2λ − 1].
Proof. Each walk can be created in two ways.
• It is created in Phase 1. In this case, since we pick the length of each walk
uniformly from the length [λ, 2λ − 1], the claim clearly holds.
• It is created by Send-More-Coupon. In this case, the claim holds by the
technique of reservoir sampling: Observe that after the λth step of the walk is
completed, we stop extending each walk at any length between λ and 2λ − 1
uniformly. To see this, observe that we stop at length λ with probability 1/λ.
If the walk does not stop, it will stop at length λ + 1 with probability
means that the walk will stop at length λ + 1 with probability

λ−1
λ

1
.
λ−1

This

1
λ−1

= λ1 .

×

Similarly, it can be argue that the walk will stop at length i for any i ∈ [λ, 2λ−1]
with probability λ1 .

Moreover, we claim that Sample-Coupon(v) samples a short walk uniformly at
random among many coupons (and therefore, short walks starting at v).
Claim 2.8. Algorithm Sample-Coupon(v) (cf. Algorithm 2.1), for any node v,
samples a coupon distributed by v uniformly at random.
Proof. Assume that before this algorithm starts, there are t (without loss of generality,
let t > 0) coupons containing ID of v stored in some nodes in the network. The goal
is to show that Sample-Coupon brings one of these coupons to v with uniform
probability. For any node u, let Tu be the subtree rooted at u and let Su be the set
of coupons in Tu . (Therefore, Tv = T and |Sv | = t.)
We claim that any node u returns a coupon to its parent with uniform probability
(i.e., for any coupons x ∈ Su , P r[u returns x] is 1/|Su | (if |Su | > 0)). We prove this
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by induction on the height of the tree. This claim clearly holds for the base case
where u is a leaf node. Now, for any non-leaf node u, assume that the claim is true
for any of its children. To be precise, suppose that u receives coupons and counts
from q children. Assume that it receives coupons d1 , d2 , ..., dq and counts c1 , c2 , ..., cq
from nodes u1 , u2, ..., uq , respectively. (Also recall that d0 is the sample of its own
coupons (if exists) and c0 is the number of its own coupons.) By induction, dj is sent
from uj to u with probability 1/|Suj |, for any 1 ≤ j ≤ q. Moreover, cj = |Suj | for any
j. Therefore, any coupon dj will be picked with probability

1
|Suj |

×

cj
c0 +c1 +...cq

=

1
Su

as

claimed.
The lemma follows by applying the claim above to v.
To conclude, any two [λ, 2λ − 1]-length walk (possibly from different sources) are
independent from each other. Moreover, a walk from a particular node is picked uniformly at random. Therefore, algorithm Single-Random-Walk is equivalent to having
a source node perform a walk of length between λ and 2λ − 1 and then have the
destination do another walk of length between λ and 2λ − 1 and so on.
2.2.2

Analysis of Phase 1

For each coupon C, any j = 1, 2, ..., λ, and any edge e, we define XCj (e) to be a
random variable having value 1 if C is sent through e in the j th iteration (i.e., when
P
the counter on C is increased from j − 1 to j). Let X j (e) = C:coupon XCj (e). We
compute the expected number of coupons that go through an edge e, as follows.

Claim 2.9. For any edge e and any j, E[X j (e)] = 2η.
Proof. Recall that each node v starts with η deg(v) coupons and each coupon takes
a random walk. We prove that after any given number of steps j, the expected
number of coupons at node v is still η deg(v). Consider the random walk’s probability
transition matrix, call it A. In this case Au = u for the vector u having value

deg(v)
2m

where m is the number of edges in the graph (since this u is the stationary distribution
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of an undirected unweighted graph). Now the number of coupons we started with
at any node i is proportional to its stationary distribution, therefore, in expectation,
the number of coupons at any node remains the same.
To calculate E[X j (e)], notice that edge e will receive coupons from its two end
points, say x and y. The number of coupons it receives from node x in expectation
is exactly the number of coupons at x divided by deg(x). The claim follows.
By Chernoff’s bound (e.g., in [114, Theorem 4.4.]), for any edge e and any j,
P[X j (e) ≥ 4η log n] ≤ 2−4 log n = n−4 .
It follows that the probability that there exists an edge e and an integer 1 ≤ j ≤ λ such
that X j (e) ≥ 4η log n is at most |E(G)|λn−4 ≤

1
n

since |E(G)| ≤ n2 and λ ≤ ` ≤ n

(by the way we define λ).
Now suppose that X j (e) ≤ 4η log n for every edge e and every integer j ≤ λ. This
implies that we can extend all walks of length i to length i + 1 in 4η log n rounds.
Therefore, we obtain walks of length λ in 4λη log n rounds as claimed.
2.2.3

Worst-case bound of Phase 2

To prove Lemma 2.4, we first analyze the running time of Send-More-Coupons
and Sample-Coupon.
Lemma 2.10. For any v, Send-More-Coupons(v, η, λ) always finishes within
O(λ) rounds.
Proof. Consider any node u during the execution of the algorithm. If it contains x
coupons of v (i.e., which just contain the ID of v), for some x, it has to pick x of its
neighbors at random, and pass the coupon of v to each of these x neighbors. It might
pass these coupons to less than x neighbors and cause congestion if the coupons are
sent separately. However, it sends only the ID of v and a count to each neighbor,
where the count represents the number of coupons it wishes to send to such neighbor.
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Note that there is only one ID sent during the process since only one node calls SendMore-Coupons at a time. Therefore, there is no congestion and thus the algorithm
terminates in O(λ) rounds.
Lemma 2.11. Sample-Coupon always finishes within O(D) rounds.
Proof. Since, constructing a BFS tree can be done easily in O(D) rounds, it is to
bound the time of the second part where the algorithm wishes to sample one of
many coupons (having its ID) spread across the graph. The sampling is done while
retracing the BFS tree starting from leaf nodes, eventually reaching the root. The
main observation is that when a node receives multiple samples from its children, it
only sends one of them to its parent. Therefore, there is no congestion. The total
number of rounds required is therefore the number of levels in the BFS tree, O(D).
Now we prove the worst-case bound of Phase 2. First, observe that SampleCoupon is called O( λ` ) times since it is called only by a connector (to fine the
next node to forward the token to). By Lemma 2.11, this algorithm takes O( `·D
)
λ
`
rounds in total. Next, we claim that Send-More-Coupons is called at most O( λη
)

times in total (summing over all nodes). This is because when a node v calls SendMore-Coupons(v, η, λ), all η walks starting at v must have been stitched and
therefore v contributes λη steps of walk to the long walk we are constructing. It
follows from Lemma 2.10 that Send-More-Coupons algorithm takes O( η` ) rounds
in total. The claimed worst-case bound follow by summing up the total running time
of both algorithms.
2.2.4

A Probabilistic bound for Phase 2

Recall that we may assume that ` = O(m2 ) (cf. 2.1). We prove the tighter bound
using the following lemmas. As mentioned earlier, to bound the number of times
Send-More-Coupons is invoked, we need a technical result on random walks that
bounds the number of times a node will be visited in a `-length random walk. Consider
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a simple random walk on a connected undirected graph on n vertices. Let d(x) denote
the degree of x, and let m denote the number of edges. Let Ntx (y) denote the number
of visits to vertex y by time t, given the walk started at vertex x. Now, consider k
walks, each of length `, starting from (not necessary distinct) nodes x1 , x2 , . . . , xk .
We show a key technical lemma that applies to a random walk on any graph: With
√
high probability, no vertex y is visited more than 32d(x) k` + 1 log n + k times.
Lemma 2.12 (Random Walk Visits Lemma). For any nodes x1 , x2 , . . . , xk , and ` =
O(m2 ),
Pr ∃y s.t.

k
X
i=1

√

N`xi (y) ≥ 32d(y) k` + 1 log n + k ≤ 1/n .

Since the proof of this lemma is interesting on its own and lengthly, we defer it
to Section 2.3. The lemma above says that the number of visits to each node can be
bounded. However, for each node, we are only interested in the case where it is used
as a connector. The lemma below shows that the number of visits as a connector can
be bounded as well; i.e., if any node vi appears t times in the walk, then it is likely
to appear roughly t/λ times as connectors.
Lemma 2.13. For any vertex v, if v appears in the walk at most t times then it
appears as a connector node at most t(log n)2 /λ times with probability at least 1−1/n2 .
At first thought, the lemma above might sound correct even when we do not random the length of the short walks since the connectors are spread out in steps of
length approximately λ. However, there might be some periodicity that results in the
same node being visited multiple times but exactly at λ-intervals. This is where we
crucially use the fact that the algorithm uses walks of length uniformly random in
[λ, 2λ − 1]. The proof then goes via constructing another process equivalent to partitioning the ` steps into intervals of λ and then sampling points from each interval.
We analyze this by carefully constructing a different process that stochastically dominates the process of a node occurring as a connector at various steps in the `-length
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walk and then use a Chernoff bound argument.
In order to give a detailed proof of Lemma 2.13, we need the following two claims.
Claim 2.14. Consider any sequence A of numbers a1 , ..., a`0 of length `0 . For any
integer λ0 , let B be a sequence aλ0 +r1 , a2λ0 +r1 +r2 , ..., aiλ0 +r1 +...+ri , ... where ri , for any i,
is a random integer picked uniformly from [0, λ0 − 1]. Consider another subsequence
of numbers C of A where an element in C is picked from “every λ0 numbers” in A;
i.e., C consists of b`0 /λ0 c numbers c1 , c2 , ... where, for any i, ci is chosen uniformly
at random from a(i−1)λ0 +1 , a(i−1)λ0 +2 , ..., aiλ0 . Then, P r[C contains ai1 , ai2 , ..., aik }] =
P r[B = {ai1 , ai2 , ..., aik }] for any set {ai1 , ai2 , ..., aik }.
Proof. First consider a subsequence C of A. Numbers in C are picked from “every
λ0 numbers” in A; i.e., C consists of b`0 /λ0 c numbers c1 , c2 , ... where, for any i, ci is
chosen uniformly at random from a(i−1)λ0 +1 , a(i−1)λ0 +2 , ..., aiλ0 . Observe that |C| ≥ |B|.
In fact, we can say that “C contains B”; i.e., for any sequence of k indexes i1 , i2 , ..., ik
such that λ0 ≤ ij+1 − ij ≤ 2λ0 − 1 for all j,
P r[B = {ai1 , ai2 , ..., aik }] = P r[C contains {ai1 , ai2 , ..., aik }].
To see this, observe that B will be equal to {ai1 , ai2 , ..., aik } only for a specific value
of r1 , r2 , ..., rk . Since each of r1 , r2 , ..., rk is chosen uniformly at random from [1, λ0 ],
P r[B = {ai1 , ai2 , ..., aik }] = λ0−k . Moreover, the C will contain ai1 , ai2 , ..., aik } if
and only if, for each j, we pick aij from the interval that contains it (i.e., from
a(i0 −1)λ0 +1 , a(i0 −1)λ0 +2 , ..., ai0 λ0 , for some i0 ). (Note that ai1 , ai2 , ... are all in different
intervals because ij+1 − ij ≥ λ0 for all j.) Therefore, P r[C contains ai1 , ai2 , ..., aik }] =
λ0−k .
Claim 2.15. Consider any sequence A of numbers a1 , ..., a0` of length `0 . Consider
subsequence of numbers C of A where an element in C is picked from from “every
λ0 numbers” in A; i.e., C consists of b`0 /λ0 c numbers c1 , c2 , ... where, for any i, ci is
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chosen uniformly at random from a(i−1)λ0 +1 , a(i−1)λ0 +2 , ..., aiλ0 .. For any number x, let
nx be the number of appearances of x in A; i.e., nx = |{i | ai = x}|. Then, for any
R ≥ 6nx /λ0 , x appears in C more than R times with probability at most 2−R .
Proof. For i = 1, 2, ..., b`0 /λ0c, let Xi be a 0/1 random variable that is 1 if and only
P 0 /λ0 c
Xi . That is, X is the number of appearances of x in C.
if ci = x and X = b`
i=1

Clearly, E[X] = nx /λ0 . Since Xi ’s are independent, we can apply the Chernoff bound

(e.g., in [114, Theorem 4.4.]): For any R ≥ 6E[X] = 6nx /λ0 ,
P r[X ≤ R] ≥ 2−R .
The claim is thus proved.
Proof of Lemma 2.13. Now we use the claim to prove the lemma. Choose `0 = ` and
λ0 = λ and consider any node v that appears at most t times. The number of times
it appears as a connector node is the number of times it appears in the subsequence
B described in the claim. By applying the claim with R = t(log n)2 , we have that v
appears in B more than t(log n)2 times with probability at most 1/n2 as desired.
Now we are ready to prove the probabilistic bound of Phase 2 (cf. Lemma 2.5).
First, we claim, using Lemma 2.12 and 2.13, that each node is used as a connector
node at most

√
32d(x) `(log n)3
λ

times with probability at least 1−2/n. To see this, observe
√
that the claim holds if each node x is visited at most t(x) = 32d(x) ` + 1 log n

times and consequently appears as a connector node at most t(x)(log n)2 /λ times.
By Lemma 2.12, the first condition holds with probability at least 1 − 1/n. By
Lemma 2.13 and the union bound over all nodes, the second condition holds with
probability at least 1 − 1/n, provided that the first condition holds. Therefore, both
conditions hold together with probability at least 1 − 2/n as claimed.
Now, observe that Sample-Coupon is invoked O( λ` ) times (only when we stitch
√
) = Õ( `D) rounds.
the walks) and therefore, by Lemma 2.11, contributes O( `D
λ
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Moreover, we claim that Send-More-Coupons is never invoked, with probability at
least 1−2/n. To see this, recall our claim above that each node x is used as a connector
node at most

√
32d(x) `(log n)3
λ

times. Additionally, observe that we have prepared this

many walks in Phase 1; i.e., after Phase 1, each node has ηd(x) ≥

√
32d(x) `(log n)3
λ

short

walks. The claim follows.
√
Therefore, with probability at least 1 − 2/n, the rounds are Õ( `D) as claimed.

2.3

Proof of Random Walk Visits Lemma (cf. Lemma 2.12)

We start with the bound of the first and second moment of the number of visits at
each node by each walk.
Proposition 2.16. For any node x, node y and t = O(m2 ),
√
E[Ntx (y)] ≤ 8d(y) t + 1 .

(1)

To prove the above proposition, let P denote the transition probability matrix of
such a random walk and let π denote the stationary distribution of the walk, which in
this case is simply proportional to the degree of the vertex, and let πmin = minx π(x).
The basic bound we use is the following estimate from Lyons (see Lemma 3.4 and
Remark 4 in [111]). Let Q denote the transition probability matrix of a chain with
self-loop probablity α > 0, and with c = min {π(x)Q(x, y) : x 6= y and Q(x, y) > 0} .
Note that for a random walk on an undirected graph, c =

1
.
2m

For k > 0 a positive

integer (denoting time) ,
o
n
1
1
Qk (x, y)
√
.
− 1 ≤ min
, 2 2
π(y)
αc k + 1 2α c (k + 1)

(2)

For k ≤ βm2 for a sufficiently small constant β, and small α, the above can be
simplified to the following bound; see Remark 3 in [111].
4π(y)
4d(y)
Qk (x, y) ≤ √
=√
.
c k+1
k+1
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(3)

Note that given a simple random walk on a graph G, and a corresponding matrix
P , one can always switch to the lazy version Q = (I + P )/2, and interpret it as a
walk on graph G0 , obtained by adding self-loops to vertices in G so as to double the
degree of each vertex. In the following, with abuse of notation we assume our P is
such a lazy version of the original one.
Proof of Proposition 2.16. Let X0 , X1 , . . . describe the random walk, with Xi denoting the position of the walk at time i ≥ 0, and let 1A denote the indicator (0-1)
random variable, which takes the value 1 when the event A is true. In the following
we also use the subscript x to denote the fact that the probability or expectation is
with respect to starting the walk at vertex x. First the expectation.
E[Ntx (y)]

t
t
X
X
= Ex [
1{Xi =y} ] =
P i (x, y)
i=0

≤ 4d(y)

t
X
i=0

i=0

√

1
,
i+1

(using the above inequality (3))

√
≤ 8d(y) t + 1 .

Using the above proposition, we bound the number of visits of each walk at each
node, as follows.
Lemma 2.17. For t = O(m2 ) and any vertex y ∈ G, the random walk started at x
satisfies:
√

1
Pr Ntx (y) ≥ 32 d(y) t + 1 log n ≤ 2 .
n

Proof. First, it follows from the Proposition and the Markov’s inequality that
√
 1
Pr Ntx (y) ≥ 4 · 8 d(y) t + 1 ≤ .
4

(4)

For any r, let Lxr (y) be the time that the random walk (started at x) visits y for
the r th time. Observe that, for any r, Ntx (y) ≥ r if and only if Lxr (y) ≤ t. Therefore,
Pr(Ntx (y) ≥ r) = Pr(Lxr (y) ≤ t).
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(5)

√
Let r ∗ = 32 d(y) t + 1. By (4) and (5), Pr(Lxr∗ (y) ≤ t) ≤ 14 . We claim that
Pr(Lxr∗ log n (y)

 log n
1
1
≤ t) ≤
= 2.
4
n

(6)

To see this, divide the walk into log n independent subwalks, each visiting y exactly
r ∗ times. Since the event Lxr∗ log n (y) ≤ t implies that all subwalks have length at most
t, (6) follows. Now, by applying (5) again,
Pr(Ntx (y) ≥ r ∗ log n) = Pr(Lxr∗ log n (y) ≤ t) ≤

1
n2

as desired.
We now extend the above lemma to bound the number of visits of all the walks
at each particular node.
Lemma 2.18. For γ > 0, and t = O(m2 ), and for any vertex y ∈ G, the random
walk started at x satisfies:
Pr

k
X
i=1

√

1
Ntxi (y) ≥ 32 d(y) kt + 1 log n + k ≤ 2 .
n

Proof. First, observe that, for any r,
Pr

k
X
i=1


y
Ntxi (y) ≥ r − k ≤ Pr[Nkt
(y) ≥ r].

To see this, we construct a walk W of length kt starting at y in the following way:
For each i, denote a walk of length t starting at xi by Wi . Let τi and τi0 be the first
and last time (not later than time t) that Wi visits y. Let Wi0 be the subwalk of Wi
from time τi to τi0 . We construct a walk W by stitching W10 , W20 , ..., Wk0 together and
complete the rest of the walk (to reach the length kt) by a normal random walk. It
then follows that the number of visits to y by W1 , W2 , . . . , Wk (excluding the starting
P
step) is at most the number of visits to y by W . The first quantity is ki=1 Ntxi (y)−k.

(The term ‘−k’ comes from the fact that we do not count the first visit to y by each
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y
Wi which is the starting step of each Wi0 .) The second quantity is Nkt
(y). The

observation thus follows.
Therefore,
Pr

k
X
i=1

√
√


1
y
Ntxi (y) ≥ 32 d(y) kt + 1 log n+k ≤ Pr Nkt
(y) ≥ 32 d(y) kt + 1 log n ≤ 2
n

where the last inequality follows from Lemma 2.17.
The Random Walk Visits Lemma (cf. Lemma 2.12) follows immediately from
Lemma 2.18 by union bounding over all nodes.

2.4

Variations, Extensions, and Generalizations

2.4.1

Computing k Random Walks

We now consider the scenario when we want to compute k walks of length ` from different (not necessary distinct) sources s1 , s2 , . . . , sk . We show that Single-RandomWalk can be extended to solve this problem. Consider the following algorithm.
√
Many-Random-Walks: Let λ = (32 k`D + 1 log n + k)(log n)2 and η = 1. If
λ > ` then run the naive random walk algorithm, i.e., the sources find walks of length
` simultaneously by sending tokens. Otherwise, do the following. First, modify
Phase 2 of Single-Random-Walk to create multiple walks, one at a time; i.e., in
the second phase, we stitch the short walks together to get a walk of length ` starting
at s1 then do the same thing for s2 , s3 , and so on.


√
Theorem 2.19. Many-Random-Walks finishes in Õ min( k`D + k, k + `) rounds
with high probability.

√
√
Proof. First, consider the case where λ > `. In this case, min( k`D + k, k` +
√
k + `) = Õ( k` + k + `). By Lemma 2.12, each node x will be visited at most
√
Õ(d(x)( k` + k)) times. Therefore, using the same argument as Lemma 2.3, the
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√
congestion is Õ( k` + k) with high probability. Since the dilation is `, Many√
√
Random-Walks takes Õ( k` + k + `) rounds as claimed. Since 2 k` ≤ k + `, this
bound reduces to O(k + `).
√
√
Now, consider the other case where λ ≤ `. In this case, min( k`D + k, k` + k +
√
√
`) = Õ( k`D + k). Phase 1 takes Õ(λη) = Õ( k`D + k). The stitching in Phase 2
√
takes Õ(k`D/λ) = Õ( k`D). Moreover, by Lemma 2.12, send-more-coupons
√
will never be invoked. Therefore, the total number of rounds is Õ( k`D + k) as
claimed.
2.4.2

Regenerating the entire random walk

Our algorithm can be extended to regenerate the entire walk, solving k-RW-pos.
This will be use, e.g., in generating a random spanning tree. The algorithm is the
following. First, inform all intermediate connecting nodes of their position which can
be done by keeping trick of the walk length when we do token forwarding in Phase 2.
√
Then, these nodes can regenerate their O( `) length short walks by simply sending
a message through each of the corresponding short walks. This can be completed in
√
Õ( `D) rounds with high probability. This is because, with high probability, SendMore-Coupons will not be invoked and hence all the short walks are generated in
Phase 1. Sending a message through each of these short walks (in fact, sending a
message through every short walk generated in Phase 1) takes time at most the time
√
taken in Phase 1, i.e., Õ( `D) rounds.
2.4.3

Generalization to the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm

We now discuss extensions of our algorithm to perform random walk according to the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, a more general type of random walk with numerous
applications (e.g., [155]). The Metropolis-Hastings [75, 113] algorithm gives a way
to define a transition probability so that a random walk converges to any desired
distribution π (where πi , for any node i, is the desired stationary distribution at node
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i). It is assumed that every node i knows its steady state distribution πi (and can
know its neighbors’ steady state distribution in one round).
The algorithm is roughly as follows (see, e.g., [75, 113] for full descriptions). For
any desired distribution π and any desired laziness factor 0 < α < 1, the transition
probability from node i to its neighbor j is defined to be
Pij = α min(1/di , πj /(πi dj ))
where di and dj are degree of i and j respectively. It is shown that a random walk
with this transition probability converges to π.
Using the transition probability defined above, we now run the Single-RandomWalk algorithm with one modification: in Phase 1, we generate
η·

π(x)
α minx

π(x)
d(x)

short walks instead of ηd(v) walks. The correctness of the algorithm follows from
Lemma 2.2. The running time follows from the following theorem.
√
Theorem 2.20. For any η and λ such that ηλ ≥ 32 `D(log n)3 , the modified
Single-Random-Walk algorithm stated above finishes in
Õ(λη log n ·

maxx π(x)/d(x) `D
+
)
miny π(y)/d(y)
λ

rounds with high probability.
Like Theorem 2.6, the above theorem follows from the following two lemmas which
are similar to Lemma 2.3 and 2.5.
x π(x)/d(x)
) rounds
Lemma 2.21. For any π and α, Phase 1 finishes in O(λη log n · max
miny π(y)/d(y)

with high probability.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as Lemma 2.3. We present it here for completeness. Let β =

1
α minx

π(x)
d(x)

. Consider the case when each node i creates βπ(i)η

messages. We show that the lemma holds even in this case.
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We use the same definition as in Lemma 2.3. That is, for each message M, any
j
j = 1, 2, ..., λ, and any edge e, we define XM
(e) to be a random variable having value

1 if M is sent through e in the j th iteration (i.e., when the counter on M has value
P
j
j −1). Let X j (e) = M :message XM
(e). We compute the expected number of messages
that go through an edge. As before, we show the following claim.
Claim 2.22. For any edge e and any j, E[X j (e)] = 2η ·

maxx π(x)/d(x)
.
miny π(y)/d(y)

Proof. Assume that each node v starts with βπ(v)η messages. Each message takes
a random walk. We prove that after any given number of steps j, the expected
number of messages at node v is still βπ(v)η. Consider the random walk’s probability
transition matrix, say A. In this case Au = u for the vector u having value π(v) (since
this π(v) is the stationary distribution). Now the number of messages we started with
at any node i is proportional to its stationary distribution, therefore, in expectation,
the number of messages at any node remains the same.
To calculate E[X j (e)], notice that edge e will receive messages from its two end
points, say x and y. The number of messages it receives from node x in expectation
is exactly βπ(x)η × α min( d1x , ππx ydy ) ≤ η ·

π(x)/d(x)
.
miny π(y)/d(y)

The claim follows.

The rest analysis follows the same way as the analysis of Lemma 2.3.
√
Lemma 2.23. For any η and λ such that ηλ ≥ 32 `(log n)3 , Phase 2 finishes in
) rounds with high probability.
Õ( `D
λ
Proof. (Sketched) We first prove a result similar to Proposition 2.16
Claim 2.24. For any node x, node y and t = O(m2 ),
√
8π(y) t + 1
x
E[Nt (y)] ≤
.
α minx π(x)/d(x)
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.16 except that
c = α min π(x)/d(x).
x
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(7)

It follows that
t
t
X
X
P i (x, y)
1{Xi =y} ] =
E[Ntx (y)] = Ex [
i=0

i=0

≤

4π(y)
c

t
X
i=0

√

1
,
i+1

(using the above inequality (3))

√
8π(y) t + 1
≤
.
α minx π(x)/d(x)

By following the rest of the proof of Lemma 2.12, we conclude the following.
Claim 2.25. For any nodes x1 , x2 , . . . , xk , and ` = O(m2 ),
Pr ∃y s.t.

k
X
i=1

N`xi (y) ≥ 32

√

π(y)
k` + 1 log n + k ≤ 1/n .
α minx π(x)/d(x)

Following the proof of Lemma 2.5, we have that each node y is used as a connector
at most

√
) `(log n)3
32( α minxπ(y)
π(x)/d(x)
λ

times with probability at least 1 − 2/n. Additionally, observe that we have prepared
this many walks in Phase 1; i.e., after Phase 1, each node x has
√
) `(log n)3
32( α minyπ(x)
π(x)
π(y)/d(y)
η·
≥
λ
α minx π(x)
d(x)

short walks. The claim follows.
An interesting application of the above theorem is when π is a uniform distribution.
y d(y)
+ `D
).
In this case, we can compute a random walk of length ` in Õ(λη log n · max
minx d(x)
λ

2.5

Applications

In this section, we present two applications of our algorithm.
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2.5.1

A Distributed Algorithm for Random Spanning Tree

We now present an algorithm for generating a random spanning tree (RST) of an
√
unweighted undirected network in Õ( mD) rounds with high probability. The approach is to simulate Aldous and Broder’s [5, 22] RST algorithm which is as follows.
First, pick one arbitrary node as a root. Then, perform a random walk from the
root node until all nodes are visited. For each non-root node, output the edge that
is used for its first visit. (That is, for each non-root node v, if the first time v is
visited is t then we output the edge (u, v) where u is the node visited at time t − 1.)
The output edges clearly form a spanning tree and this spanning tree is shown to
come from a uniform distribution among all spanning trees of the graph [5, 22]. The
running time of this algorithm is bounded by the time to visit all the nodes of the
the graph which can shown to be Õ(mD) (in the worst case, i.e., for any undirected,
unweighted graph) by Aleniunas et al. [6].
This algorithm can be simulated on the distributed network by our random walk
algorithm as follows. The algorithm can be viewed in phases. Initially, we pick a
root node arbitrarily and set ` = n. In each phase, we run log n (different) walks of
√
length ` starting from the root node (this takes Õ( `D) rounds using our distributed
random walk algorithm). If none of the O(log n) different walks cover all nodes (this
can be easily checked in O(D) time), we double the value of ` and start a new phase,
i.e., perform again log n walks of length `. The algorithm continues until one walk
of length ` covers all nodes. We then use such walk to construct a random spanning
tree: As the result of this walk, each node knows its position(s) in the walk (cf.
Section 2.2), i.e., it has a list of steps in the walk that it is visited. Therefore, each
non-root node can pick an edge that is used in its first visit by communicating to
its neighbors. Thus at the end of the algorithm, each node can know which of its
adjacent edges belong to the output tree. (An additional O(n) rounds may be used
to deliver the resulting tree to a particular node if needed.)
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We now analyze the number of rounds in term of τ , the expected cover time of the
input graph. The algorithm takes O(log τ ) phases before 2τ ≤ ` ≤ 4τ , and since one
of log n random walks of length 2τ will cover the input graph with high probability,
the algorithm will stop with ` ≤ 4τ with high probability. Since each phase takes
√
√
Õ( `D) rounds, the total number of rounds is Õ( τ D) with high probability. Since
τ = Õ(mD), we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.26. The algorithm described above generates a uniform random spanning
√
tree in Õ( mD) rounds with high probability.
2.5.2

Decentralized Estimation of Mixing Time

We now present an algorithm to estimate the mixing time of a graph from a specified
source. Throughout this section, we assume that the graph is connected and nonbipartite (the conditions under which mixing time is well-defined). The main idea
in estimating the mixing time is, given a source node, to run many random walks
of length ` using the approach described in the previous section, and use these to
estimate the distribution induced by the `-length random walk. We then compare
the distribution at length `, with the stationary distribution to determine if they
are close, and if not, double ` and retry. For this approach, one issue that we need
to address is how to compare two distributions with few samples efficiently (a wellstudied problem). We introduce some definitions before formalizing our approach and
theorem.
Definition 2.27 (Distribution vector). Let πx (t) define the probability distribution
vector reached after t steps when the initial distribution starts with probability 1 at
node x. Let π denote the stationary distribution vector.
x
Definition 2.28 (τ x () and τmix
, mixing time for source x). Define τ x () = min t :
x
||πx (t) − π||1 < . Define τmix
= τ x (1/2e).
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x
x
The goal is to estimate τmix
. Notice that the definition of τmix
is consistent due to

the following standard monotonicity property of distributions (proof in the appendix).
Lemma 2.29. ||πx (t + 1) − π||1 ≤ ||πx (t) − π||1 .
Proof. The monotonicity follows from the fact that ||Ax||1 ≤ ||x||1 where A is the
transpose of the transition probability matrix of the graph and x is any probability
vector. That is, A(i, j) denotes the probability of transitioning from node j to node
i. This in turn follows from the fact that the sum of entries of any column of A is 1.
Now let π be the stationary distribution of the transition matrix A. This implies
that if ` is -near mixing, then ||Al u − π||1 ≤ , by definition of -near mixing time.
Now consider ||Al+1u − π||1. This is equal to ||Al+1 u − Aπ||1 since Aπ = π. However,
this reduces to ||A(Al u − π)||1 ≤ . It follows that (` + 1) is -near mixing.
To compare two distributions, we use the technique of Batu et. al. [18] to determine if the distributions are -near. Their result (slightly restated) is summarized in
the following theorem.
Theorem 2.30 ([18]). For any , given Õ(n1/2 poly(−1 )) samples of a distribution
X over [n], and a specified distribution Y , there is a test that outputs PASS with
high probability if |X − Y |1 ≤

3
√
,
4 n log n

and outputs FAIL with high probability if

|X − Y |1 ≥ 6.
We now give a very brief description of the algorithm of Batu et. al. [18] to illustrate that it can in fact be simulated on the distributed network efficiently. The
algorithm partitions the set of nodes in to buckets based on the steady state probabilities. Each of the Õ(n1/2 poly(−1 )) samples from X now falls in one of these buckets.
Further, the actual count of number of nodes in these buckets for distribution Y are
counted. The exact count for Y for at most Õ(n1/2 poly(−1 )) buckets (corresponding
to the samples) is compared with the number of samples from X; these are compared
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to determine if X and Y are close. We refer the reader to their paper [18] for a precise
description.
√
Our algorithm starts with ` = 1 and runs K = Õ( n) walks of length ` from
the specified source x. As the test of comparison with the steady state distribution
outputs FAIL (for choice of  = 1/12e), ` is doubled. This process is repeated to
identify the largest ` such that the test outputs FAIL with high probability and the
smallest ` such that the test outputs PASS with high probability. These give lower and
x
upper bounds on the required τmix
respectively. Our resulting theorem is presented

below.
Theorem 2.31. Given a graph with diameter D, a node x can find, in Õ(n1/2 +
p
x
x
x
n1/4 Dτ x ()) rounds, a time τ̃mix
such that τmix
≤ τ̃mix
≤ τ x (), where  = 6912e√1n log n .
Proof. For undirected unweighted graphs, the stationary distribution of the random
walk is known and is

deg(i)
2m

for node i with degree deg(i), where m is the number of

edges in the graph. If a source node in the network knows the degree distribution, we
only need Õ(n1/2 poly(−1 )) samples from a distribution to compare it to the stationary
distribution. This can be achieved by running MultipleRandomWalk to obtain
K = Õ(n1/2 poly(−1 )) random walks. We choose  = 1/12e. To find the approximate
mixing time, we try out increasing values of l that are powers of 2. Once we find the
right consecutive powers of 2, the monotonicity property admits a binary search to
determine the exact value for the specified .
The result in [18] can also be adapted to compare with the steady state distribution
even if the source does not know the entire distribution. As described previously, the
source only needs to know the count of number of nodes with steady state distribution
in given buckets. Specifically, the buckets of interest are at most Õ(n1/2 poly(−1 )) as
the count is required only for buckets were a sample is drawn from. Since each node
knows its own steady state probability (determined just by its degree), the source
can broadcast a specific bucket information and recover, in O(D) steps, the count of
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number of nodes that fall into this bucket. Using upcast, the source can obtain the
bucket count for each of these at most Õ(n1/2 poly(−1 )) buckets in Õ(n1/2 poly(−1 ) +
D) rounds.
By Theorem 2.19, a source node can obtain K samples from K independent
√
random walks of length ` in Õ(K + KlD) rounds. Setting K = Õ(n1/2 poly(−1 )+D)
completes the proof.
x
Suppose our estimate of τmix
is close to the mixing time of the graph defined as
x
τmix = maxx τmix
, then this would allow us to estimate several related quantities.

Given a mixing time τmix , we can approximate the spectral gap (1 − λ2 ) and the
conductance (Φ) due to the known relations that
√
Φ ≤ Θ( 1 − λ2 ) as shown in [79].

2.6

1
1−λ2

≤ τmix ≤

log n
1−λ2

and Θ(1 −λ2 ) ≤

Conclusions

This chapter gives a tight upper bound on the time complexity of distributed computation of random walks in undirected networks. The running time of our algorithm
is optimal matching the lower bound that will be shown in Chapter 4. However, our
upper bound for performing k independent random walks may not be tight and it will
be interesting to resolve this. While the focus of this chapter is on time complexity,
message complexity is also important. While our algorithm has a good amortized
message complexity over several random walks, for doing one walk our algorithm
takes much more messages than the naive token passing algorithm that takes ` messages. It would be nice to come up with an algorithm that is round efficient and yet
has smaller message complexity.
We presented two algorithmic applications of our distributed random walk algorithm: estimating mixing times and computing random spanning trees. It would be
√ x
interesting to improve upon these results. For example, is there a Õ( τmix
+ n1/4 )
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round algorithm to estimate τ x ; and is there an algorithm for estimating the mixing time (which is the worst among all starting points)? Another open question is
whether there exists a Õ(n) round (or a faster) algorithm for RST?
There are several interesting directions to take this work further. Can these techniques be useful for estimating the second eigenvector of the transition matrix (useful
for sparse cuts)? Are there efficient distributed algorithms for random walks in directed graphs (useful for PageRank and related quantities)? Finally, from a practical
standpoint, it is important to develop algorithms that are robust to failures and it
would be nice to extend our techniques to handle such node/edge failures. This can
be useful for doing decentralized computation in large-scale dynamic networks.
Related publications. The preliminary versions of this chapter appeared as joint
results with Atish Das Sarma, Gopal Pandurangan, and Prasad Tetali [44, 45].
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CHAPTER III

FROM COMMUNICATION COMPLEXITY TO
DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHM LOWER BOUNDS

In this chapter, we show a connection between communication complexity and distributed algorithm lower bounds. In particular, we show through a fairly simple
reduction that communication complexity lower bounds can be used to prove distributed algorithm lower bounds. Surprisingly, this simple connection proves to have
many applications, as we will show later in Chapter 4 and 5.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, we define the model called
distributed communication complexity which could be thought of as variations of both
distributed networks and communication complexity. We also define some variants
of the communication complexity model. The main theorems that will be used later
in Chapter 4 and 5 can be found in this section as well. In Section 3.2, we define two
types of distributed networks that we are particularly interested in. We then prove
the main theorems in the last two sections of this chapter.

3.1

Two-party distributed communication complexity

Recall the following basic communication complexity problem. There are two parties
that have unbounded computational power. Each party receives a b-bit string, for
some integer b ≥ 1, denoted by x, y ∈ {0, 1}b. They both want to together compute
f (x, y) for some function f : {0, 1}b × {0, 1}b → R. In this chapter, we consider three
versions of this problem.
• Direct communication: This is the standard model in communication complexity introduced in Section 1.1. Two parties can communicate via a bidirectional
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edge of unlimited bandwidth. We call the party receiving x Alice, and the other
party Bob. At the end of the process, Bob will output f (x, y). The goal of this
model is to minimize the number of bits communicated.
• r-round direct communication: This is a variant of the above communication
complexity model (see [121] and references therein for papers that considered
this model). Like before, Alice and Bob can communicate via a bidirectional
edge of unlimited bandwidth. However, two parties are allowed to communicate
for only r rounds where in each round Alice sends a message (of any size) to
Bob followed by Bob sending a message to Alice.
• Distributed communication on network G: Two parties are distinct nodes in
some B-model network G. We denote the nodes receiving x and y by s and t,
respectively. At the end of the process, r will output f (x, y). The goal of this
model is to minimize time (i.e., the number of rounds).
We consider time lower bounds for public coin randomized algorithms under all
models. In particular, we assume that all parties (Alice and Bob in the first two
model and all nodes in G in the last model) share a random bit string of infinite
length.
Recall that, for any  ≥ 0, we say that a randomized algorithm A is -error if for
any input, it outputs the correct answer with probability at least 1 − , where the
probability is over all possible random bit strings. The running time of A, denoted by
TA , is the number of rounds in the worst case (over all inputs and random strings).
In the first two models, we focus on the message complexity, i.e., the total number
of bits exchanged between Alice and Bob, denoted by Rcc−pub(f ) for the first model
and Rr−cc−pub(f ) for the second model. In the last model, we focus on the running
time, denoted by RG,s,t (f ).
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Networks G1 (Γ, p, d) and G2 (Γ, Λ, κ). Two networks that we are particularly interested in are G1 (Γ, p, d) and G2 (Γ, Λ, κ), for some integers Γ, Λ, p, and d, and real
κ. The network G1 (Γ, p, d) was introduced in [55] (which was built upon [129, 107])
while G2 (Γ, Λ, κ) is newly constructed in this thesis based on the networks considered
in [129, 107].
Before we describe these networks in detail, we note the following characteristics
which will be used in later sections. An essential parts of both networks consists of Γ
paths, denoted by P 1 , . . . , P Γ and nodes s and t (see Figure 7). Every edge induced
by this subgraph has infinitely many copies (in other words, infinite capacity). (We
let some edges to have infinitely many copies so that we will have a freedom to specify
the number of copies later on when we prove Theorem 4.1 in Section 4.2. The leftmost
and rightmost nodes of each path are adjacent to s and t respectively. Ending nodes
on the same side of the path (i.e., leftmost or rightmost nodes) are adjacent to each
other.
The lemmas below state the important properties of both networks. The first
lemma is proved in [55] while the second will be proved after we describe it in detail
in Section 3.2.3.
Lemma 3.1. [55] The number of nodes in G1 (Γ, p, d) is n = Θ(Γdp ) nodes. Each of
its path P i has dp nodes. Its diameter is D = 2p + 2.
Lemma 3.2. For any Γ ≥ 1, κ ≥ 1 and Λ ≥ 2, network G2 (Γ, Λ, κ) has n = Θ(ΓκΛκ )
nodes. Each of its path P i has Θ(κΛκ ) nodes. Its diameter is D = Θ(κΛ).
We note that each of G1 (Γ, p, d) and G2 (Γ, Λ, κ) has some properties that the other
network does not have. For example, we can construct a network of diameter four
using G1 (Γ, p, d) but not G2 (Γ, Λ, κ); on the other hand, we can construct a network
of diameter Ω(n) from G2 (Γ, Λ, κ) but not G1 (Γ, p, d). Network G1 (Γ, p, d) is useful
when we want to show a lower bound on networks of low diameter (e.g., the lower
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(b) Example of G2 (Γ, Λ, κ) (here, κ = 2.5 and Λ = 2)

Figure 7: An example of G1 (Γ, p, d) and G2 (Γ, Λ, κ). The dashed edges (in red) have
one copy while other edges have infinitely many copies.
√
bound of Ω( n) on networks of diameter O(log n) shown in Chapter 5). On the other
hand, network G2 (Γ, Λ, κ) is useful when we want a large network diameter to play
√
a role in the lower bound (e.g., the lower bound of Ω( `D) on networks of diameter
D shown in Chapter 4.)
Main theorems. In this chapter we prove the following theorems. The first theorem states that if there is a fast -error algorithm for computing f on G1 (Γ, p, d),
then there is an efficient -error algorithm for Alice and Bob to compute f . The
second theorem says that if there is a fast -error algorithm for computing function
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f on G2 (Γ, Λ, κ), then there is an efficient bounded-round -error algorithm for Alice
and Bob to compute f ; moreover, the number of rounds depends on the diameter of
G2 (Γ, Λ, κ) (which is Θ(κΛ)).
Theorem 3.3. For any Γ, d, p, B,  ≥ 0, and function f : {0, 1}b × {0, 1}b → R, if
RG1 (Γ,p,d),s,r (f )

dp − 1
<
2
G (Γ,p,d),s,r

then f can be computed by a direct communication protocol using at most 2dpBR 1
communication bits in total. In other words,
Rcc−pub(f ) ≤ 2dpBRG1 (Γ,p,d),s,r (f ) .

Theorem 3.4. For any Γ ≥ 1, Λ ≥ 2, κ ≥ 1, B,  ≥ 0 and function f : {0, 1}b ×
{0, 1}b → R, for any b, if
RG2 (Γ,Λ,κ),s,t(f ) ≤ κΛκ
then f can be computed by a
G (Γ,Λ,κ),s,t

at most 2κBR 2

G2 (Γ,Λ,κ),s,t
(f )

8R

κΛ

-round direct communication protocol using

(f ) communication bits in total. In other words,

G (Γ,Λ,κ),s,t
(f )
8R 2
−cc−pub
κΛ

R

(f ) ≤ 2κBRG2 (Γ,Λ,κ),s,t(f ) .

3.2

Descriptions of G1 (Γ, p, d) and G2 (Γ, Λ, κ)

3.2.1

Description of G1 (Γ, p, d)

The two basic units in the construction are paths and a tree. There are Γ paths,
denoted by P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P Γ , each having dp nodes, i.e., for ` = 1, 2, . . . Γ,
V (P ` ) = {v0` , . . . , vd` p −1 }

and

`
E(P ` ) = {(vi` , vi+1
) | 0 ≤ i < dp − 1} .

There is a tree, denoted by T having depth p where each non-leaf node has d children
(thus, there are dp leaf nodes). We denote the nodes of T at level ` from left to right
by u`0 , . . . , u`d` −1 (so, u00 is the root of T and up0 , . . . , updp −1 are the leaves of T ). For
any ` and j, the leaf node upj is connected to the corresponding path node vj` by a
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Figure 8: An example of F (Γ, κ, Λ) where Λ = 2 and 2 ≤ κ < 3.
spoke edge (upj , vj` ). We set the two special nodes (which will receive input strings x
and y) as s = up0 and r = updp −1 . Finally, we create infinitely many copies of all edges
except those in T . Figure 7(a) depicts this network.
3.2.2

Preliminary: the network F (Γ, κ, Λ)

Before we describe the construction of G2 (Γ, Λ, κ), we first describe a network called
F (Γ, κ, Λ) which is a slight modification of the network FmK introduced in [129]. In
the next section, we show how we modify F (Γ, κ, Λ) to obtain G2 (Γ, Λ, κ).
G2 (Γ, Λ, κ) has three parameters, a real κ ≥ 1 and two integers Γ ≥ 1 and Λ ≥ 2.1
The two basic units in the construction of F (Γ, κ, Λ) are highways and paths.
Highways. There are bκc highways, denoted by H1 , H2 , . . ., Hbκc . The highway
Hi is a path of 2dκeΛi + 1 nodes, i.e.,
V (Hi ) = {hi0 , hi±Λbκc−i , hi±2Λbκc−i , hi±3Λbκc−i , . . . , hi±dκeΛi Λbκc−i }
E(Hi ) = {(hi−(j+1)Λbκc−i , hi−jΛbκc−i ), (hijΛbκc−i , hi(j+1)Λbκc−i ) | 0 ≤ j < dκeΛi } .
We connect the highways by adding edges between nodes of the same subscripts,
i.e., for any 0 < i ≤ bκc and −dκeΛi ≤ j ≤ dκeΛi , there is an edge between hijΛbκc−i
1

Note that we could restrict κ to be an integer here since F (Γ, κ, Λ) = F (Γ, κ0 , Λ) for any Λ, Γ,
κ and κ0 such that bκc = bκ0 c. However, we will need κ to be a real when we define G2 (Γ, Λ, κ) so
we allow it to be a real here as well to avoid confusion.
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and hi+1
.
jΛbκc−i
For any j 6= 0, let
φj = 1 if j = 0, and φ0j = Λ otherwise.

(8)

We use φ0j to specify the number of nodes in the paths (defined next), i.e., each
PdκeΛbκc
path will have j=−dκeΛbκc φ0j nodes. Note that
dκeΛbκc

X

φ0j = (2dκeΛbκc + 1)Λ = Θ(κΛbκc+1 ).

(9)

j=−dκeΛbκc

Paths. There are Γ paths, denoted by P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P Γ . To construct each path, we
bκc

first construct its subpaths as follows. For each node hj

in Hbκc and any 0 < i ≤ Γ,

we create a subpath of P i , denoted by Pji , having φ0j nodes. Denote nodes in Pji in
i
i
i
i
order by vj,1
, vj,2
, . . . , vj,φ
0 . We connect these paths together to form Pj , i.e., for any
j

i
i
i
i
j ≥ 0, we create edges (vj,φ
0 , vj+1,1 ) and (v−j,φ0 , v−(j+1),1 ). Let
−j

j

i
i
v−∞
= v−dκeΛ
bκc ,φ0

−dκeΛbκc

i
i
and v∞
= vdκeΛ
bκc ,φ0

dκeΛbκc

.

These two nodes can be thought of as the leftmost and rightmost nodes of path P i .
We connect the paths together by adding edges between the leftmost (rightmost,
0

i
i
respectively) nodes in the paths, i.e., for any i and i0 , we add edges (v−∞
, v−∞
)
0

i
i
((v∞
, v∞
), respectively).
bκc

We connect the highways and paths by adding an edge from each node hj

to

i
i
vj,1
. We also create nodes s and t and connect s (t, respectively) to all nodes v−∞
i
(v∞
, respectively). See Fig. 8 for an example.

3.2.3

Description of G2 (Γ, Λ, κ)

We now modify F (Γ, κ, Λ) to obtain G2 (Γ, Λ, κ). Again, G2 (Γ, Λ, κ) has three parameters, a real κ ≥ 1 and two integers Γ ≥ 1 and Λ ≥ 2. The two basic units in
the construction of G2 (Γ, Λ, κ) are highways and paths. The highways are defined in
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exactly the same way as before. The main modification is the definition of φ0 (cf.
Eq. (8)) which affects the number of nodes in the subpaths Pji of each path P i .
Definition of φ0 . First, for a technical reason in the proof of Theorem 3.4, we need
φ0j to be small when |j| is small. Thus, we define the following notation φ. For any
j, define
φj =



|j|

Λbκc−1



+1.

Note that φj can be viewed as the number of nodes in H1 with subscripts between 0
and j, i.e.,
φj =




|{h1j 0 | 0 ≤ j 0 ≤ j}| if j ≥ 0



|{h1j 0 | j ≤ j 0 ≤ 0}| if j < 0 .

We now define φ0 as follows. For any j ≥ 0, let
(

φ0j = φ0−j = min φj , max(1, ddκeΛκ e −

X
j 0 >j

φj 0 )

)

.

The reason we define φ0 this way is that we use it to specify the number of nodes in
the paths (as described in the previous section) and we want to be able to control
this number precisely. In particular, while each path P i in F (Γ, κ, Λ) has Θ(κΛbκc+1 )
nodes (cf. Eq. (9)), the number of nodes in each path in G2 (Γ, Λ, κ) is
dκeΛbκc

X

φ0j = Θ(κΛκ ).

(10)

j=−dκeΛbκc

We need this precision so that we can deal with any value of ` when we prove Theorem 4.1 in Section 4.2.
Finally, we make infinite copies of every edge except highway edges, i.e., those in
bκc

∪i=1 E(Hi ). (In other words, we make them have infinite capacity). As mentioned
earlier, we do this so that we will have a freedom to specify the number of copies
later on when we prove Theorem 4.1 in Section 4.2. Observe that if Theorem 3.4
holds then the same statement also holds when we set the number of edge copies of
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each edge in G2 (Γ, Λ, κ) to some specific numbers. Fig. 7(b) shows an example of
G2 (Γ, Λ, κ).
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 3.2.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. It follows from the construction of G2 (Γ, Λ, κ) that the number
PdκeΛbκc
of nodes in each path P i is j=−dκeΛbκc φ0j = Θ(κΛκ ) (cf. Eq. (10)). Since there are Γ

paths, the number of nodes in all paths is Θ(ΓκΛκ ). Each highway Hi has 2dκeΛi + 1
P
i
nodes. Therefore, there are bκc
i=1 (2dκeΛ + 1) nodes in the highways. For Λ ≥ 2, the
last quantity is Θ(dκeΛbκc ). Hence, the total number of nodes is Θ(ΓκΛκ ).

To analyze the diameter of G2 (Γ, Λ, κ), observe that each node on any path P i
can reach a node in highway Hbκc by traveling through O(κΛ) nodes in P i . Moreover,
any node in highway Hi can reach a node in highway Hi−1 by traveling trough O(Λ)
nodes in Hi . Finally, there are O(κΛ) nodes in H1 . Therefore, every node can reach
any other node in O(κΛ) steps by traveling through H1 . Note that this upper bound
is tight since the distance between s and t is Ω(κΛ).

3.3

Proof of Theorem 3.3

3.3.1

Terminologies

For 1 ≤ i ≤ b(dp − 1)/2c, define the i-left and the i-right of the path P ` as
Li (P ` ) = {vj` | j ≤ dp − 1 − i}

and

Ri (P ` ) = {vj` | j ≥ i} ,

respectively. Define the i-left of the tree T , denoted by Li (T ), as the union of set
S = {upj | j ≤ dp − 1 − i} and all ancestors of all vertices in S in T . Similarly, the
i-right Ri (T ) of the tree T is the union of set S = {upj | j ≥ i} and all ancestors of
all vertices in S. Now, the i-left and i-right sets of G1 (Γ, p, d) are the union of those
left and right sets,
Li =

[
`

Li (P ` ) ∪ Li (T )

and

Ri =

[
`
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Ri (P ` ) ∪ Ri (T ) .
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Figure 9: Examples of i-right sets.
For i = 0, the definition is slightly different; we set L0 = V \ {r} and R0 = V \ {s} .
See Figure 9.
Let A be any deterministic distributed algorithm run on network G1 (Γ, p, d) for
computing a function f . Fix any input strings x and y given to s and r respectively.
Let ϕA (x, y) denote the execution of A on x and y. Denote the state of the vertex v
at the end of round t during the execution ϕA (x, y) by σA (v, t, x, y). In two different
executions ϕA (x, y) and ϕA (x0 , y 0), a vertex reaches the same state at time t (i.e.,
σA (v, t, x, y) = σA (v, t, x0 , y 0)) if and only if it receives the same sequence of messages
on each of its incoming links.
For a given set of vertices U = {v1 , . . . , v` } ⊆ V , a configuration
CA (U, t, x, y) =< σA (v1 , t, x, y), . . . , σA (v` , t, x, y) >
is a vector of the states of the vertices of U at the end of round t of the execution
ϕA (x, y). We note the following crucial observation used in [129] and many later
results.
Observation 3.5. For any set U ⊆ U 0 ⊆ V , CA (U, t, x, y) can be uniquely determined
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by CA (U 0 , t − 1, x, y) and all messages sent to U from V \ U 0 at time t.
Proof. Recall that the state of each vertex v in U can be uniquely determined by its
state σA (v, t − 1, x, y) at time t − 1 and the messages sent to it at time t. Moreover,
the messages sent to v from vertices inside U 0 can be determined by CA (U 0 , t, x, y).
Thus if the messages sent from vertices in V \ U 0 are given then we can determine all
messages sent to U at time t and thus we can determine CA (U, t, x, y).
From now on, to simplify notation, when A, x and y are clear from the context,
we use CLt and CRt to denote CA (Lt , t, x, y) and CA (Rt , t, x, y), respectively. The
lemma below states that CLt (CRt , respectively) can be determined by CLt−1 (CRt−1 ,
respectively) and dp messages generated by some vertices in Rt−1 (Lt−1 respectively)
at time t. It essentially follows from Observation 3.5 and an observation that there
are at most dp edges linking between vertices in V \ Rt−1 (V \ Lt−1 respectively) and
vertices in Rt (Lt respectively).
Lemma 3.6. Fix any deterministic algorithm A and input strings x and y. For any
L

L

0 < t < (dp − 1)/2, there exist functions gL and gR , B-bit messages M1 t−1 , . . . , Mdpt−1
R

R

sent by some vertices in Lt−1 at time t, and B-bit messages M1 t−1 , . . . , Mdpt−1 sent
by some vertices in Rt−1 at time t such that
R

R

(11)

L

L

(12)

CLt = gL (CLt−1 , M1 t−1 , . . . , Mdpt−1 ), and
CRt = gR (CRt−1 , M1 t−1 , . . . , Mdpt−1 ) .

Proof. We prove Eq. (12) only. (Eq. (11) is proved in exactly the same way.) Observe
that all neighbors of all path vertices in Rt are in Rt−1 . Similarly, all neighbors of
all leaf vertices in V (T ) ∩ Rt are in Rt−1 . Moreover, for any non-leaf tree vertex u`i
(for some ` and i), if u`i is in Rt then its parent and vertices u`i+1 , u`i+2 , . . . , u`d` −1 are
in Rt−1 . For any ` < p and t, let u` (Rt ) denote the leftmost vertex that is at level `
of T and in Rt , i.e., u` (Rt ) = u`i where i is such that u`i ∈ Rt and u`i−1 ∈
/ Rt . (For
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and up−1 (R2 ) = up−1
example, in Figure 9, up−1(R1 ) = up−1
1 .) Finally, observe that
0
for any i and `, if u`i−1 is in Rt then all children of u`i are in Rt (otherwise, all children
of u`i−1 are not in Rt and so is u`i−1 , a contradiction). Thus, all edges linking between
vertices in Rt and V \ Rt−1 are in the following form: (u` (Rt ), u0) for some ` and child
u0 of u` (Rt ).
Setting U 0 = Rt−1 and U = Rt in Observation 3.5, we have that CRt can be
uniquely determined by CRt−1 and messages sent to u` (Rt ) from its children in V \Rt−1 .
Note that each of these messages contains at most B bits since they correspond to a
message sent on an edge in one round.
Observe further that, for any t < (dp − 1)/2, V \ Rt−1 ⊆ Lt−1 since Lt−1 and Rt−1
share some path vertices. Moreover, each u` (Rt ) has d children. Therefore, if we let
L

L

M1 t−1 , . . . , Mdpt−1 be the messages sent from children of u0 (Rt ), u1 (Rt ), . . . , up−1(Rt )
in V \ Rt−1 to their parents (note that if there are less than dp such messages then
we add some empty messages) then we can uniquely determine CRt by CRt−1 and
L

L

M1 t−1 , . . . , Mdpt−1 . Eq. (12) thus follows.
Using the above lemma, we can now prove Theorem 3.3.
3.3.2

Proof

Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let f be the function in the theorem statement. Let A be
any -error distributed algorithm for computing f on network G1 (Γ, p, d). Fix a
random string r̄ used by A (shared by all vertices in G1 (Γ, p, d)) and consider the
deterministic algorithm A run on the input of A and the fixed random string r̄.
Let TA be the worst case running time of algorithm A (over all inputs). We only
consider TA < (dp − 1)/2, as assumed in the theorem statement. We show that Alice
and Bob, when given r̄ as the public random string, can simulate A using 2dpTA
communication bits, as follows.
Alice and Bob make TA iterations of communications. Initially, Alice computes
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CL0 which depends only on x. Bob also computes CR0 which depends only on y. In
each iteration t > 0, we assume that Alice and Bob know CLt−1 and CRt−1 , respectively, before the iteration starts. Then, Alice and Bob will exchange at most 2dpB
bits so that Alice and Bob know CLt and CRt , respectively, at the end of the iteration.
L

L

To do this, Alice sends to Bob the messages M1 t−1 , . . . , Mdpt−1 as in Lemma 3.6.
Alice can generate these messages since she knows CLt−1 (by assumption). Then, Bob
can compute CRt using Eq. (12) in Lemma 3.6. Similarly, Bob sends dp messages to
Alice and Alice can compute CLt . They exchange at most 2dpB bits in total in each
iteration since there are 2dp messages, each of B bits, exchanged.
After TA iterations, Bob knows C(RTA , TA , x, y). In particular, he knows the
output of A (output by r) since he knows the state of r after A terminates. He thus
outputs the output of r.
Since A is -error, the probability (over all possible shared random strings) that
A outputs the correct value of f (x, y) is at least 1 − . Therefore, the communication protocol run by Alice and Bob is -error as well. Moreover, Alice and Bob
communicates at most 2dpBTA bits. The theorem follows.

3.4

Proof of Theorem 3.4

3.4.1

Terminologies

For any numbers i, j, i0 , and j 0 , we say that (i0 , j 0 ) ≥ (i, j) if i0 > i or (i0 = i and
j 0 ≥ j). For any −dκeΛbκc ≤ i ≤ dκeΛbκc and 1 ≤ j ≤ φ0i , define the (i, j)-set as



{hxi0 | 1 ≤ x ≤ κ, i0 ≤ i} ∪ {vix0 ,j 0 | 1 ≤ x ≤ Γ, (i, j) ≥ (i0 , j 0 )} ∪ {s}
if i ≥ 0
Si,j =


{hxi0 | 1 ≤ x ≤ κ, i0 ≥ i} ∪ {vix0 ,j 0 | 1 ≤ x ≤ Γ, (−i, j) ≥ (−i0 , j 0 )} ∪ {r} if i < 0 .
See Figure 10 for an example. For convenience, for any i > 0, let Si,0 = Si−1,φ0i−1

and S−i,0 = S−(i−1),φ0−(i−1) , and, for any j, let SdκeΛbκc +1,j = SdκeΛbκc ,φ0

dκeΛbκc

S−dκeΛbκc −1,j = S−dκeΛbκc ,φ0

−dκeΛbκc

.
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Figure 10: An example of round 11 in the proof of Theorem 3.4 (see detail in
Example 3.9).
Let A be any deterministic distributed algorithm run on G2 (Γ, Λ, κ) for computing
a function f . Fix any input strings x and y given to s and t respectively. Let ϕA (x, y)
denote the execution of A on x and y. Denote the state of the node v at the end
of time τ during the execution ϕA (x, y) by σA (v, τ, x, y). Let σA (v, 0, x, y) be the
state of the node v before the execution ϕA (x, y) begins. Note that σA (v, 0, x, y) is
independent of the input if v ∈
/ {s, t}, depends only on x if v = s and depends only
on y if v = t. Moreover, in two different executions ϕA (x, y) and ϕA (x0 , y 0), a node
reaches the same state at time τ (i.e., σA (v, τ, x, y) = σA (v, τ, x0 , y 0)) if and only if it
receives the same sequence of messages on each of its incoming links.
For a given set of nodes U = {v1 , . . . , v` } ⊆ V , a configuration
CA (U, τ, x, y) =< σA (v1 , τ, x, y), . . . , σA (v` , τ, x, y) >
is a vector of the states of the nodes of U at the end of time τ of the execution
ϕA (x, y). From now on, to simplify notations, when A, x and y are clear from the
τ
context, we use Ci,j
to denote CA (Si,j , τ, x, y).

3.4.2

Proof

Let G = G2 (Γ, Λ, κ). Let f be the function in the theorem statement. Let A be
any -error distributed algorithm for computing f on G. Fix a random string r̄ used
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by A (shared by all nodes in G) and consider the deterministic algorithm A run on
the input of A and the fixed random string r̄. Let TA be the worst case running
time of algorithm A (over all inputs). We only consider TA ≤ κΛκ , as assumed in the
theorem statement. We show that Alice and Bob, when given r̄ as the public random
string, can simulate A using (2κB)TA communication bits in 8TA /(κΛ) rounds, as
follows. (We provide an example in the end of this section.)
Rounds, Phases, and Iterations. For convenience, we will name the rounds
backward, i.e., Alice and Bob start at round dκeΛbκc and proceed to round dκeΛbκc −1,
dκeΛbκc − 2, and so on. Each round is divided into two phases, i.e., when Alice
sends messages and Bob sends messages (recall that Alice sends messages first in
each iteration). Each phase of round r is divided into φ0r iterations. Each iteration
simulates one round of algorithm A. We call the ith iteration of round r when Alice
(Bob, respectively) sends messages the iteration Ir,A,i (Ir,B,i , respectively). Therefore,
in each round r we have the following order of iterations: Ir,A,1, Ir,A,2 , . . ., Ir,A,φ0r ,
Ir,B,1 , . . ., Ir,B,φ0r . For convenience, we refer to the time before communication begins
as round dκeΛbκc + 1 and let Ir,A,0 = Ir+1,A,φ0r+1 and Ir,B,0 = Ir+1,B,φ0r+1 .
Our goal is to simulate one round of algorithm A per iteration. That is, after
PdκeΛbκc
iteration Ir,B,i finishes, we will finish the ( r0 =r+1 φ0r0 + i)th round of algorithm A.

Specifically, we let

tr =

dκeΛbκc

X

φ0r0

r 0 =r+1

and our goal is to construct a protocol with properties as in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.7. There exists a protocol such that there are at most κB bits sent in each
iteration and satisfies the following properties. For any r ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ i ≤ φ0r ,
tr +i
tr +i
1. after Ir,A,i finishes, Alice and Bob know Cr−iΛ
bκc−1 ,1 and C−r,φ0

−r −i

and
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, respectively,

tr +i
tr +i
, respectively.
2. after Ir,B,i finishes, Alice and Bob know Cr,φ
0 −i and C
−r+iΛbκc−1 ,1
r

Proof. We first argue that the properties hold for iteration IdκeΛbκc +1,A,0 , i.e., before
Alice and Bob starts communicating. After round r = dκeΛbκc starts, Alice can
0
0
0
compute Cr+1,0
= Cr+1,1
= Cr,φ
0 which contains the states of all nodes in G2 (Γ, Λ, κ)
r

except t. She can do this because every node except s and t has the same state
regardless of the input and the state of s depends only on her input string x. Similarly,
0
0
0
Bob can compute C−(r+1),0
= C−(r+1),1
= Cr,φ
0 which depends only on his input y.
r

Now we show that, if the lemma holds for any iteration Ir,A,i−1 then it also holds for
tr +i−1
iteration Ir,A,i as well. Specifically, we show that if Alice and Bob know Cr−(i−1)Λ
bκc−1 ,1
tr +i−1
tr +i
tr +i
and C−r,φ
and C−r,φ
0 −(i−1) , respectively, then they will know C
0
r−iΛbκc−1 ,1

−r −i

−r

, respec-

tively, after Alice sends at most κB messages.
tr +i
First we show that Alice can compute Cr−iΛ
bκc−1 ,1 without receiving any message
tr +i
from Bob. Recall that Alice can compute Cr−iΛ
bκc−1 ,1 if she knows
tr +i−1
• Cr−iΛ
bκc−1 ,1 , and

• all messages sent to all nodes in Sr−iΛbκc−1 ,1 at time tr + i of algorithm A.
tr +i−1
tr +i−1
By assumption, Alice knows Cr−(i−1)Λ
bκc−1 ,1 which implies that she knows Cr−iΛbκc−1 ,1

since Sr−iΛbκc−1,1 ⊆ Sr−(i−1)Λbκc−1 ,1 . Moreover, observe that all neighbors of all nodes
in Sr−iΛbκc−1,1 are in Sr−(i−1)Λbκc−1 ,1 . Thus, Alice can compute all messages sent to
all nodes in Sr−iΛbκc−1,1 at time tr + i of algorithm A. Therefore, Alice can compute
tr +i
Cr+iΛ
bκc−1 ,1 without receiving any message from Bob.
tr +i
Now we show that Bob can compute C−r,φ
0

−r −i

by receiving at most κB bits from

tr +i−1
tr +i
Alice and use the knowledge of C−r,φ
0 −i+1 . Note that Bob can compute C−r,φ0

−r −i

−r

he knows
tr +i−1
• C−r,φ
0 −i , and
−r

• all messages sent to all nodes in S−r,φ0−r −i at time tr + i of algorithm A.
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if

tr +i−1
tr +i−1
By assumption, Bob knows C−r,φ
0 −i+1 which implies that he knows C−r,φ0 −i since
−r

−r

S−r,φ0−r −i ⊆ S−r,φ0−r −i+1 . Moreover, observe that all neighbors of all nodes in S−r,φ0−r −i
are in S−r,φ0−r −i+1 , except
bκc

bκc−1

bκc−i

h−(r+1) , h−(br/Λc+1) , . . ., h−(br/Λi c+1) , . . ., h1−(br/Λbκc−1 c+1) .
In other words, Bob can compute all messages sent to all nodes in S−r,φ0−r −i at time
tr + i except
bκc

bκc

bκc−i

bκc−i

M tr +i (h−(r+1) , h−r ), . . ., M tr +i (h−(br/Λi c+1) , h−br/Λi c ), . . .,
M tr +i (h1−(br/Λbκc−1 c+1) , h1−(br/Λbκc−1 c )
where M tr +i (u, v) is the message sent from u to v at time tr +i of algorithm A. Observe
tr +i−1
further that Alice can compute these messages because she knows Cr−(i−1)Λ
bκc−1 ,1
bκc

bκc−i

which contains the states of h−(r+1) , . . ., h−(br/Λi c+1) , . . ., h1−(br/Λbκc−1 c+1) at time
tr +i−1
tr +i−1
tr + i − 1. (In particular, Cr−(i−1)Λ
which contains the
bκc−1 ,1 is a superset of C0,1
bκc

states of h−(r+1) , . . ., h1−(br/Λbκc−1 c+1) .) So, Alice can send these messages to Bob
tr +i
and Bob can compute C−r,φ
0

−r −i

at the end of the iteration. Each of these messages

contains at most B bits since each of them corresponds to a message sent on one
edge. Therefore, Alice sends at most κB bits to Bob in total. This shows the first
property.
After Alice finishes sending messages, the two parties will switch their roles and
a similar protocol can be used to show that the second property, i.e., if the lemma
holds for any iteration Ir,B,i−1 then it also holds for iteration Ir,B,i as well. That is, if
tr +i−1
tr +i−1
, respectively, then Bob can send
Alice and Bob know Cr,φ
0 −(i−1) and C
−r+(i−1)Λbκc−1 ,1
r
tr +i
tr +i
, respectively.
κB bits to Alice so that they can compute Cr,φ
0 −i and C
−r+iΛbκc−1 ,1
r

Let P be the protocol as in Lemma 3.7. Alice and Bob will run protocol P until
round r 0 , where r 0 is the largest number such that tr0 + φ0r0 ≥ TA . Lemma 3.7 implies
t

0 +TA −tr 0

−r
that after iteration Ir0 ,B,TA −tr0 , Bob knows C−r
0 ,φ0

−TA +tr 0
−r 0
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TA
= C−r
0 ,φ0

−r 0

−TA +tr 0

(note

that φ0−r0 − TA + tr0 ≥ 0). In particular, Bob knows the state of node t at time TA ,
i.e., he knows σA (t, TA , x, y). Thus, Bob can output the output of A which is output
from t.
Since A is -error, the probability (over all possible shared random strings) that
A outputs the correct value of f (x, y) is at least 1 − . Therefore, the communication
protocol run by Alice and Bob is -error as well. The number of rounds is bounded
as in the following claim.
Claim 3.8. If algorithm A finishes in time TA ≤ dκeΛκ then r 0 > dκeΛκ −8TA /(dκeΛ).
In other words, the number of rounds Alice and Bob need to simulate A is 8TA /(dκeΛ)
Proof. Let R∗ = 8TA /(dκeΛ) and let r ∗ = Λbκc − R∗ + 1. Assume for the sake
of contradiction that Alice and Bob need more than R∗ rounds. This means that
r 0 < r ∗ . Alice and Bob requiring more than R∗ rounds implies that
dκeΛbκc

X

r=r ∗

φ0r = tr∗ + φ0r∗ < TA ≤ dκeΛκ .

(13)

It follows that for any r ≥ r ∗ ,
k0

φ0r = min φ(hr ), max(1, ddκeΛκ e −

X

r 0 >r

= φr
j r k
=
+1
Λbκc−1

φr 0 )

!

(by definition of φ0r )
(because

P

r≥r ∗

φ0r < dκeΛκ )

(by definition of φr ).

Therefore, the total number of steps that can be simulated by Alice and Bob up to
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round r ∗ is
dκeΛbκc

X

φ0r

=

r=r ∗

dκeΛbκc

r

r=r ∗

Λbκc−1

X j

≥Λ

bκc−1

bR∗ /Λbκc−1 c

≥ Λbκc−1 ·
≥

k

R∗ dκeΛ
8

X
i=1
∗

+1



(dκeΛ − i)

bR /Λbκc−1 c(dκeΛ − 1)
2

≥ TA
contradicting Eq. (13).
Since there are at most κB bits sent in each iteration and Alice and Bob runs
P for TA iterations, the total number of bits exchanged is at most (2κB)TA . This
completes the proof of Theorem 3.4.
Example 3.9. Figure 10 shows an example of the protocol we use above. Before
7
7
iteration I11,A,1 begins, Alice and Bob know C11,1
and C−11,5
, respectively (since Alice

and Bob already simulated A for φ012 = 7 steps in round 12). Then, Alice computes
and sends M 8 (h2−12 , h2−11 ) and M 8 (h1−12 , h1−10 ) to Bob. Alice and Bob then compute
8
8
C11,1
and C−11,6
, respectively, at the end of iteration I11,A,1 . After they repeat this

process for five more times, i.e. Alice sends
M 9 (h2−12 , h2−11 ), M 10 (h2−12 , h2−11 ), . . . , M 13 (h2−12 , h2−11 ),

and

M 9 (h1−12 , h1−10 ), M 10 (h1−12 , h1−10 ), . . . , M 13 (h1−12 , h1−10 ) ,
13
8
13
,
. Note that Alice is able to compute C9,1
Bob will be able to compute C−11,0
= C−10,4
9
12
C7,1
, . . ., C1,1
without receiving any messages from Bob so she can compute and send

the previously mentioned messages to Bob.
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Related publications. The preliminary versions of this chapter appeared as part
of the joint results with Atish Das Sarma, Stephan Holzer, Liah Kor, Amos Korman,
Gopal Pandurangan, David Peleg, and Roger Wattenhofer [41, 120].
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CHAPTER IV

A TIGHT LOWER BOUND ON DISTRIBUTED
RANDOM WALK COMPUTATION

In this chapter, we show a tight lower bound for computing a random walk. Recall
the following definitions from Chapter 1. In the 1-RW-DoS (one random walk where
destination outputs source) version, we are given a network G = (V, E) and a source
node s ∈ V . The goal is to devise a distributed algorithm such that, in the end, some
node v outputs the ID of s, where v is a destination node picked according to the
probability that it is the destination of a random walk of length ` starting at s. For
the 1-RW-SoD (source outputs destination) version, we want s to output the ID of
v instead. Finally, for the 1-RW-pos (nodes know their positions) version, we want
each node to know its position(s) in the random walk.
Also recall that, in Chapter 2, we present algorithms that solve 1-RW-DoS, 1-RW√
SoD, and 1-RW-pos in Õ( `D) time (cf. Lemma 2.6). In this chapter, we show an
√
unconditional lower bound of Ω( `D + D) for all three versions of the random walk
computation problem. This means that the algorithms in Chapter 2 are optimal for
all three variations. In particular, we show the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. For any n, D, B and ` such that D ≤ ` ≤ (n/(D 3 B))1/4 , there exists
a family of n-node networks of diameter D in the B-model such that performing a
random walk (for any of the three versions) of length Θ(`) on these networks requires
√
Ω( `D + D) rounds.
To prove this theorem, we use the connection between bounded-round communication complexity and distributed algorithm lower bounds shown in Chapter 3. A
particular communication complexity problem that we will use is the following pointer
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chasing problem.

4.1

The pointer chasing problem

In this section, we define the pointer chasing problem and prove its lower bound
(Lemma 4.3) which will be used to prove Theorem 4.1 in the next section.
Informally, the r-round pointer chasing problem has parameters r and m and
there are two players, which could be Alice and Bob or nodes s and t, who receive
functions fA : [m] → [m] and fB : [m] → [m], respectively. The goal is to compute a
function starting from 1 and alternatively applying fA and fB for r times each, i.e.,
compute fB (. . . fA (fB (fA ))) where fA and fB appear r times each. To be precise, let
Fm be the set of functions f : [m] → [m]. For any i ≥ 0 define g i : Fm × Fm → [m]
inductively as

g 0 (fA , fB ) = 1 and g i (fA , fB )




fA (g i−1 (fA , fB ))

if i > 0 and i is odd,



fB (g i−1 (fA , fB )) if i > 0 and i is even.

Also define function pci,m (fA , fB ) = g 2i (fA , fB ). The goal of the r-round pointer
chasing problem is to compute pcr,m (fA , fB ).
Observe that if Alice and Bob can communicate for r rounds then they can compute pcr,m naively by exchanging O(r log m) bits. Interestingly, Nisan and Wigderson [121] show that if Alice and Bob are allowed only r−1 rounds then they essentially
cannot do anything better than having Alice sent everything she knows to Bob.1
(r−1)−cc−pub

Theorem 4.2. [121] R1/3

(pcr,m ) = Ω(m/r 2 − r log m).

The pointer chasing problem on G2 (Γ, Λ, κ). We now consider the pointer chasing problem on network G2 (Γ, Λ, κ) where s and t receive fA and fB respectively. The
following lemma follows from Theorem 3.4 and 4.2.
1

In fact this holds even when Alice and Bob are allowed r rounds but Alice cannot send a message
in the first round.
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G (Γ,Λ,κ),s,t

Lemma 4.3. For any κ, Γ, Λ ≥ 2, m ≥ κ2 Λ4κ B, 16Λκ−1 ≥ r > 8Λκ−1 , R1/32

(pcr,m ) =

Ω(κΛκ ).
G (Γ,Λ,κ),s,t

Proof. If R1/32

G (Γ,Λ,κ),s,t

(pcr,m ) > κΛκ then we are done so we assume that R1/32

(pcr,m ) ≤

κΛκ . Thus,
G (Γ,Λ,κ),s,t
R1/32
(pcr,m )

G (Γ,Λ,κ),s,t
(
8R 2
1/3
κΛ

≥ R1/3

8κΛκ

κΛ
≥ R1/3

−cc−pub

pcr,m )

−cc−pub

(pcr,m )/(2κB)

(pcr,m )/(2κB)

(14)
(15)

= Ω((m(8Λκ−1 )−2 − 8Λκ−1 B)/(κB))

(16)

= Ω(κΛκ )

(17)
G (Γ,Λ,κ),s,t

where Eq. (14) is by Theorem 3.4 and the fact that R1/32

(pcr,m ) ≤ κΛκ ,

Eq. (15) uses the fact that the communication does not increase when we allow more
G (Γ,Λ,κ),s,t

rounds and R1/32

(pcr,m ) ≤ κΛκ , Eq. (16) follows from Theorem 4.2 with the

fact that 16Λκ−1 ≥ r > 8Λκ−1 and Eq. (17) is because m ≥ κ2 Λ4κ B.

4.2

Proof of Theorem 4.1

We will prove the theorem only for the version where destination outputs source (1RW-DoS). This is because we can convert algorithms for the other two versions to
solve this version by adding O(D) rounds. To see this, observe that once the source
outputs the ID of the destination, we can take additional O(D) rounds to send the
ID of the source to the destination. Similarly, if nodes know their positions, the
node with position ` can output the source’s ID by taking additional O(D) rounds to
request for the source’s ID.
Now, for the lower bound of 1-DoS, we first show the Ω(D) lower bound which is
fairly straightforward.
Lemma 4.4. For every D ≤ ` ≤ n, there exists a graph G of diameter D such that
any distributed algorithm that solves 1-RW-DoS on G uses Ω(D) rounds with high
probability.
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Proof. Let s and t be two nodes of distance exactly D from each other and with
only this one path between them. A walk of length ` starting at s has a non-zero
probability of ending up at t. In this case, for the source ID of s to reach t, at least
D rounds of communication will be required. Using multi-edges, one can force, with
high probability, the traversal of the random walk to be along this path of length
D.
√
The rest of this chapter focuses on showing the Ω( `D) lower bound. Theorem 4.1, for the case where destination outputs source, follows from the following
lemma.
Lemma 4.5. For any real κ ≥ 1 and integers Λ ≥ 2, and Γ ≥ 32κ2 Λ6κ−1 log n, there
exists a family of networks H such that any network H ∈ H has Θ(κΓΛκ ) nodes and
diameter D = Θ(κΛ), and any algorithm for computing the destination of a random
√
walk of length ` = Θ(Λ2κ−1 ) requires Ω( `D) time on some network H ∈ H.
Proof. We show how to compute pcr,m on G = G2 (Γ, Λ, κ) by reducing the problem to
the problem of sampling a random walk destination in some network HfA ,fB , obtained
by restrict the number of copies of some edges in G, depending on input functions
fA and fB . We let H be the family of network HfA ,fB over all input functions. Note
that for any input functions, an algorithm on HfA ,fB can be run on G with the same
running time since every edge in G has more capacity than its counterpart in HfA ,fB .
Let r = 16Λκ−1 and m = κ2 Λ5κ log n. Note that 2rm ≤ Γ. For any i ≤ r and
j ≤ m, let
S i,j = P 2(i−1)m+j

and T i,j = P 2(i−1)m+m+j .

That is, S 1,1 = P 1 , . . ., S 1,m = P m , T 1,1 = P m+1 , . . ., T 1,m = P 2m , S 2,1 = P 2m+1 , . . .,
T r,m = P 2rm . Let L be the number of nodes in each path. Note that L = Θ(κΛκ )
i,j
by Lemma 3.2. Denote the nodes in S i,j from left to right by si,j
1 , . . . , sL . (Thus,
2(i−1)m+j

si,j
1 = v−∞

2(i−1)m+j

and si,j
L = v∞

.) Also denote the nodes in T i,j from right to
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2(i−1)m+m+j

i,j
i,j
left by ti,j
1 , . . . , tL . (Thus, t1 = v∞

2(i−1)m+m+j

and ti,j
L = v−∞

.) Note that for

i,j
i,j
i,j
any i and j, si,j
1 and tL are adjacent to s while sL and t1 are adjacent to t.

Now we construct HfA ,fB . For simplicity, we fix input functions fA and fB and
denote HfA,fB simply by H. To get H we let every edge in G have one copy (thus with
capacity O(log n)), except the following edges. For any i ≤ r, j ≤ m, and x < L, we
i,j
2(i−1)L+L+x
have (6Γ`)2(i−1)L+x copies of edges between nodes si,j
x and sx+1 and (6Γ`)
i,j
copies of edges between nodes ti,j
x and tx+1 . Note that these numbers of copies of

edges are always the same, regardless of the input fA and fB .
Additionally, we have the following numbers of edges which depend on the input
functions. First, s specifies the following number of edges between its neighbors. For
any i ≤ r, j ≤ m, we have (6Γ`)2(i−1)L+L copies of edges between nodes ti,j
L and
i,fA (j)

. These numbers of edges can be specified in one round since both si,j
1 and

i,fA (j)

are adjacent to s. Similarly, we have (6Γ`)2(i−1)L+2L copies of edges between

s1

tL

i+1,fB (j)

nodes ti,j
1 and sL

which can be done in one round since both nodes are adjacent

to t. This completes the description of H.
Now we use any random walk algorithm to compute the destination of a walk
1,f (A)

of length ` = 2rL − 1 = Θ(Λ2κ−1) on H by starting a random walk at s1

. If

the random walk destination is tr,j
L for some j, then node t outputs the number j;
otherwise, node t outputs an arbitrary number.
Claim 4.6. Node t outputs pcr,m (fA , fB ) with probability at least 2/3.
1,fA (1)

Proof. Let P ∗ be the path consisting of nodes s1
1,fB (fA (1))

tL

1,fA (fB (fA (1)))

, s1

i,g 2i−1 (fA ,fB )

, . . ., sL

i,g 2i (fA ,fB )

, t1

1,fA (1)

, . . ., sL

r,g 2r (fA ,fB )

, . . ., tL

1,fB (fA (1))

, t1

, . . .,

. We claim that

the random walk will follow path P ∗ with probability at least 2/3. The node of
1,f (1)
r,g 2r (fA ,fB )
r,pcr,m (1)
distance (2rL − 1) from s1 A in this path is tL
= tL
and thus the
algorithm described above will output pcr,m (1) with probability at least 2/3.
To prove the above claim, consider any node u in path P ∗ . Let u0 and u00 be
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the node before and after u in P ∗ , respectively. Let m0 and m00 be the number of
multiedges (u, u0) and (u, u00), respectively. Observe that m00 ≥ 6Γ`m0 . Moreover,
observe that there are at most Γ edges between u and other nodes. Thus, if a random
walk is at u, it will continue to u00 with probability at least 1 −

1
.
3`

By union bound,

the probability that a random walk will follow P ∗ is at least 1 − 13 , as claimed.
Thus, if there is any random walk algorithm with running time O(T ) on all networks in H then we can use such algorithm to solve pcr,m (with error probability
1/3) in time O(T ). Using the lower bound of computing solving pcr,m in Lemma 4.3,
√
the random walk computation also has a lower bound of Ω(κΛκ ) = Ω( `D) as
claimed.
To prove Theorem 4.1 with the given parameters n, D and `, we simply set Λ and
κ so that κΛ = D and Λ2κ−1 = Θ(`). This choice of Λ and κ exists since ` ≥ D.
Setting Γ large enough so that Γ ≥ 32κ2 Λ6κ−1 log n while Γ = Θ(n). (This choice
of Γ exists since ` ≤ (n/(D 3 log n))1/4 .) By applying the above lemma, Theorem 4.1
follows.

4.3

Conclusions

In this chapter we prove a tight unconditional lower bound on the time complexity of
distributed random walk computation, implying that the algorithms in Chapter 2 for
generating a random walk are time optimal. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first lower bound that the diameter plays a role of multiplicative factor. Our proof
technique comes from associating the bounded-round communication complexity to
the distributed algorithm lower bounds, with network diameter as a trade-off factor.
The weaker form (without the presence of rounds) are also shown to have many
applications, as we will show in the next chapter.
There are still some problems left open. One interesting open problem is showing
a lower bound of performing a long walk and many walks. For example, one can
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generate a random spanning tree by computing a walk of length equals the cover
time (using the version where every node knows their positions, 1-RW-pos). It is
interesting to see if performing such a walk can be done faster. Additionally, the
upper and lower bounds of the problem of generating a random spanning tree itself
√
is very interesting since its current upper bound of Õ( mD) (cf. Chapter 2) simply
follows as an application of random walk computation while no lower bound is known.
Related publications.

The preliminary version of this chapter appeared as a joint

work with Atish Das Sarma and Gopal Pandurangan [120].
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CHAPTER V

DISTRIBUTED VERIFICATION AND HARDNESS OF
DISTRIBUTED APPROXIMATION

In this chapter, we study many “global” graph problems in distributed networks. We
show that, for many fundamental graph problems, verification is as hard as optimization. An important consequence of this is that many optimization problems, such as
minimum spanning tree, cannot be done faster even when we allow approximation.

5.1

Overview of Technical Approach

We prove our lower bounds by establishing an interesting connection between communication complexity and distributed computing, as shown in Chapter 3. Our lower
bound proofs consider the network G1 (Γ, p, d) as defined in Chapter 3. This network
is a result of a developments through a series of papers in the literature [55, 107, 129].
However, while previous results [55, 129] rely on counting the number of states to analyze the mailing problem (along with some sophisticated techniques for the variant,
called corrupted mail problem, in the case of approximation algorithm lower bounds)
and use Yao’s method [151] (with appropriate input distributions) to get lower bounds
for randomized algorithms, our results are achieved using the following three steps of
simple reductions.
First, as we showed in Chapter 3, we reduce the lower bounds of problems in the
standard communication complexity model [95] to the lower bounds of the equivalent
problems in the “distributed version” of communication complexity. Specifically, we
relate the communication lower bound from the standard communication complexity model [95] to compute some appropriately chosen function f , to the distributed
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time complexity lower bound for computing the same function in a specially chosen
graph G. In the standard model, Alice and Bob can communicate directly (via a
bidirectional edge of bandwidth one). In the distributed model, we assume that Alice
and Bob are some vertices of G and they together wish to compute the function f
using the communication graph G. The choice of graph G is critical. We use a graph
called G1 (Γ, p, d) (parameterized by Γ, d and p) that was first used in [55]. We show
a reduction from the standard model to the distributed model, the proof of which
relies on certain observations similar to those used in previous results (e.g., [129]).
Second, the connection established in the first step allows us to bypass the state
counting argument and Yao’s method, and reduces our task in proving lower bounds
of verification problems to merely picking the right function f to reduce from. The
function f that is useful in showing our randomized lower bounds is the set disjointness function, which is the quintessential problem in the world of communication
complexity with applications to diverse areas and has been studied for decades (see a
recent survey in [29]). Following the result well known in communication complexity
p
[95], we show that the distributed version of this problem has an Ω( n/(B log n))
lower bound on graphs of small diameter. We then reduce this problem to the veri-

fication problems using simple reductions similar to those used in data streams [76].
The set disjointness function yields randomized lower bounds and works for many
problems (see Figure 11), but it does not reduce to certain other problems such as
spanning tree. To show lower bounds for this problem, we use a different function
f called Hamiltonian cycle. However, this reduction yields only a one-sided error
randomized lower bound for the corresponding verification problems.
Finally, we reduce the verification problem to hardness of distributed approximation for a variety of problems to show that the same lower bounds hold for approximation algorithms as well. For this, we use a reduction whose idea is similar to one used
to prove hardness of approximating TSP (Traveling Salesman Problem) on general
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Figure 11: Problems and reductions between them to obtain randomized and onesided error randomized lower bounds. For all problems, we obtain lower bounds as in
Figure 1.
graphs (see, e.g., [144]): We convert a verification problem to an optimization problem by introducing edge weight in such a way that there is a large gap between the
optimal values for the cases where H satisfies, or does not satisfy a certain property.
This technique is surprisingly simple, yet yields strong unconditional hardness bounds
— many hitherto unknown, left open (e.g., minimum cut) [52] and some that improve
over known ones (e.g., MST and shortest path tree) [55]. As mentioned earlier, our
√
approach shows that approximating MST by any factor needs Ω̃( n) time, while the
previous result due to Elkin gave a bound that depends on α (the approximation
p
factor), i.e. Ω̃( n/α), using more sophisticated techniques.
Figure 11 summarizes these reductions that will be proved in this chapter.

To highlight the main ideas, we first show the proof of the lower bound of approximating the minimum spanning tree in Sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. In the later sections,
we show the rest lower bounds.

5.2

The Set-Disjointness problem

To prove the theorem, we need the lower bound for computing set disjointness function.
Definition 5.1 (Set Disjointness function). Given two b-bit strings x and y, the set
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disjointness function, denoted by disj(x, y), is defined to be 1 if the inner product
< x, y > is 0 (i.e., xi = 0 or yi = 0 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ b) and 0 otherwise. We refer to
the problem of computing disj function on G1 (Γ, p, d) on Γ-bit input strings given
to s and r by DISJ(G1 (Γ, p, d), s, r, Γ).
The following lemma is a consequence of Theorem 3.3 and the communication
complexity lower bound of computing disj.
Lemma 5.2. For any Γ, d, p, there exists a constant  > 0 such that any -error
Γ
)) time.
algorithm solving DISJ(G1 (Γ, p, d), s, r, Γ) requires Ω(min(dp , dpB
G (Γ,p,d),s,r

Proof. If R 1

G (Γ,p,d),s,r

(disj) ≥ (dp − 1)/2 then R 1

(disj) = Ω(dp ) and we are
G (Γ,p,d),s,r

done. Otherwise, Theorem 3.3 implies that Rcc−pub(disj) ≤ 2dpB ·R 1

(disj).

Now we use the fact that Rcc−pub(disj) = Ω(Γ) for the function disj on Γ-bit inputs,
for some  > 0 [13, 81, 16, 131] (also see [95, Example 3.22] and references therein).
G (Γ,p,d),s,r

It follows that R 1

5.3

(disj) = Ω(Γ/(dpB)).

Randomized Lower Bounds for Distributed Verification

In this section, we present randomized lower bounds for many verification problems for
graph of various diameters, as shown in Figure 1. The general theorem is below. The
highlight the main ideas, in this section we prove the theorem only for the spanning
connected subgraph verification problem. This will be useful later in proving many
hardness of approximation results, including approximating the minimum spanning
tree. In this problem, we want to verify whether H is connected and spans all nodes
of G, i.e., every node in G is incident to some edge in H. Definitions of other problems
and proofs of their lower bounds are in Section 5.5.
Theorem 5.3. For any p ≥ 1, B ≥ 1, and n ∈ {22p+1 pB, 32p+1 pB, . . .}, there exists
a constant  > 0 such that any -error distributed algorithm for any of the following
1

1

problems requires Ω((n/(pB)) 2 − 2(2p+1) ) time on some Θ(n)-vertex graph of diameter
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2p + 2 in the B model: Spanning connected subgraph, connectivity, s-t connectivity,
k-components, bipartiteness, cycle containment, e-cycle containment, cut, s-t cut,
least-element list [34, 86], and edge on all paths.
In particular, for graphs with diameter D = 4, we get Ω((n/B)1/3 ) lower bound
p
and for graphs with diameter D = log n we get Ω( n/(B log n)). Similar analysis
p
also leads to a Ω( n/B) lower bound for graphs of diameter nδ for any δ > 0, and

Ω((n/B)1/4 ) lower bound for graphs of diameter 3 using the same analysis as in [55].
We note that the lower bound holds even in the public coin model where every vertex
shares a random string.
The lower bound of spanning connected subgraph verification essentially follows
from the following lemma.

Lemma 5.4. For any Γ, d ≥ 2 and p, there exists a constant  > 0 such that any
-error distributed algorithm for spanning connected subgraph verification on graph
G1 (Γ, p, d) can be used to solve the DISJ(G1 (Γ, p, d), s, t, Γ) problem on G1 (Γ, p, d)
with the same time complexity.
Proof. Consider an -error algorithm A for the spanning connected subgraph verification problem, and suppose that we are given an instance of the DISJ(G1 (Γ, p, d), s, t, Γ)
problem with input strings x and y. We use A to solve this instance of set disjointness
problem as follows.
First, we mark all path edges and tree edges as participating in H. All spoke
edges are marked as not participating in subgraph H, except those incident to s and
r for which we do the following: For each bit xi , 1 ≤ i ≤ Γ, vertex s indicates that
the spoke edge (s, v0i ) participates in H if and only if xi = 0. Similarly, for each bit
yi , 1 ≤ i ≤ Γ, vertex r indicates that the spoke edge (r, vdi p −1 ) participates in H if
and only if yi = 0. (See Figure 12.)
Note that the participation of all edges, except those incident to s and r, is decided
independently of the input. Moreover, one round is sufficient for s and r to inform
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Figure 12: Example of H for the spanning connected subgraph problem (marked
with thick red edges) when x = 0...10 and y = 1...00.
their neighbors the participation of edges incident to them. Hence, one round is
enough to construct H. Then, algorithm A is started.
Once algorithm A terminates, vertex r determines its output for the set disjointness problem by stating that both input strings are disjoint if and only if spanning
connected subgraph verification algorithm verified that the given subgraph H is indeed a spanning connected subgraph.
Observe that H is a spanning connected subgraph if and only if for all 1 ≤ i ≤ Γ
at least one of the edges (s, v0i ) and (r, vdi p −1 ) is in H; thus, by the construction of H,
H is a spanning connected subgraph if and only if the input strings x, y are disjoint,
i.e., for every i either xi = 0 or yi = 0. Hence the resulting algorithm has correctly
solved the given instance of the set disjointness problem.
Using Lemma 5.2, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 5.5. For any Γ, d, p, there exists a constant  > 0 such that any -error alΓ
))
gorithm for spanning connected subgraph verification problem requires Ω(min(dp , dpB

time on some Θ(Γdp )-vertex graph of diameter 2p + 2.
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In particular, if we consider Γ = dp+1 pB then Ω(min(dp , Γ/(dpB))) = Ω(dp ).
Moreover, by Lemma 3.1, G(dp+1pB, d, p) has n = Θ(d2p+1 pB) vertices and thus
1

1

the lower bound Ω(dp ) becomes Ω((n/(pB)) 2 − 2(2p+1) ). Theorem 5.3 (for the case of
spanning connected subgraph) follows.

5.4

Hardness of Distributed Approximation

In this section we show a time lower bound of Ω(

p

n/(B log n)) for approximation

algorithms of many problems. For distributed approximation problems such as MST,
we assume that a weight function ω : E → R+ associated with the graph assigns a
nonnegative real weight ω(e) to each edge e = (u, v) ∈ E. Initially, the weight ω(e) is
known only to the adjacent vertices, u and v. We assume that the edge weights are
bounded by a polynomial in n (the number of vertices). It is assumed that B is large
enough to allow the transmission of any edge weight in a single message.
We show the hardness of distributed approximation for many problems, as in
the theorem below. To highlight the main ideas, we only prove the theorem for the
minimum spanning tree problem here. Definitions and proofs of other problems can
be found in Section 5.7.
Theorem 5.6. For any polynomial function α(n), numbers p, B ≥ 1, and n ∈
{22p+1 pB, 32p+1pB, . . .}, there exists a constant  > 0 such that any α(n)-approximation
1

1

n 2 − 2(2p+1)
)
-error distributed algorithm for any of the following problems requires Ω(( pB
)

time on some Θ(n)-vertex graph of diameter 2p + 2 in the B model: minimum spanning tree [55, 129], shortest s-t path, s-source distance [53], s-source shortest path
tree [55], minimum cut [52], minimum s-t cut, maximum cut, minimum routing cost
spanning tree [150], shallow-light tree [128], and generalized Steiner forest [86].
Recall that in the minimum spanning tree problem, we are given a connected
graph G and we want to compute the minimum spanning tree (i.e., the spanning
tree of minimum weight). At the end of the process each vertex knows which edges
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incident to it are in the output tree.
Recall the following standard notions of an approximation algorithm. We say that
a randomized algorithm A is α-approximation -error if, for any input instance I,
algorithm A outputs a solution that is at most α times the optimal solution of I
with probability at least 1 − . Therefore, in the minimum spanning tree, an αapproximation -error algorithm should output a number that is at most α times the
total weight of the minimum spanning tree, with probability at least 1 − .
Proof of Theorem 5.6 for the case of minimum spanning tree. Let A be an α(n)-approximation
-error algorithm for the minimum spanning tree problem. We show that A can be
used to solve the spanning connected subgraph verification problem using the same
running time.
To do this, construct a weight function on edges in G, denoted by ω, by assigning
weight 1 to all edges in H and nα(n) to all other edges. Note that constructing ω
does not need any communication since each vertex knows which edges incident to
it are in H. Now we find the weight W of the minimum spanning tree using A
and announce that H is a spanning connected subgraph if and only if W is less than
nα(n).
Now we show that the weighted graph (G, ω) has a spanning tree of weight less
than nα(n) if and only if H is a spanning connected subgraph of G and thus the
algorithm above is correct: Suppose that H is a spanning connected subgraph. Then,
there is a spanning tree that is a subgraph of H and has weight n − 1 < nα(n). Thus
the minimum spanning tree has weight less than nα(n). Conversely, suppose that H
is not a spanning connected subgraph. Then, any spanning tree must contain an edge
not in H. Therefore, any spanning tree has weight at least nα(n) as claimed.
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5.5

The rest randomized lower bounds

In this section, we show the randomized lower bounds as claimed in Theorem 5.3 for
the following problems (listed in Figure 11).
Definition 5.7 (Problems with randomized lower bounds). We define:
• s-t connectivity verification problem: In addition to G and H, we are given
two vertices s and t (s and t are known by every vertex). We would like to verify
whether s and t are in the same connected component of H. (Section 5.5.1.)
• cycle containment verification problem: We want to verify if H contains
a cycle. (Section 5.5.2.)
• e-cycle containment verification problem: Given an edge e in H (known
to vertices adjacent to it), we want to verify if H contains a cycle containing e.
(Section 5.5.2.)
• bipartiteness verification problem: We want to verify whether H is bipartite. (Section 5.5.2.)
• connectivity verification problem: We want to verify whether H is connected. We also consider the k-component verification problem where we
want to verify whether H has at most k connected components. (Note that k
is not part of the input so 2-component and 3-component problems are different problems.) The connectivity verification problem is the special case where
k = 1. (Section 5.5.3)
• cut verification problem: We want to verify whether H is a cut of G, i.e., G
is not connected when we remove edges in H. (Section 5.5.3)
• s-t cut verification problem: We want to verify whether H is an s-t cut, i.e.,
when we remove all edges EH of H from G, we want to know whether s and t
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are in the same connected component or not. (Section 5.5.3)
• least-element list verification problem [34, 86]: Given a distinct rank
(integer) r(v) to each node v in the weighted graph G, for any nodes u and v,
we say that v is the least element of u if v has the lowest rank among vertices
of distance at most d(u, v) from u. Here, d(u, v) denotes the weighted distance
between u and v. The Least-Element List (LE-list) of a node u is the set
{< v, d(u, v) > | v is the least element of u }. (Section 5.5.3)
In the least-element list verification problem, each vertex knows its rank as an
input, and some vertex u is given a set S = {< v1 , d(u, v1) >, < v2 , d(u, v2) >
, . . .} as an input. We want to verify whether S is the least-element list of u.
(Section 5.5.3)
• edge on all paths verification problem: Given nodes u, v and edge e. We
want to verify whether e lies on all paths between u, v in H. (Section 5.5.3)
Lower bounds of the above problems are stated in Theorem 5.3 and the reductions
are summarized in Figure 11.
5.5.1

Randomized lower bound of s-t connectivity verification

Similar to the lower bound of the spanning connected subgraph verification problem,
the lower bounds of s-t connectivity follow from the following lemma.
Lemma 5.8. For any Γ, d ≥ 2 and p, there exists a constant  > 0 such that
any -error distributed algorithm for s-t connectivity verification problem on graph
G1 (Γ, p, d) can be used to solve the DISJ(G1 (Γ, p, d), s, r, Γ) problem on G1 (Γ, p, d)
with the same time complexity.
Proof. We use the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 5.4 except that we
construct the subgraph H as follows.
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Figure 13: Example of H for s-t connectivity problem (marked with thick red edges)
when x = 0...10 and y = 1...00.
s-t verification: First, all path edges are marked as participating in subgraph H.
All tree edges are marked as not participating in H. All spoke edges, except those
incident to s and r, are also marked as not participating. For each bit xi , 1 ≤ i ≤ Γ,
vertex s indicates that the spoke edge (s, v0i ) participates in H if and only if xi = 1.
Similarly, for each bit yi , 1 ≤ i ≤ Γ, vertex r indicates that the spoke edge (r, vdi p −1 )
participates in H if and only if yi = 1. (See Figure 13.)
Once algorithm Ast terminates, vertex r determines its output for the set disjointness problem by stating that both input strings are disjoint if and only if s-r
connectivity verification algorithm verified that s and r are not connected in the
given subgraph.
For the correctness of this algorithm, observe that s and r are connected in H
if and only if there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ Γ such that both edges (v0i , s), (vdi p −1 , r) are in
H; thus, by the construction of the s-r connected subgraph candidate H, H is s-r
connected if and only if the input strings x and y are not disjoint, i.e., there exists i
such that xi = 1 and yi = 1. Hence the resulting algorithm has correctly solved the
given instance of the set disjointness problem.
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Figure 14: Example of H for the cycle and e-cycle containment and bipartiteness
verification problem when x = 0...10 and y = 1...00.
5.5.2

A randomized lower bound for cycle containment, e-cycle containment, and bipartiteness verification problem

Lemma 5.9. There exists a constant  > 0 such that any -error distributed algorithm for cycle containment, e-cycle containment, or bipartiteness verification problem on graph G1 (Γ, p, d) can be used to solve the DISJ(G1 (Γ, p, d), s, r, Γ) problem on
G1 (Γ, p, d) with the same time complexity.
Proof. cycle verification problem: We construct H in the same way as in the proof of
Lemma 5.8 except that the tree edges are participating in H (see Figure 14).
In the case that the input strings are disjoint, H will consist of the tree connecting
s and r as well as 1) paths connected to s but not to r and 2) paths connected to
r but not to s and 3) paths connected neither to r nor s. Thus there is no cycle
in H. In the case that the input strings are not disjoint, we let i be an index that
makes them not disjoint, that is xi = yi = 1. This causes a cycle in H consisting
of some tree edges and path P i that are connected by edges (s, v0i ) and (vdi p −1 , r) at
their endpoints. Thus we have the following claim.
Claim 5.10. H contains a cycle if and only if the input strings are not disjoint.
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e-cycle containment verification problem: We use the previous construction for H
and let e be the tree edge adjacent to s (i.e., e connects s to its parent). Observe that,
in this construction, H contains a cycle if and only if H contains a cycle containing
e. Therefore, we have the following claim.
Claim 5.11. e is contained in a cycle in H if and only if the input strings are not
disjoint.
bipartiteness verification problem: Finally, we can verify if such an edge e is contained in a cycle by verifying the bipartiteness. First, we replace e = (s, up−1
0 ) by a
0
path (s, v 0 , up−1
0 ), where v is an additional/virtual vertex. This can be done without

changing the input graph G by having vertex s simulated algorithms on both s and
v 0 . The communication between s and v 0 can be done internally. The communication
between v 0 and up−1
can be done by s. We construct H 0 the same way as H with both
0
(s, v 0 ) and (v 0 , up−1
0 ) marked as participating. The lower bound of bipartite follows
from this claim.
Like in the previous proofs, we observe that if the input strings are not disjoint,
then either H or H 0 are not bipartite. We consider two cases: when dp is even and
odd. When dp is even and the input strings are not disjoint, there exists i such that
there is a cycle in H consisting of some tree edges (including e) and path Pi that are
connected by edges (s, v0i ) and (vdi p −1 , r) at their endpoints. This cycle is of length
2p + (dp − 1) + 2 – an odd number causing H to be not bipartite. If dp is odd, then by
the same argument there is an odd cycle of length (2p + 1) + (dp − 1) + 2 in H 0 (this
0
cycle includes the edges (s, v 0) and (v 0 , up−1
0 ) that replaces e); thus H is not bipartite.

Now we consider the converse: If the input strings are disjoint, then H does not
contain a cycle by the argument of the proof of the cycle containment problem (which
uses the same graph). In follows that H 0 does not contain a cycle as well. Therefore,
we have the following claim.
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Claim 5.12. H and H 0 are both bipartite if and only if the input strings are disjoint.

5.5.3

Randomized lower bounds of connectivity, k-component, cut, s-t
cut, least-element list, and edge on all paths verification

connectivity verification problem: We reduce from the spanning connected subgraph
verification problem. Let A(G, H) be an algorithm that verifies if H is connected in
O(τ (n)) time on any n-vertex graph G and subgraph H, we show that there is an
algorithm A0 (G0 , H 0) that verifies whether H 0 is a spanning connected subgraph in
O(τ (n0 ) + D 0 ) time, where n0 and D 0 is the number of vertices in G0 and its diameter,
respectively. Thus, the lower bounds (which are larger than D) of the spanning
connected subgraph problem apply to the connectivity verification problem as well.
To do this, recall that, by definition, H 0 is a spanning connected subgraph if and
only if every node is incident to at least one edge in H 0 and H 0 is connected. Verifying
that every node is incident to at least one edge in H 0 can be done in O(D) rounds
and checking if H 0 is connected can be done in O(τ (n0 )) rounds by calling A(G, H)
with H = H 0 and G = G0 . The total running time of A0 is thus O(τ (n0 ) + D).
k-component verification problem: The above argument can be extended to show
the lower bound of k-component problem, as follows. Suppose again that we want
to check if H is a spanning connected subgraph. Now we add k − 1 virtual nodes
adjacent to some node s in G. These nodes are added to H (denote the resulting
subgraph by H 0 ) but will not be incident to any edges in H 0 and are simulated by
s. Observe that the new graph, say G0 , has diameter D 0 = D + 1 and the number of
nodes is n0 = n + k ≤ 2n. Moreover, H is a spanning tree of G if and only if H 0 has k
connected component in G0 (the spanning subgraph H of G plus k − 1 single nodes).
Therefore, if we can check if H has at most k (k constant) connected component in
G0 in O(τ (n0 )) time then we can also check if H is a spanning connected subgraph in G.
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cut verification problem: We again reduce from the spanning connected subgraph
problem. Recall the definition of the cut that H is a cut if and only if G is not connected when we remove edges in H. In other words, H is a cut if and only if H̄ is not
a spanning connected subgraph of G where H̄ is the graph resulting from removing
edges in H.
Thus, given a subgraph H 0 , we verify if H 0 is a spanning connected subgraph as
follows. Let H 00 be the graph obtained by removing edges E(H 0) of H 0 from G. Recall
again that H 0 is a spanning connected subgraph if and only if H 00 is not a cut. Thus,
we verify if H 00 is a cut. We announce that H 0 is a spanning connected subgraph if
and only if H 00 is verified not to be a cut.

s-t cut verification problem: The lower bound of s-t cut is proved similarly: H 0 is s-t
connected if and only if H 00 obtained by removing edges in H 0 from G is not an s-t cut.

Least-element list verification problem: We reduce from s-t connectivity. We set the
rank of s to 0 and the rank of other nodes to any distinct positive integers. Assign
weight 0 to all edges in H and 1 to other edges. Give a set S = {< s, 0 >} to vertex t.
Then we verify if S is the least-element list of t. Observe that if s and t are connected
by H then the distance between them must be 0 and thus S is the least-element list
of t. On the other hand, if s and t are not connected then the distance between them
will be at least 1 and S will not be the least-element list of t.

Edge on all paths verification problem: We reduce from the e-cycle containment problem using the following observation: H does not contain a cycle containing e if and
only if e lies on all paths between u and v in H where e = uv.
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5.6

One-sided Error Lower Bound of Spanning Tree Verification

We show the following lower bound of one-sided error randomized algorithms for the
spanning tree verification problem. Let us first define the notion of one-sided error.
Definition 5.13 (One-sided error algorithms). We say that an algorithm A computes
a function f with one-sided -error if for every input x such that f (x) = 0, A outputs
0 with probability one, and for every input x such that f (x) = 1, A outputs 1 with
probability at least 1 − . We let R1 (f ) denote the one-sided -error of computing f .
Recall that, in the ST verification problem, we would like to verify whether H is
a spanning tree of G. Our result is the following.
Theorem 5.14. For any 0 ≤  < 1, p, B ≥ 1, and n ∈ {22p+1 pB, 32p+1 pB, . . .}, any
1

1

distributed algorithm for ST verification problem requires Ω(( n logpBlog n ) 2 − 2(2p+1) ) time
on some Θ(n)-vertex graph of diameter O(2p + 2) in the B model.
In particular, this result shows that any one-sided error algorithms for ST verifi√
cation requires Ω̃( n) time. This is the first lower bound of randomized algorithms
for both ST and MST verification. (Prior to this, only lower bounds deterministic
algorithms for MST verification are known [90].)
We do this by reducing from the communication complexity of the Hamiltonian
cycle problem.
5.6.1

A one-sided randomized lower bound of Hamiltonian cycle problem

Definition 5.15 (Hamiltonian cycle). There are two b-element sets of vertices, denoted by u1 , . . . , ub and v1 , . . . , vb . Alice and Bob each gets a perfect matching between
vertices in these two sets. That is, Alice and Bob get
X = {ui1 vi1 , ui2 vi2 , . . . , uib vib } and Y = {uj1 vj1 , uj2 vj2 , . . . , ujb vjb } ,
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respectively. They want to check whether X ∪ Y forms a Hamiltonian cycle or not.
We let ham be a function such that ham(X, Y ) is one if X ∪ Y forms a Hamiltonian
cycle and zero otherwise. We denote this problem by Ham.
The lower bound of Ham problem essentially follows from the result of Raz and
Spieker [130], as follows.
Lemma 5.16. For any  > 0, any one-sided -error protocol requires Ω(b log log b)
bits of communication. That is, R1 = Ω(b log log b).
Proof. We use the result of Raz and Spieker [130] which states that non-deterministic
communication complexity of Ham is Ω(b log log b). In notation, N 1 (ham) = Ω(b log log b).
(Informally, N 1 (ham) denote the size of proof given to Alice and Bob and bits exchange between them in order to compute ham. We refer to [95] for the full definition
of N 1 .) Using the fact that R1 (f ) ≥ N1 (f ) for any function f and 0 ≤  < 1 (see,
e.g., [95, Proposition 3.7], the lemma follows.
Lemma 5.17. For any 0 ≤  < 1, Γ, d, p, and b = Θ(Γ), any one-sided -error
algorithm solving Ham(G1 (Γ, p, d), s, r, Γ) requires Ω(min(dp , Γ log log Γ/dpB)) time.
Proof. We use the fact that R0cc−pub(ham) = Ω(Γ log log Γ) for the function ham on
G (Γ,p,d),s,r

Γ-bit inputs which follows from Lemma 5.16. Thus by Theorem 3.3, R 1

(f ) =

Ω(min dp , Γ log log Γ/dpB) implying the lemma.
5.6.2

Proof of Theorem 5.14 (sketched)

First, we modify the graph slightly by adding edges between leftmost (rightmost,
respectively) nodes of all paths. Theorem 3.3 can still be proved in exactly the same
way. Thus, Lemma 5.17 still holds on this modified graph. From now on, we abuse
the notation and call this graph G1 (Γ, p, d).
Consider a one-sided -error algorithm A for the ST verification problem, and
suppose that we are given an instance of the Ham(G1 (Γ, p, d), s, t, Γ) problem with
input sets X and Y . We use A to solve this instance of the Ham problem as follows.
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First, we mark all path edges and tree edges as participating in H. All spoke
edges are marked as not participating in subgraph H, except those incident to s and
r. It is left to mark edges incident to s and r and those between end vertices of paths.
Let Γ = 2b − 1. Define the following function gA which maps nodes in the graph
given to Alice and Bob to s, v01 , v02 , . . . , v0Γ, as follows. We let gA (u1 ), . . . , gA (ub ) be
s, v01 , v02 , . . . , v0b−1, respectively. We also let gA (v1 ), . . . , gA (vb ) be v0b , v0b+1 , . . . , v0Γ, respectively. Now, if there is an edge between ui and vj in GA (the graph given to
Alice) then we mark an edge between gA (ui ) and gA (vj ) as participating; otherwise,
we mark such edge as not participating. (For example, there is an edge between u1
and vb in GA in Figure 15. Thus, we mark an edge between s and v0Γ as participating.)
Similarly, define the following function gB which maps nodes in the graph given
to Alice and Bob to t, vd1p −1 , vd2p −1 , . . . , vdΓp −1 , as follows. We let gB (u1 ), . . . , gB (ub) be
b+1
b
Γ
t, vd1p −1 , vd2p −1 , . . . , vdb−1
p −1 , respectively. We also let gB (v1 ), . . . , gB (vb ) be vdp −1 , vdp −1 , . . . , vdp −1 ,

respectively. Now, if there is an edge between ui and vj in GB (the graph given to
Bob) then we mark an edge between gB (ui ) and gB (vj ) as participating; otherwise, we
mark such edge as not participating. There is one exception: If such edge is incident
to r then we mark it as not participating. (For example, there is an edge between u1
and v1 in GB in Figure 15. However, we mark an edge between r and vd1p −1 as not
participating as an exception.)
Note that the participation of all edges, except those incident to s and r and the
end vertices of all paths, is decided independently of the input. Moreover, two rounds
are sufficient for s and r to mark all these edges. Then, we start algorithm A.
Once algorithm A terminates, vertex r determines its output for the Ham problem
by stating that X ∪Y form a Hamiltonian cycle if and only if spanning tree verification
algorithm verified that the given subgraph H is indeed a spanning tree.
Observe that H is a spanning tree if and only if X ∪ Y is form a connected
component, i.e., a Hamiltonian cycle. Hence the resulting algorithm has correctly
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Figure 15: Example of H for the ST verification problem (marked with thick red
edges) when the input graph GA and GB is as shown.
solved the given instance of the set disjointness problem.
Remark. We note that one can also show one-sided error randomized lower bounds
of the following problem by reducing from communication complexity of the Hamiltonian cycle problem.
• Hamiltonian cycle: Given a graph G and subgraph H of G, we would like to
verify whether H is a Hamiltonian cycle of G, i.e., H is a simple cycle of length
n.
• Simple path verification Given a graph G, subgraph H of G verify that H
is a simple path.
The main trick is that, instead of marking all tree edges as participating, we add
some edges to the tree in such a way that they form a path from s to r that covers
all tree nodes (see Fig. 16). This modification can be made while Theorem 3.3 is still
maintained. The rest of the reduction is the same (see Fig. 17).
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Figure 16: Example of the modification of the tree-part of G. Edges and nodes in
blue are added to the tree.
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Figure 17: Example of the reduction from the communication complexity of the
Hamiltonian cycle problem to the distributed Hamiltonian cycle verification problem.
Red edges form subgraph H.
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5.7

Details of hardness of approximation

In this section, we show the randomized lower bounds as claimed in Theorem 5.6 for
the following problems (listed in Figure 11).
Problems: Given a connected graph G with a weight function ω on edges (where,
for each edge e, ω(e) is known to nodes incident to e), we consider the following
problems.
• In the minimum spanning tree problem [55, 129], we want to compute
the weight of the minimum spanning tree (i.e., the spanning tree of minimum
weight). In the end of the process a node outputs this weight.
• Given two nodes s and t, the shortest s-t path problem is to find the shortest
path between s and t. In the end of the process a node outputs the length of
the shortest path.
• Given a node s, the s-source distance problem [53] is to find the distance
from s to every node. In the end of the process, every node knows its distance
from s. The s-source shortest path tree problem [55] is to find the shortest
path spanning tree rooted at s, i.e., the shortest path from s to any node t has
the same weight as the unique path from s to t in such a tree.
• A set of edges E 0 is a cut if G is not connected when we delete E 0 . The
minimum cut problem [52] is to find a cut of minimum weight. A set of edges
E 0 is a s-t cut if s and t are not connected when we delete E 0 . The minimum
s-t cut problem is to find an s-t cut of minimum weight. In the end of the
process, a node outputs the weight of the minimum cut and minimum s-t cut.
The maximum cut problem is to find a cut of maximum weight.
• The minimum routing cost spanning tree problem [150] is defined as follows. We think of the weight on an edge as the cost of routing messages through
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this edge. The routing cost for a pair of vertices in a given spanning tree is the
sum of the weights of the edges in the unique tree path between them. The
routing cost of the tree itself is the sum over all pairs of vertices of the routing
cost for the pair in the tree. Our goal is to find a spanning tree with minimum
routing cost.
• The generalized Steiner forest problem [86] is defined as follows. We are
given k disjoint subsets of vertices V1 , ..., Vk . The goal is to find a minimum
weight subgraph in which each pair of vertices belonging to the same subsets
are connected.
• Given a network with two cost functions associated to edges: weight and length.
Given a root node r and the desired radius `, a shallow-light tree [128] is the
spanning tree whose radius (defined by length) is at most ` and the total weight
is minimized (among trees of the desired radius).
We recall the following standard notion of an approximation algorithm which we
defined earlier in Section 5.4. For any minimization problem X , we say that an
algorithm A is an α-approximation if, for any input instance I, algorithm A outputs
a solution that is at most α times the optimal solution of I.
Therefore, in the minimum spanning tree, minimum cut, minimum s-t cut, and
shortest s-t path problems stated above, an α-approximation algorithm should find
a solution that has total weight at most α times the weight of the optimal solution. For the s-source distance problem, an α-approximation algorithm should find
an approximate distance d(v) of every vertex v such that distance(s, v) ≤ d(v) ≤
α · distance(s, v) where distance(s, v) is the distance of s from v. Similarly, an αapproximation algorithm for s-source shortest path tree should find a spanning tree
T such that, for any node v, the length ` of a unique path from s to v in T satisfies
` ≤ α · distance(s, v).
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Additionally, we say that a randomized algorithm A is α-approximation -error
if, for any input instance I, algorithm A outputs a solution that is at most α times
the optimal solution of I with probability at least 1 − .

Proof of Theorem 5.6. The proof idea for these problems is similar to the proof that
the general case Traveling Salesman Problem cannot be approximated within α(n)
for any polynomial computable function α(n) (see, e.g., [144]): We will define a
weighted graph G0 in such a way that if the subgraph H satisfies the desired property
then the approximation algorithm must return some value that is at most f (n), for
some function f . Conversely, if H does not satisfy the property, the approximation
algorithm will outputs some value that is strictly more than f (n). Thus, we can
distinguish between the two cases. We have already used this technique to proof the
lower bound of the MST problem in Section 5.4. We now show lower bounds of other
problems using the same technique.
The lower bound for shallow-light tree follows immediately when we set the length
of every edge to be one and radius requirement to be n. In this case, the spanning
tree satisfies the radius requirement and so the minimum-weight shallow-light tree
becomes the minimum spanning tree.
The lower bound of s-source distance and shortest path spanning tree follow in a
similar way: H is a spanning connected subgraph if and only if the distance from s to
every node is at most n − 1 (i.e., A have approximate distance at most (n − 1)α(n))
if and only if the shortest path spanning tree contain only edges of weight one (i.e.,
the total weight of the shortest path spanning tree is at most (n − 1)α(n)).
For the lower bound of the shortest s-t path, observe that s and t are connected
in H if and only if the distance from s to t in G0 is at most n − 1, i.e., A outputs a
value of at most (n − 1)α(n). The lower bound follows from the lower bound of s-t
connectivity verification problem.
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For the lower bound of the minimum cut, first observe that H is a spanning
connected component if and only if H̄, obtained by deleting all edges E(H) of H
from G, is not a cut. (Recall that G is assumed to be connected in the problem
definition.) Therefore, verifying if H̄ is a cut also has the same lower bound. Now,
we define Ḡ0 by assigning weight one to all edges in H̄ and nα(n) to all other edges
and use the fact that H̄ is a cut if and only if Ḡ0 has minimum cut of weight at most
n − 1, i.e., A outputs value at most (n − 1)α(n). The same argument applies to s-t
cut: s and t are not connected in H if and only if H̄ is an s-t cut if and only if Ḡ0
has minimum s − t cut of weight n − 1.
For the minimum routing cost spanning tree problem, we assign weight 1 to edges
in H and n3 α(n) to other edges. Observe that if H is a spanning connected subgraph,
the routing cost between any pair will be at most n − 1 and thus the cost of the α(n)
approximation minimum routing cost spanning tree will be at most (n − 1) n2 α(n) <
n3 α(n). Conversely, if H is not a spanning connected subgraph, some pair of nodes

will have routing cost at least n3 α(n) and thus the minimum routing cost spanning
tree will cost at least n3 α(n).
For the generalized Steiner forest problem, we will reduce from the lower bound of
s-r connectivity. We will have only one set V1 = {s, r}. We assign weight 1 to edges
in H and nα(n) to other edges. Observe that the minimum generalized Steiner forest
will have weight at most n − 1 if H is s-t connected and at least nα(n) otherwise.
(Recall that G is assumed to be connected in the problem definition.)
Our MST lower bound here matches the lower bound of exact MST algorithms
pn
) by Elkin [55]. Our lower bound for s-source
and improves the lower bound of Ω( αB
distance complements the results in [53].
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5.8

Tightness of lower bounds

We note that all lower bounds of verification problems stated so far are almost tight.
√
To show this we will present deterministic O( n log∗ n+D)-time algorithms for the st connectivity, k-component, connectivity, cut, s-t-cut, bipartiteness, edge on all path,
and simple path verification problems. Algorithms for all other problems stated in
this chapter can be found using the reductions given in Figure 11.
In particular, one can use the MST algorithm by Kutten and Peleg [96] and
the connected component algorithm by Thurimella [142][Algorithm 5] to verify these
properties.
Deterministic algorithms almost matching the deterministic lower bounds:
We need to give upper bounds for the k-spanning tree and path verification problems.
Path verification problem: compute a breath first search-tree T on G \ H in time
O(D) connect the tree T to H by a single edge of G. The resulting subgraph of G is
a spanning tree of G if and only if H is a path.
k-spanning tree verification problem: We construct a weighted graph G0 by assigning weight zero to all edges in H k := H and one to other edges. We then find a
√
minimum spanning T k tree of H using the O( n log∗ n + D)-time algorithm in [96].
Now we create H k−1 := H k \ T k . H k−1 is a k − 1-spanning tree if and only if H k is a
k-spanning tree. If all T j were spanning trees, after k iterations we are left with H 0
which contains no nodes and no edges if and only if H k was a k-spanning tree.
Deterministic algorithms almost matching the randomized lower bounds:
We need to give upper bounds for the s-t connectivity, cycle, connectivity, k-components,
cut, s-t cut, bipartiteness and edge on path-verification problems.
s-t connectivity verification problem:

To do this, we run the connected compo-

nent algorithm by Thurimella [142][Algorithm 5] where, given a subgraph H of G,
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the algorithm outputs a label `(v) for each node v such that for any two nodes u
and v, `(u) = `(v) if and only if u and v are in the same connected component.
[142][Theorem 6] states that the distributed time complexity of [142][Algorithm 5] is
√
O(D + f (n) + g(n) + n) where f (n) and g(n) are the distributed time complexities
√
of finding an MST and a n -dominating set, respectively. Due to [96] we have that
√
f (n) = g(n) = O(F + n log∗ n). We can now verify whether s and t are in the same
connected component by verifying whether `(s) = `(t).
cycle verification problem:

Assign weight 0 to all edges of H and weight 1 to

all edges of G \ H. Compute a minimum spanning tree of G using [96]. H contains
no cycle if and only if all edges EH of H are in the minimum spanning tree, i.e.,
W = n − 1 − |E(H)| where |E(H)| is the number of edges in H.
edge on all path verification problem: If and only if u and v are disconnected in
H \ {e}, then e is on all paths between u and v. We can use the s-t connectivity
verification algorithm from above to check that.
cut verification problem:

To verify if H is a cut, we simply verify if G after

removing the edges EH of H is connected.
s-t cut verification problem:

To verify if H is an s-t cut, we simply verify s-t

connectivity of G after removing the edges EH of H.
e-cycle verification problem: To verify if e is in some cycle of H, we simply verify
s-t connectivity of H 0 = H \ {e} where s and t are the end nodes of e. It is thus left
to verify s-t connectivity.
k-components verification problem: We simply put weight 1 on edges in H and 2
on other edges and find the MST using an algorithm in [96]. Observe that H has at
most k connected component if and only if there are at most k − 1 edges of weight 2
in the MST, i.e., the MST has weight at most n − 1 + (k − 1).
connectivity verification problem: Same as above for k = 1.
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spanning connected subgraph verification problem:

One can use the above de-

scribed algorithm to verify that H is connected. Verifying that the vertices VG of G
are the same as the vertices VH of H completes the algorithm.
bipartiteness verification problem: Compute a minimum spanning tree TH of H
√
in time O( n log∗ n + D) using [96]. Now 2-color this tree. Now all nodes check
if their neighbors have a different color then themselves. They will have a different
color if and only if H is bipartite.

5.9

Conclusions

We initiate the systematic study of verification problems in the context of distributed
network algorithms and present a uniform lower bound for several problems. We also
show how these verification bounds can be used to obtain lower bounds on exact and
approximation algorithms for many problems.
In light of the success in proving distributed algorithm lower bounds from communication complexity in this and the previous chapter, it is interesting to explore
further applications of this technique. One interesting approach is to show a connection between distributed algorithm lower bounds and other models of communication
complexity, such as multiparty and asymmetric communication complexity (see, e.g.,
[95]). Potential applications of this technique are distance- and cut-related problems
such as shortest s-t path, single-source distance computation, shortest path tree, s-t
cut, and minimum cut. (Some of these problems were also asked in [52].) The lower
√
bound of Ω( n) are shown in this chapter for these types of problems and stronger
√
lower bounds such as Ω( nD) or Ω(n) are still possible. Another general direction for
extending all of this work is to study similar verification problems in special classes
of graphs, e.g., a complete graph.
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CHAPTER VI

SKYLINE COMPUTATION ON MULTI-PASS STREAMS
AND DISTRIBUTED NETWORKS

Recall that the skyline of a d-dimensional dataset is the set of points (tuples) that are
not dominated by any other point, where we say that a point p dominates another
point p0 if the coordinate of p on each dimension is not smaller than that of p0 , and
strictly larger on at least one dimension.
In this chapter, we consider computing skylines when the input cannot be stored
in the main memory. As we discussed in Section 1.1, in this type of memory, the
sequential disk access is preferable to the random disk access. We use the multipass streaming model (implicitly with physically sequential accesses of disks) for this
problem. We are interested in worst case analysis, in terms of random and sequential
I/O’s and comparison operations. We prove a simple yet instructive performance
lower bound under this model.
Recall that, in the multi-pass streaming model, the data is streamed sequentially
through internal memory. It is possible that the data is streamed multiple times;
we refer to each scan through the dataset as a pass. Additionally, we allow our
algorithms to produce a new stream while they are reading the current stream data.
This is a common method used in many database algorithms: Read data from one
file and write a new file if necessary. We note that this can be implemented with only
sequential disk access when there are at least two disks available. Such a model has
recently been defined as a Read/Write streaming model [135, 136] and has received
considerable attention from the theory community.
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Organization: The key result of this chapter is a randomized multi-pass streaming
algorithm, RAND. We present two versions, one with and one without fixed window, and prove their theoretical worst-case performance guarantees. Both versions
can be found in Section 6.1). We then show a matching lower bound in Section 6.2.
Then, in Section 6.3 we show extensions of this algorithm into a two-dimensional
deterministic algorithm and an algorithm on the partially-ordered domains. We show
through extensive experiments that RAND is comparable to the state-of-the-art skyline algorithms in various performance metrics. We also show that, with certain
perturbations of the data orders, the performance of the other algorithms degrade
considerably while RAND is robust to such changes. The experimental results can
be found in Section 6.4. Finally, in Section 6.5 we extend the algorithm to an almost
optimal distributed algorithm.

6.1

Streaming algorithms

In the rest of this chapter, we use n for the number of points, m for the number of
skyline points, and d for the number of dimensions of each point. We measure the
performance of algorithms in terms of random I/O’s, sequential I/O’s, and comparisons performed. The random I/O’s is simply the number of passes performed by an
algorithm in the streaming model. In this section, we present randomized algorithms
for the following different settings:
• Streaming-RAND algorithm: This algorithm gives an efficient tradeoff between the memory space and the number of passes (random I/O’s). In the worst
case, it uses O(m log n) space, O(log n) passes (random I/O’s), O(n log m) sequential I/O’s and O(dmn log m log n) comparisons with high probability.
• FixedWindow-RAND algorithm: This algorithm runs using a fixed memory
space; i.e., for a predetermined window size w, it always stores at most w points.
We use this algorithm to compare performance with previous algorithms in the
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literature in Section 6.4. With window size w, this algorithm uses O(m log n/w)
random I/O’s, O(mn/w) sequential I/O’s and O(dmn) comparisons in expectation. The high probability bounds are only O(log n) more than the expected
bounds presented above. We also present them in this section.
Notice that the worst case is over all inputs, and the randomization (and therefore
high probability or expectation bounds) is for the algorithms’ coin tosses. In other
words, our algorithms have the guarantees for any kind of input.
Outline The main idea is to quickly find skyline points that dominate many points
in a few of passes. In particular, we present an algorithm that finds a set of skyline
points which dominate about half of the input points in three passes, using memory
space O(m). The main idea is that such skyline points are easy to find by sampling: If
we pick one input point uniformly at random and find a skyline point that dominates
this point, then we are likely to find a skyline point that dominates more points than
another. The main goal of our sampling technique is to be able to sample skyline
points. However, there are two difficulties: it is not obvious how to sample a skyline
point from all skyline points (as these are not known to the algorithm). Further,
sampling skyline points uniformly does not necessarily ensure dominating a lot of
points. We wish to sample skyline points in proportion to the number of points
they dominate. It turns out that sampling roughly 24m points is sufficient to find
skyline points that dominate at least

3n
4

points, in expectation. We now describe the

algorithms and their analysis in details.
6.1.1

Key idea: Eliminating points in a few passes

We start with the following simple question: If m is known, how many points can
we dominate using a constant-pass streaming algorithm with about m space? In
this section we answer this question. We present a simple three-pass, 24m-space
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algorithm, Eliminate-Points (cf. Algorithm 6.1.1), that guarantees to eliminate at
least

3n
4

elements in expectation. The tricky part here is analyzing its performance.

We later extend this algorithm to other cases.
Algorithm 6.1 eliminate-points (m)
Input: p1 , p2 , ..., pn0 (in order) where n0 is the number of points in the stream.
Output: Skyline points S 0
1: Let x = 24m.
2: Pass 1: For j = 1, 2, ..., x, let p0j be a point picked uniformly at random from the
stream. Let S be the set of such points.
3: Pass 2:
4: for i = 1..n0 do
5:
For any p0j , if pi dominates p0j then p0j := pi
6: end for
7: Let S 0 = {p01 , p02 , ...p0x }.
8: Pass 3: Delete from stream all points in S 0 and all points dominated by any
point in S 0 .
9: return S 0
The main idea of the Eliminate-Points algorithm is to sample 24m points from
the stream. (This sampling can be done in one pass using reservoir sampling [145].)
Next, we spend one more pass to replace these sampled points by points that dominate
them. We note that it is important to do this in order (as it is crucial in the analysis
of Lemma 6.1). Points obtained at the end of this pass are skyline points (although
not necessarily distinct). In the last pass, we delete points we obtain from the second
pass and any points dominated by them.
Now we analyze the algorithm. First, we analyze the performance in expectation.
To simplify the analysis, we assume that the sampling is done with replacement; that
is one point may be sampled more than once. The performance of the algorithm will
be better if we sample without replacement.
Lemma 6.1. After Eliminate-Points algorithm with parameter m, the expected
number of points left in the stream is at most n0 /4, where n0 is the number of points
in the input stream.
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(3,3)
(2, 3)

(3, 2)

(1,4)
(1, 3)

(2, 2)
Input order: (1,4), (2,3), (1,3), (3,2), (3,3), (2,2)
Figure 18: Example from the proof of Lemma 6.1.

Proof. First, we construct the following directed graph, denoted by G. The goal here
is to allocate each point to a unique skyline point that dominates it (note that there
could be multiple skyline points that dominate a given point). This graph consists
of n0 vertices corresponding to points in the stream. We abuse notation and denote
the vertices by p1 , p2 , ..., pn0 . It will be clear from the context whether we refer pi as a
point in the stream or a vertex. For each i, we draw an edge from pi to pj if and only
if pj is the first point (leftmost) in the stream that dominates pi . Figure 18 shows
an example. (In the example, notice that (2, 2) points to (2, 3) but not (3, 2) since
(2, 3) is the first point in the stream that dominates (2, 2). Also note that if (2, 2) is
sampled then it will be replaced by (2, 3) and (2, 3) will be later replaced by (3, 3).
Therefore, we get (3, 3) as a product.)
Now, let q1 , q2 , ..., qm be the skyline points. For i = 1, 2, ..., m, define Si =
{pj | There is a path from pj to qi }. (These sets are disjoint and their union is the
set of all points in the stream.)
Claim 6.2. If a point p is sampled in Pass 1 then the skyline point qi is in S 0 after
the iteration ends where i is such that p ∈ Si .
Proof. Let p = x0 , x1 , x2 , ..., xt = qi be the path from p to qi . By definition, p
is replaced by x1 . Observe that x2 appears after x1 in the stream (since x2 also
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dominates p). Therefore, x1 is replaced by x2 . For the same reason, we conclude that
xj is replaced by xj+1 for all j = 0, 1, ..., t. In the end, qi is in S as claimed.
The main observation to make is that the sampled point p is in fact replaced, one
by one as the stream progresses, by points on the path from p to qi .
By Claim 6.2, a point will remain in the stream after the algorithm finishes only if
none of the points in the set Si containing it are picked in Pass 1. In other words, the
P
number of points left in the stream is at most i: Si ∩ S = ∅ |Si | (recall that S is the
set of points sampled in Pass 1). We now bound the expected value of this quantity.
P
Claim 6.3. E[ i:

Si ∩ S = ∅

|Si |] ≤ (n0 /4).

First, we mention the intuition behind the proof. First, notice that the bigger

Si is, the more likely a point in Si will be sampled. Consequently, it is more likely
that we end up with a skyline point qi as compared to qj if |Si | > |Sj |. This is the
key insight in the algorithm, as the random sampling biases the algorithm towards
skyline points that are likely to dominate a larger number of points.
However, can we argue that at most

n0
4

are left? Consider all Si such that |Si | ≥

n0
,
8m

i.e., the large Si ’s. For any of these large sets, its size is 1/8m fraction of all the points.
Therefore, sampling at least 8m points will get us at least one point in this set in
expectation. However, we may not find samples from all large sets. A clever analysis
can be used to show that we eliminate a large fraction of points in these large sets.
Finally, a counting argument shows that the total number of points in these sets
combined is a large fraction of all the points (to be precise, it is at least

7n0
).
8

This

completes the intuition of the proof.
of Claim 6.3. Without loss of generality, assume that |S1 | ≥ |S2 | ≥ ... ≥ |Sm | (by
permuting). For any set Si , the probability that no elements in the set Si are picked
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0

is (1 − |Si |/n0 )−24m ≤ e−24m|Si |/n . Therefore,
X

E[

i: Si ∩ S = ∅

|Si |] =

m
X
i=1

0

|Si |e−24m|Si |/n .

by union bound.
Now we break the quantity above into two terms with the sets of size at least
and at most n/(8m), respectively. That is, consider Sk+1 , Sk+2, ..., Sm where k is such
that |Sk | ≥ n0 /(8m) and either k = m or |Sk+1 | < n0 /(8m). We rewrite the previous
quantity as
k
X
i=1

−24m|Si |/n0

|Si |e

+

m
X

0

i=k+1

|Si |e−24m|Si |/n .

We now bound the first term. When |Si | ≥ n0 /(8m),
0

e−24m|Si |/n ≤ e−3 ≤ 1/(8).
Therefore, the first term becomes
k
X
i=1

k

−24m|Si |/n0

|Si |e

n0
1X
|Si | ≤ .
≤
8 i=1
8
0

For the second term, note that |Si |e−24m|Si |/n ≤ |Si | ≤ n0 /(8m). Therefore, the
second term becomes
m
X

i=k+1

0

|Si |e−24m|Si |/n ≤

m
X

i=k+1

|Si | ≤ m

n0
n0
≤ .
8m
8

Summing the two terms together, give the claimed bound E[
n0 /4.

P

i: Si ∩ S = ∅

|Si |] ≤

The lemma follows immediately from Claim 6.3.
6.1.2

Streaming algorithm

Now we develop a time/space-efficient streaming algorithm for finding all skyline
points. We first give a high level idea of the algorithm. Let us focus on the number
of passes for now. The basic idea is to apply the Eliminate-Points algorithm
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repeatedly until no points are left in the stream. If m (the number of skyline points)
is known ahead of time then this process is likely to finish in O(log n) steps, where
n is the number of input points. This is because we are likely to delete half of the
points in each application of Eliminate-Points.
However, the difficulty is that m is not known. One way to get over this is to use
the standard doubling trick to find m: Start with m0 = 1 (as the guess for the number
of skyline points), run Eliminate-Points for O(log n) steps assuming that m = m0 .
If the problem is not solved, double the size of m0 and repeat. Since we will be done
(with high probability) when m0 ≥ m we have to repeat only log m steps (with high
probability). Therefore, this algorithm is likely to stop in O(log n log m).
To get the number of passes to O(log n + log m), we exploit Lemma 6.4 further.
By such Lemma, if m0 ≥ m then we are likely to eliminate half of the points in every
pass. Therefore, if we find out that the algorithm eliminates less than such expected
fraction, we double m0 immediately instead of waiting for another log n passes. The
algorithm is stated as the Streaming-RAND algorithm (cf. Algorithm 6.2).
Algorithm 6.2 Streaming-RAND
1: Let n be the number of points in the input stream. Let m0 = 1.
2: while the input stream is not empty do
3:
Let n0 be the current number of points in the stream
4:
Call Eliminate-Points(m0 log(n log n))
5:
If more than n0 /2 points are left in the stream, m0 = 2m0 .
6: end while
Remark: In case the stream cannot be changed, we do not have to actually delete
points from stream. We only keep the skyline points found so far and consider only
points in the stream that is not dominated by any found skyline points.
We now give a formal analysis of this algorithm. The efficiency of the algorithm
relies on the fact that we are likely to stop before m0 gets too big, as shown in the
following two lemmas.
Lemma 6.4. After Eliminate-Points algorithm with parameter m, at most n0 /2
points are left in the stream with probability at least 1/2, where n0 is the number of
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points in the input stream.
Proof. Let X be the number of point left in the stream after Eliminate-Points
algorithm. Recall from Lemma 6.1 that E[X] ≤
P r[X ≥

n0
]
2

n0
.
4

By the Markov’s inequality,

≥ P r[X ≥ 2E[X]] ≤ 1/2.

Lemma 6.5. The probability that the algorithm repeats until m0 ≥ 2m is at most
1/n.
Proof. Let τ be the first iteration that m0 is at least m; that is, m ≤ m0 < 2m.
Consider any iteration after τ . Recall that by Lemma 6.4, each run of EliminatePoints(m), which samples 24m points, halves the stream with probability at least
1/2. It follows that each run of Eliminate-Points(m log(n log n)), which samples
24m log(n log n) points, halves the stream with probability at least 1 − 1/(n log n).
By union bound, the probability that all log n iterations after τ delete at least half
the points is at least 1 − 1/n. This implies that, with probability 1 − 1/n, the stream
will be empty before m0 is increased again.
Now we analyze the algorithm in all aspects.
Theorem 6.6. Streaming-RAND algorithm (cf. Algorithm 6.2) uses with probability at least 1 − 1/n,
1. O(m log n) space
2. O(log n) random I/O’s (passes)
3. O(n log m) sequential I/O’s, and
4. O(dmn log n log m) comparisons.
Proof. By Lemma 6.5, m0 < 2m with probability at least 1 − 1/n. We show that the
theorem holds when this happens.
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For the first claim, when m0 < 2m the space becomes O(m log(mn log n)) =
O(m log n) as claimed.
For the second claim, observe that the algorithm in each iteration either scales m0
up twice or scales n0 down by half. It can scale down n0 for only dlog ne times and
it scales m0 up for only dlog me times (before m0 ≥ 2m). We thus prove the second
claim.
For the third claim, first we count the number of sequential I/O’s made by iterations that increases m0 . There are dlog me such iterations (if m0 < 2m) and
each iteration reads through the stream three times. So, the total number of sequential I/O’s used by these iterations is O(n log m). For the number of sequential I/O’s used by the remaining iterations, observe that the size of the stream is
at most n/2i−1 in the i-th such iteration (because such iterations scale the size of
the stream down by half). Therefore, the number of sequential I/O’s for this m0 is
O((1 + 1/2 + 1/22 + ...)n) = O(n). We thus prove the third claim.
For the last claim, observe that when the algorithm reads a new element from the
stream, it compares this element with all elements in the memory; i.e., it compares
O(m log n) pairs of points per sequential I/O. Further, comparison of any pair of
points requires comparing d different dimensions in worst case. The claim thus follows
from the third claim that there are O(n log m) sequential I/O’s.
Notice that this is a near-optimal trade-off between space and passes of any streaming algorithm, since our lower bound shows that with one pass, any algorithm requires
Ω(n) space. We increases the passes by only a logarithmic factor and get almost optimal space bounds.
6.1.3

Fixed-window algorithm

Many of the previous skyline algorithms are presented with predetermined window
size w. That is, the algorithm is allowed to store only O(w) points in the stream; this
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might be a constrained due to the memory specifications of the machine. The goal
is to analyze a variant of the algorithm for the numbers of random I/O’s (passes),
sequential I/O’s, and comparisons under this setting. We show that the following
very simple algorithm is efficient:
FixedWindow-RAND: While the stream is not empty, call EliminatePoints(bw/24c).
Now we analyze the algorithm. We first state the theorem in terms of expectation,
and then the high probability bound.
log n)
Theorem 6.7. In expectation, FixedWindow-RAND algorithm uses O( m
w
random I/O’s, O( nm
) sequential I/O’s, and O(dnm) comparisons.
w
Proof. Consider running Eliminate-Points(bw/24c) for d24m/we times. We claim
that this process is as efficient as running Eliminate-Points(m). (In other words,
the distribution of the running time of the former process stochastically dominates
that of the latter one.) Intuitively, this is because both processes get the same number
of samples but the former process does not sample points that are dominated by the
previous samples. We now analyze the process of running Eliminate-Points(m).
The key idea is to consider the runs of Eliminate-Points(m) that reduces the
stream by at least half. Let us call these runs “success” runs and the rest runs “fail”.
Recall from Lemma 6.4 that each run succeeds with probability at least 1/2.
For the expected number of times we have to run Eliminate-Points(m), observe that we have to run the algorithm until we see log n success runs. Since each
run succeeds with probability 1/2, the expected number of times we have to run
Eliminate-Points(m) is at most 2 log n. Multiplying this number by d24m/we
gives the number of random I/O’s claimed in the theorem statement.
For sequential I/O’s, we claim that the expected number of fails between each
pair of consecutive successes is 1. To be precise, for i = 0, 1, ..., log n, let Xi be the
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number of fail runs between the i-th and (i + 1)-th success runs. Since each run
succeeds with probability at least 1/2, E[Xi ] ≤ 1 for all i, as claimed. Now, observe
that the number of sequential I/O’s is at most 2n(X0 + X1 /2 + X2 /4 + ...) since
each success run halves the stream. Therefore, by the linearity of expectation, the
expected number of sequential I/O’s is 2n(E[X0 ] + E[X1 ]/2 + E[X2 ]/4 + ...) ≤ 4n.
The expected number of sequential I/O’s claimed in the theorem statement follows
by multiplying the number by d24m/we.
For the number of comparisons, observe that we compare each element read from
the stream with w elements in the window. Moreover, the number of elements read
from the stream is bounded by the number of sequential I/O’s which is O(nm/w).
Therefore, there are O(nm) comparisons. Each vector comparison needs d comparisons. The theorem is thus completed.
n
)
Theorem 6.8. With high probability, FixedWindow-RAND algorithm uses O( m log
w

random I/O’s, O( nmwlog n ) sequential I/O’s, and O(dnm log n) comparisons.
Proof. The random I/O’s can be proven by Chernoff bounds (essentially arguing that
in 2m log n/w executions with w space with high probability, at least m log n/w executions result in eliminating half the points). Observe that in O((m ln(mn log n))/w)
passes we get samples equal to one round of eliminate-points. The lemma follows
immediately from the previous section. An important point to note is that, in expectation, the number of sequential I/Os (and consequently comparisons) save a log n
factor as there is no need to perform the doubling trick.
6.1.4

Algorithm Comparisons

We compare performance of the FixedWindow-RAND algorithm (referred to as
RAND from now on) in the worst case against BNL and LESS, two previously
proposed non-preprocessing fixed-window algorithms. The asymptotic performance
bounds are summarized in Table 2. Recall that n denotes the number of input points,
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Table 2: Comparison of algorithms
Algorithm Random I/O’s Sequential I/O’s
comparisons
n
n2
BNL(w) Θ(min{m, w }) Θ(min{mn, w }) Θ(d min(wmn, n2 ))
)
LESS(w)
Θ(n logw wn )
Θ( mn
Θ(dmn + n log n)
w
m log n
mn
RAND(w)
O( w )
O( w )
O(dmn)

m denotes the number of points in the skyline, and d denotes the dimension.
We analyze three parameters that affect the algorithms’ performance: random
I/O’s, sequential I/O’s, and the number of comparisons. Although, intuitively, random I/O’s are those I/O’s that need seek operations, this definition could be confusing
sometimes as sequential I/O’s can be sometimes counted as random I/O’s. To avoid
this confusion, we define a random I/O to be I/O that reverses the hard disk head:
the previously read element appears after the newly read element on the disk.
The expected bound of RAND is shown in Theorem 6.7. For BNL and LESS,
the upper bounds are already shown many times in the literature and the the formal
proof of the lower bounds can be constructed by creating fairly simple tight examples.
We omit them here for brevity.
As can be seen from the comparisons table, in all the algorithms, the number of
sequential I/O’s is significantly more than the number of random I/O’s. However, the
cost of a random I/O can be a lot more than the cost of a sequential I/O. Therefore,
it is important to analyze these separately. In terms of random I/O’s, LESS scales
linearly with n, so is worse than BNL and RAND. Further, RAND is better than
BNL with a saving of almost a w factor (the random I/O’s of RAND are actually
the minimum of what is written in the table for BNL and for RAND). In terms of
sequential I/O’s, LESS and RAND are asymptotically the same, and better than BNL
by a w-factor.
Apart from I/O’s, comparisons made by algorithms is a key contributor to the
overall performance. LESS has a sorting phase because of which it incurs Θ(n log n)
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more comparisons than RAND. Further, BNL incurs roughly a w-factor extra comparison cost as compared to RAND (which is why BNL’s cost increases when the
window size is increased beyond a point).
These interpretations are corroborated by the results in our evaluations section.

6.2

An almost tight lower bound of streaming skyline algorithms

We have shown an algorithm that finds skyline using O(m polylog n) space and
O(log n) passes. In this section, we show that if we want to maintain the space
to be O(m polylog n) then the number of passes is almost tight, as in the following
theorem.
Theorem 6.9. Any streaming algorithm that uses O(m polylog n) space requires
Ω(log n/ log log n) passes.
To prove this theorem, we consider a variant of the pointer chasing problem (cf.
Section 4.1) where Alice and Bob receive d pairs of functions (fA1 , fB1 ), . . ., (fAd , fBd ),
where each function maps from [t] to [t]. They want to output d values resulting from
chasing these pairs of functions for r rounds each. We denote this problem by pcr,t,d .
That is, for any i, we want to compute gki = fBi (fAi (...fBi (fA (1))...)) where we see fA
and fB in the expression for k times each. Jain, Radhakrishnan, and Sen [78] show
that if Alice and Bob want to compute pcr,t,d in less than r rounds, they cannot do
anything much better than naively applying each function separately for r + 1 times,
as in the following theorem 1 .
0

r −cc−pub
Theorem 6.10. [78] For any r 0 < r, R1/3
(pcr,t,d ) = Ω(dtr −3 − dr log t − 2d).

Using the above result, we show the following lemma which will be used to show
Theorem 6.9.
1

In fact this holds even when Alice and Bob are allowed r rounds but Alice cannot send any
message in the first round
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Lemma 6.11. For any d, t, and r, there exists a set of two-dimensional points of
size n = O(dtr ) with skyline size m = 2dr + 2 such that the space lower bound of any
r-pass skyline algorithm is Ω(dt/r 4 ).
0

0

0

Proof. For each d0 ∈ [d], we put the following tr points xd11...11 , xd11...12 , . . . , xdtt...tt to the
0

stream. Each point xdi1 i2 ...ir will be used to represent the event that we start chasing
0

0

a pointer using functions fAd and fBd from i1 then go to i2 then i3 and so on. We call
these points the x-points.
0

Additionally, for each input function fAd , odd number j and t0 ∈ [t], Alice con0

0

structs a point adj,1 , adj,2 that dominates all points except those in the form ai1 ,...,ij−1 ,ij ,fA(ij ),...,ir
0

0

where ij = t0 . Similarly, Bob constructs points bdj,1 , bdj,2 for every even number j.
Observe that the only x-point that is not dominated by any points constructed
0

by Alice and Bob is xi1 i2 ...ir where ij = gjd (1) for any j. Thus, if there is an r 0 -round
streaming algorithm to compute the skyline then Alice and Bob can solve pcr,t,d by
simulating such algorithm and looking at the x-point left in the skyline. Theorem 6.10
implies that if r 0 < r then in some round Alice and Bob need to communicate Ω(dt/r 4 )
bits. This implies the lower bound of the space of streaming algorithms.
Corollary 6.12. For any s and constant c, any streaming algorithm that uses O(s logc n)
space requires Ω( logloglogn n × ( ms )1/5 ) passes, for infinitely many values of n and m.
Proof. We know that, to finish in less than k rounds, the space must be s logc n =
Ω(dt/k 4 ) by the previous lemma. Using n = O(dtk ), i.e. dt = n1/k d1−1/k , we get
s logc n = Ω(n1/k d1−1/k /k 4 ). Using m = dk, we have s logc n = Ω(n1/k m/k 5−1/k ).
Therefore we get k = Ω(n1/k m/(s logc n))1/5 .
We note that k ≥ n1/(5k)/ log

c/5

n

implies that k ≥ log n/(5c log log n) since if k <

log n/(5c log log n) then n1/(5k) / logc/5 n > nc log log n/ log n / logc/5 n = logc n/ logc/5 n >
0

k. Thus, the number of passes is k = Ω( logloglogn n × ( ns )1/5 ) as desired.
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6.3

Extensions

In this section, we discuss about extending our algorithms to other settings, i.e., we
show a deterministic variant of the algorithms for the case of 2-dimensions and that
the algorithms can solve a more general problem on posets.
6.3.1

Deterministic 2D algorithm

Among deterministic and randomized algorithms with the same performance, the former is preferable. We show that when the points have only two dimensions, there is
an efficient deterministic skyline streaming algorithm. We note that previous algorithm [94] could not be adapted for sequential access since it requires sorting.
The main idea is to replace the Eliminate-Points by the deterministic algorithm
called 2D-Eliminate-Points (cf. Algorithm 6.3.1).
Algorithm 6.3 2D-Eliminate-Points
1: Let n be the size of the stream
2: Pass 1: Compute -approximate quantile summary of the first coordinate using
Greenwald-Khanna’s algorithm [70] where  = 1/4m. From this summary, find
v0 , v1 , ..., vm , which are the 0-th, (1/m)-th, (2/m)-th, ..., (m/m)-th approximate
quantiles respectively.
3: Pass 2: For any 0 ≤ i ≤ m, let p0i be a point such that vi ≤ p0i [1] < vi+1 . Let
S = {p00 , p01 , ..., p0m }
4: Pass 3: For any pi : (1) If pi is dominates some points in S then delete those
dominated points from S. (2) If (1) holds and pi is not dominated by any points
in S then add pi to S.
5: Pass 4: Delete all points in S and all points dominated by any point in S from
the stream.
6: return S
The main component of the 2D-Eliminate-Points algorithm is GreenwaldKhanna’s approximate quantile summary [70]: Suppose we read n numbers from
stream a1 , a2 , ..., an . Let π be a sorting permutation of data; i.e., aπ(1) ≤ aπ(2) ≤ ... ≤
aπ(n) . For any 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1, the approximate φ-quantile is a number t that is not too
far from adφne ; i.e., aπ(dφn−ne) ≤ t ≤ aπ(dφn+ne) . In particular, the value of vi has
rank between (ni)/m − n = (ni)/m − n/(4m) and (ni)/m + n = (ni)/m + n/(4m).
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As a consequence, for any i the number of element of value (of the first coordinate)
between vi and vi+1 is between n/(2m) and 6n/(4m). (Note that v0 is always the
minimum value and vm is the maximum value.)
Lemma 6.13. After the 2D-Eliminate-Points algorithm finishes, either |S| ≥
m/2 or the stream size is at most n/4.
Proof. Let S 0 be the set returned by the algorithm. Suppose that |S 0 | < m/2. We
partition the points p00 , p01 , ..., p0m obtained from Pass 2 into three sets. Let S0 be the
set of p0i ’s that are in S after the algorithm ends. Let S1 be the set of p0i such that
p0i is dominated by a point in S0 , or there is a point p in S 0 that dominates p0i and p0j
for any j > i. Let S2 be the rest of the points. Note that every point in S1 and S2
must be dominated by some point in S 0 . We present two simple claims whose proofs
are placed in the appendix.
Claim 6.14. |S1 | > m/2.
Proof. Draw a line from every point in S0 to itself in S 0 and from every point in S1
and S2 to any point in S 0 that dominates them. Since those points in S0 and S2 share
no points in S 0 with other points and |S 0 | < m/2, |S0 | + |S2 | < m/2. The claim thus
follows.
Claim 6.15. For any i, if p0i ∈ S1 then every point p in the stream such that vi ≤
p[1] < vi+1 is dominated by some point in S 0 .
Proof. Observe that in both cases that makes p0i in S1 , there is a point q and an
integer j > i such that q[1] ≥ vj . Moreover, since q dominates p0i , q[2] > p0i [2].
However, p0i [2] ≥ p[2] for any point p such that vi ≤ p[1] < vi+1 (by Pass 2). The
claim follows.
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It follows, as before, that for any i there are at least n/(2m) points whose first
coordinate lies between vi and vi+1 . Therefore, there are at least |S1 | ·

n
2m

> n/4

points deleted from the stream.
We obtain deterministic algorithms by using 2D-Eliminate-Points as a subroutine of the Streaming-Skyline and FixedWindow-Streaming-Skyline algorithms.
6.3.2

Posets

Although the algorithms we described so far are developed primarily to compute
skylines where the input is assumed to be a set of vectors, they can in fact solve more
general problems on mathematical objects called posets.
We begin by defining posets formally. A partial order is a binary relation  that
is reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive. (That is, for any element a, a  a. For
any a and b, if a  b and b  a then a = b. And, for any a, b and c, if a  b and
b  c then a  c.) A set with a partial order is called a partially ordered set (poset).
It is easy to see that the following forms a poset: a set of vectors where we say that
p  q if and only if p dominates q, for any vector p and q.
The problem of finding minimal elements on posts is to find all element p such
that there is no element q  p. In other words, we want to find all elements that
are not “dominated” by any other elements. It follows that skyline computation is a
special case of such problem when the elements are vectors and “” is equivalent to
“dominate”.
One of the results in Daskalakis et al. is a randomized algorithm that solves the
problem using O(ωn + ω 2 log n) “queries” in expectation where ω is the “width” of
the poset. Since our algorithms presented in section 6.1 do not need any structure of
vectors, it can be used to find minimal elements on posets as well. In particular, the
Streaming-Skyline is a streaming algorithm that uses O(mn) = O(ωn) queries in
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Dataset
n
dimensions
House 127931
6
NBA
17264
5
Island
63383
9
Color
68040
9

Skyline size
5774
495
467
1533

Figure 19: Comparison of Real Datasets
expectation. Moreover, it uses only O(m log n) space, O(log n) passes. Thus, it is
asymptotically as good as the previous algorithm in terms of the number of queries.
Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first non-trivial streaming algorithm.
This version of our algorithm on posets can be adapted to compute skylines with
partially-ordered domains (see, e.g., [28, 148, 149, 133] and references therein).

6.4

Experimental Evaluation

In this section we present results from an experimental study comparing our external
randomized algorithm (FixedWindow-RAND or RAND) with the best known nonindexing algorithms. All our implementations were done in Java. To remove the
effects of caching on our I/O times, we padded each record up to 104 bytes, similar
to [21, 65]. Furthermore, we decreased the memory size of our machine to just 256MB
so that very little memory would be available for caching. All our experiments were
performed on a dual-core 1.7GHz Intel Xeon running Linux 2.6.9. The machine had
two hard disks and we implemented all algorithms to use both of them.
We performed experiments on both synthetically generated and real datasets.
We generated independent, correlated, and anti-correlated data using the dataset
generator that was provided by the authors of [21]. The real data sets that we used
are summarized in Table 19 2 . For all these datasets, we computed the skyline using
min in all dimensions.
2

All these datasets are available for download from Dr. Yufei Tao’s homepage:
http://www.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/∼taoyf/. We note that Island is in fact a synthetic data set [139].
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We compared the performance of our algorithm against the state of the art external non-indexed algorithms : BNL [21] and LESS [65]. In particular, we did not
compare against indexed algorithms such as BBS [123] as they are not comparable in
this setting. We also evaluated the performance of some other algorithms, including
SFS [32] and BEST [143], but they were considerably slower (as noted earlier in [65])
and we do not show the results for them here.
In our experiments, we compare the wall-clock running time, number of comparisons and I/O’s. Unless otherwise stated, each experiment used as default a window
size equal to 1% of the number of points (as in [21, 65]). Therefore, in our implementation, for any comparison, all three algorithms use same amount of memory. The
synthetic data sets each had one million data points and five dimensional data.
Since our algorithm is randomized we measured the variance in its performance
for a single data set. We repeatedly ran RAND on the House data 500 times and
measured the standard deviation of the running time to be less than 1% of the mean.
Furthermore, in 95% of the runs the running time of RAND exceeded the mean
running time by at most 2%, and in all the runs it never exceeded the mean by more
than 4%. Hence, the performance of RAND does not vary much due to randomization.
6.4.1

Baseline Comparisons

We compared our algorithm with BNL and LESS for all the datasets described above.
For brevity, though, we only show the results for the House and anti-correlated
datasets, and comment on how the results were different in other cases.
We do not wish to assert any quantitative comparisons between these algorithms
since we believe that the time taken by each algorithm is dependent on several variables such as the machine specifications, implementation details, and data type. Instead, we present these results as a qualitative analysis to show the relative performance of each algorithm as some parameter is varied.
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Figure 20: Varying w as a fraction of n for House
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Figure 21: Varying w as a fraction of n for Anti-correlated
In Figures 20 and 21, we show the performance of the different algorithms when
the window size w (i.e., the number of points that can fit in main memory) is varied
between 0.1% and 10% of the number of points n in the datasets. We show the graphs
of I/O’s and comparisons only for the anti-correlated case. The trends are similar for
the house data. Since the number of I/O’s (Figure 21(b)) decreases rapidly and the
number of comparisons (Figure 21(c)) increases very slowly, RAND and LESS benefit
from the larger window size. However, beyond some point, there is only marginal
benefit. The running time of BNL increases as the window is made larger beyond
some point. This is because, as the window size increases, the number of comparisons
increases and BNL has book-keeping costs associated with each comparisons.
In Figure 22, we varied the number of data points when the window size is fixed
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Figure 22: Varying the number of points n
to 1%. We observe that the performance in all three metrics of all three algorithms is
roughly linear in the number of points. We only show the plots for time for brevity.
Whereas BNL is the best in the House dataset and LESS does well for the anticorrelated data, our algorithm performs comparably with both of them as n is increased.
In Figure 23, we studied the variation of the performance in terms of dimensions.
For House dataset, we pruned it down to the first two, three, four, five, and finally
all six dimensions and compared the performance of the algorithms. All algorithms’
performance in all metrics sharply increases, with different rates for each algorithm,
when the number of dimensions goes beyond 5. This is because the number of skyline
points increases rapidly as the number of dimensions increases. This is similar to
results observed in [65] for the independent dataset. The fact that LESS becomes
better than BNL and RAND as the dimensions are increased (equivalently the number
of skyline points increased), but BNL and RAND beat LESS when the number of
points are scaled can also be predicted from the comparisons table in Section 6.1.4.
From these results it is apparent that the performance of RAND is comparable
to BNL and LESS. We observed similar performance on the other real and synthetic
data sets.
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Figure 23: Varying the number of dimensions d
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Figure 24: Running time on various datasets
The running time of all algorithms in all datasets is summarized in Figure 24.
Roughly speaking, LESS performs very well in the synthetic datasets (Figure 24
(a)) while BNL’s performance can be sometimes very poor. However, BNL performs
very well in all real datasets (Figure 24 (b)) while LESS’ performance is always the
worst and sometimes very poor. It could be concluded from these results that the
performance of BNL and LESS relies heavily on the structure of input data. However,
RAND is always close to the best algorithm. This could be partly because it has a
good worst case guarantee.
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6.4.2

Order Dependence

Next, we show how the performance of the other algorithms degrade considerably
with a simple re-ordering of the data, whereas our algorithm’s performance remains
robust against these changes. We perform the following simple modifications of the
data sets described above: in each case, we sort the data in decreasing order of
entropy. Defined in [32], entropy is a scoring function that determines the likelihood
with which a point is in the skyline. Additionally, we plot graphs where we sort the
data in decreasing order of the entry in the first dimension.
Figure 26 shows the comparative times for all three algorithms when the data is
unsorted and sorted in decreasing entropy order. In almost all the cases, our algorithm
shows little to no variance in performance. On the other hand, BNL and LESS both
degrade in performance upto a factor of 2 or 3 times of their original running times for
the real datasets and almost an order of magnitude difference for the larger synthetic
datasets! This behavior can be explained as follows. By sorting in decreasing entropy
order, we invalidate the effect of the entropy-based elimination filter of LESS. This
makes LESS equivalent to SFS whose sorting phase incurs a lot of random I/O’s and
makes the algorithm much slower. In the case of BNL, the points which dominate
fewer points are more likely to be found first in the stream and hence make their way
in to the window. As a result, not many points are deleted from the stream in each
pass. RAND, on the other hand, is still able to eliminate many points quickly as the
skyline points in each phase are found starting from randomly sampled points.
In Figure 25, we vary w as a fraction of n, and vary d and n on the House data
and test the performance of all three algorithms when sorted in decreasing entropy.
The point of this experiment is to see whether the trends reflected in Figure 26 are
an exception or whether this trend is expected for various settings (in terms of sizes
and choice of parameters). As can be seen, in Figure 25 (b) and (c), as n or d is
increased, the performance of BNL and LESS remain poor while RAND continues to
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perform a few times better. Figure 25 (a) also shows the same trend but is a little
confusing to interpret. The reason BNL climbs up rapidly after a point is because of
what we had seen in Figure 20 due to the book-keeping cost increasing. However, the
message here is that even if this factor is ignored, RAND is consistently better than
both BNL and LESS, and therefore more resistant to perturbations in the input.
A similar variation is seen in the case of sorting in decreasing order by first dimension, see Figure 26 (c) and (d). While in the real data the variation of all three
algorithms is similar to the entropy sorted case, for synthetic data, the variation is
slightly less. Regardless, RAND remains the most robust to such minor alteration
while the performance of both BNL and LESS degrade by a factor between about 2
and 10, depending on the case. We therefore believe that RAND is a good choice when
real time performance requirements are stringent. It is hard to imagine a situation
where a database sorts all records based on their entropy, however, many databases
indeed store the records sorted by an attribute value. While these experiments only
show trends on sorting by simple rules, it is conceivable that by changing the data,
the performance fluctuates even more.

6.5

Distributed algorithm

We extend our algorithm to the distributed setting in the CON GEST model (cf.
Chapter 1), where the database is horizontally partitioned, i.e., the set of points is
partitioned across several machines. We note that we assume that at least one point
can be sent through an edge in each round. Our goal is to minimize the number of
rounds.
We start by making Eliminate-Points algorithm (cf. 6.1.1) suitable for the
distributed setting. The main difficulty is that Pass 2 relies on the input order. We
modify Pass 2 slightly to make it order-independent, as follows. (Note, however, that
this version loses its generality. For example, it cannot solve the problem on posets
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discussed in Section 6.3.2.)
Pass 2: For each p0j , pick pi in the stream that dominates p0j and is lexicographically
maximum (break tie by picking the first such points in the stream).

We call this algorithm Lex-Eliminate-Points. We claim that this algorithm
also has the same bound guarantee as the Eliminate-Points algorithm (as in
Lemma 6.4). Since the proof is essentially the same (with the definitions of “big
sets” slightly modified), we omit the details.
Remark: The lexicographic order can be replaced by any total ordering that
preserves domination. For example, if the input data is a set of vectors, we can pick
pi that dominates p0j and has maximum summation of values over all coordinates, or
maximum entropy, instead.
Now, consider the following distributed version of the Lex-Eliminate-Points
algorithm (shown in Algorithm 6.5). As in the case of streaming algorithms, this
algorithm has three passes. In the first pass, it samples x = dm ln(mn log n)e points
from the network. To do this, we use the idea of reservoir sampling that we used in
Algorithm Sample-Coupon (cf. Algorithm 2.1 in Chapter 2). That is, we construct
a Breadth-First-Search tree (of depth D, the diameter of the network) and sample
each point based on the number of points in each subtree. All sampled points will
be aggregated at the root node, denoted by C. We do this using Algorithm SamplePoints (cf. Algorithm 6.5). In the second pass, all sampled points are broadcasted
to all nodes in the network. For each sampled point, each node returns the lexicographically maximum point in its BFS subtree to its parent. These points are then
aggregated at C. Finally, C broadcast these points and each node deletes the points
that are dominated by these points.
To analyze the running time of Algorithm Distributed-Lex-Eliminate-Points,
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Algorithm 6.4 Distributed-Lex-Eliminate-Points(m)
1: Let k machines be denoted by M1 , M2 , ..., Mk . Let n0i be the current number of points in Mi , and denote points by pi1 , pi2 , ..., pin0 (in order). Let x =
i
dm ln(mn log n)e.
2: Let C be any machine. Construct T , a Breadth-First-Search tree rooted at C (cf.
Algorithm 6.5).
3: Pass 1: C samples x random points by calling Algorithm Sample-Points(C, T )
for x times.
4: Pass 2: C broadcasts p1 , p2 , ..., px to all machines. For each j = 1, 2, ..., x, each
machine Mi returns the lexicographically maximum point in the subtree of T
rooted at it that dominates pj . (Mi does this by waiting for points from all
children and then return the lexicographically point among points received from
its children and its own points.) Therefore, for each j, C has the point that is
lexicographically maximum. Let the set S 0 = {p01 , p02 , ..., p0x } denote points kept
by C.
5: Pass 3: C broadcasts S 0 . Each machine deletes from its stream all points in or
dominated by S 0 .
6: return S 0
observe that Algorithm Sample-Points finishes in O(D) rounds since each node will
send one point to its parent after it receives points from its children (i.e., the dilation
is D and the congestion is one). Thus, Pass 1 can be done in O(D + x) time. Similarly, for each point pi , each machine Mj will return only one point that dominates
it (i.e., the point that is lexicographically maximum). Thus, Pass 2 takes O(D + x)
time. Finally, broadcasting x points in Pass 3 also takes O(D + x) times. It can be
observed that the Distributed-Lex-Eliminate-Points algorithm gives the same
result as the Lex-Eliminate-Points algorithm on the stream defined above. Thus,
we get the following theorem.
Lemma 6.16. The Distributed-Lex-Eliminate-Points algorithm uses O(x+D)
rounds of communication, where x = dm ln(mn log n)e. Moreover, after the algorithm
finishes, at least half of the input data will be eliminated with probability at least
1 − 1/(n log n).
Using the above lemma, one can modify algorithms Streaming-RAND to get a
distributed algorithm as in the following theorem (similar to Theorem 6.6).
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Algorithm 6.5 Sample-Points(C, T )
Input: Starting node (machine) C and a breath-first-search tree T rooted at C.
Output: A point sampled from among the points held by nodes in T (v), the subtree
of T rooted at v.
1: We divide T naturally into levels 0 through D (where nodes in level D are leaf
nodes and the root node C is in level 0).
2: Every node u that holds some points picks one point uniformly at random. Let
P0 denote such point and let x0 denote the number of points u has.
3: for i = D down to 0 do
4:
Every node u in level i that either receives points from children or possesses
points itself do the following.
5:
Let u have q points (including its own points). Denote these points by
P0 , P1 , P2 , . . . , Pq and let their counts be x0 , x1 , x2 , . . . , xq . Node u samples
one of P0 through Pq , with probabilities proportional to the respective counts.
xj
That is, for any 1 ≤ j ≤ q, Pj is sampled with probability x0 +x1 +...+x
.
q
6:
The sampled point is sent to the parent node (unless already at root) along
with a count of x0 + x1 + . . . + xq (the count represents the number of points
from which this coupon has been sampled).
7: end for
Theorem 6.17. There is a distributed skyline algorithm in the CON GEST model
that computes the skyline in O(x log n) = Õ(m) rounds with probability at least 1−1/n.
We note that this algorithm is almost optimal since delivering all skyline points
to the central machine already takes O(m) rounds. (One can also adapt the proof of
Theorem 6.9 to show a lower bound that is slightly tighter.)

6.6

Conclusions

We present the first randomized streaming algorithm, RAND, for skyline computation. RAND has provable worst case guarantees on the number of sequential and
randomized I/O’s and number of pairwise comparisons. We show that it is optimal
to within a logarithmic factor in terms of the space and passes used. We present a
distributed version of RAND and a deterministic version for the 2-dimensional case.
Finally, we experimentally evaluate the performance of RAND to LESS and BNL and
show that it is comparable in the average case. Further, RAND is robust to minor
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variations in the input while the performance of LESS and BNL deteriorate significantly. We believe that for applications where running time guarantees are desirable
on skyline queries, RAND is the best choice.
We present the most simple version of RAND, however, variations of the algorithm
may be more suitable for specific scenarios such as low-cardinality domains or specific
input distributions etc. Further, a good question is whether a modification of RAND
can be made to handle real-time user preferences. Finally, handling dynamic streams
(additions and deletions of points) is an interesting setting that RAND does not yet
adapt to.
Related publications.

The preliminary version of this chapter appeared as a joint

work with Atish Das Sarma, Ashwin Lall, and Jun Xu [42].
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CHAPTER VII

GRAPH ALGORITHMS ON BEST-ORDER STREAMS

In this chapter, we partially answer whether there are efficient streaming algorithms
when the input is in the best order possible. We give a negative answer to this
question for the deterministic case and show evidence of a positive answer for the
randomized case.
For the negative answer, we show that the space requirement is too large even
for the simple problem of checking if a given graph has a perfect matching deterministically. In contrast, this problem, as well as the connectivity problem, can be
solved efficiently by randomized algorithms. We show similar results for other graph
properties.
Organization: This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.1 we describe our
best-order streaming model formally and also define some of the other communication
complexity models that are well-studied. The problem of checking for distinctness in a
stream of elements is discussed in Section 7.2. This is a building block for most of our
algorithms. The following section, Section 7.3, talks about how perfect matchings
can be checked in our model. We discuss the problem of stream checking graph
connectivity in Section 7.4. Our techniques can be extended to a wide class of graph
problems such as checking for regular bipartiteness, non-bipartiteness, Hamiltonian
cycles etc. We describe the key ideas for these problems in Section 7.5. Finally, we
conclude in Section 7.6 by stating some insights drawn from this chapter, mention
open problems and describe possible future directions.
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7.1

Models

In this section we explain our main model and other related models that will be useful
in the subsequent sections.
7.1.1

Best-Order Streaming Model

Recall the following classical streaming model which will be called the worst-order
stream in this chapter, to contrast with the proposed best-order stream. In this
model, an input is in some order e1 , e2 , ..., em , where m is the size of the input. The
input e1 , e2 , . . . , em could be numbers, edges, or any other items. In this chapter,
we are interested in the case where they are edges. We will assume this implicitly
throughout. Moreover, we assume that the input element is indivisible (e.g., vertices
in ei must appear consecutively). In the case of graph problems considered in this
chapter, we also assume that the number of vertices is known to the algorithm before
reading the stream. (We note that the algorithms presented in this chapter also work
even when we assume that the number of vertices are known only approximately.)
Consider any function f that maps the input stream to {0, 1}. The goal of the
typical one-pass streaming model is to develop an algorithm that uses small space to
read the input in order e1 , e2 , . . . , em and calculate f (e1 , e2 , . . . , em ).
In the best-order streaming model, we consider any function f that is orderindependent. That is, for any permutation π,
f (e1 , e2 , . . . , em ) = f (eπ(1) , eπ(2) , . . . , eπ(m) ) .
Note that many graph properties (including those considered in this chapter) satisfy
the above property. Our main question is how much space a one-pass streaming
algorithm needs in order to compute f if the input is provided in the best order
possible. Formally, for any function s(m) and any function f , we say that a language
L determined by f is in the Stream-Proof(s(m)) class if there exists a streaming
algorithm A with space s(m) such that
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• if f (e1 , e2 , ..., em ) = 1 then there exists a permutation π such that A(eπ(1) , eπ(2) , . . . , eπ(m) )
answers 1;
• otherwise, A(eπ(1) , eπ(2) , ..., eπ(m) ) answers 0 for every permutation π.
The other way to interpret this model is to consider the situation where there
are two players in the setting, the prover and the verifier. The job of the prover
is to provide the stream in some order so that the verifier can compute f using
the smallest amount of memory possible. We assume that the prover has unlimited
power but restrict the verifier to read the input in a streaming manner (with a limited
memory).
The model above can be generalized to the following models.
• Stream(p, s): A class of problems that, when presented in the best-order, can
be checked by a deterministic streaming algorithm A using p passes and O(s)
space.
• RStream(p, s): A class of problems that, when presented in the best-order,
can be checked by a randomized streaming algorithm A using p passes and O(s)
space. The output is correct with probability at least 2/3.
It is important to point out that when the input is presented in a specified order,
we still need to check that the oracle is not cheating. That is, we indeed need a way
to verify that we receive the input based on the rule we asked for. This often turns
out to be the difficult step.
To contrast this model with the well-studied communication complexity models,
we first define a new communication complexity model called magic-partition communication complexity. We later show a relationship between this model and the
best-order streaming model.
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7.1.2

Magic-Partition Communication Complexity

Recall the following standard 2-player communication complexity which we call worstpartition communication complexity. In this model, an input S, which is the set
of elements, is partitioned into two sets X and Y , which are given to Alice and
Bob, respectively. Alice and Bob want to together compute f (S), for some orderindependent function f . In the worst-partition case, we consider the case when the
input is partitioned in an adversarial way, i.e., we partition the input into X and Y
in such a way that Alice and Bob have to communicate as many bits as possible.
For the magic-partition communication complexity, we instead consider the case
when the input is partitioned in the best way possible. Formally, the magic-partition
communication complexity consists of three players, the oracle, and Alice and Bob.
An algorithm on this model consists of a function O (owned by the oracle) that
partitions the input set S = {e1 , e2 , . . . , em } to two sets X = {eπ(1) , eπ(2) , . . . , eπ(bm/2c) }
and Y = {eπ(bm/2c+1) , eπ(bm/2c+2) , . . . , eπ(m) } for some permutation π and a protocol
P used to communicate between Alice and Bob. We say that an algorithm consisting
of O and P has communication complexity c(m), for some function c, if
• for an input S such that f (S) = 1, the protocol P uses c(m) bits of communication and outputs 1 when it is run on the sets X and Y partitioned according
to O, and
• for an input S such that f (S) = 0, the protocol P uses c(m) bits of communication and outputs 0 when it is run on any sets X and Y coming from any
partition.
One way to think of this protocol is to imagine that there is an oracle who looks
at the input and then decides how to divide the data between Alice and Bob so that
they can compute f using the smallest number of communicated bits and Alice and
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Bob have to also check if the oracle is lying. We restrict that the input data must be
divided equally between Alice and Bob.
Example 7.1. Suppose that the input is a graph G. Alice and Bob might decide
that the graph be broken down in a topological order, i.e., they traverse the vertices
in topological order and order the edges by the time they first visit vertices incident
to them. It is important to note the distinction that Alice and Bob actually have not
seen the input; but they specify a rule by which to partition the input, when actually
presented.
Note that this type of communication complexity should not be confused with the
best-partition communication complexity (defined in the next section).
The magic-partition communication complexity will be the main tool to prove the
lower bounds of the best-order streaming model. The following lemma is the key to
prove our lower bound results.
Lemma 7.2. For any function f , if the deterministic magic-partition communication
complexity of f is at least s, for some s, then for any p and t such that (2p − 1)t < s,
f∈
/ Stream(p, t).
Proof. Suppose that the lemma is not true; i.e., f has a magic-partition communication complexity at least s, for some s, but there is a best-order streaming algorithm
A that computes f using p passes and t space such that (2p − 1)t < s. Consider
any input e1 , e2 , ..., en . Let π be a permutation such that eπ(1) , eπ(2) , ..., eπ(n) is the
best ordering of the input for A. Then, define the partition of the magic-partition
communication complexity by allocating eπ(1) , eπ(2) , ..., eπ(bn/2c) to Alice and the rest
to Bob.
Alice and Bob can simulate A as follows. First, Alice simulates A on eπ(1) , eπ(2) , ..., eπ(bn/2c) .
Then, she sends the data on her memory to Bob. Then, Bob continues simulating
A using the data given by Alice (as if he simulates A on eπ(1) , eπ(2) , ..., eπ(bn/2c) by
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himself). He then sends the data back to Alice and the simulation of the second pass
of A begins. Observe that this simulations needs 2p − 1 rounds of communication and
each round requires at most t bits. Therefore, Alice and Bob can compute f using
(2p − 1)t < s bits, contradicting the original assumption.
Similarly, if the randomized magic-partition communication complexity of f is at
least s, for some s, then for any p and t such that (2p − 1)t < s, f ∈
/ RStream(p, t).
Note also that the converse of the above lemma clearly does not hold.
7.1.3

Related models

We now describe some previously studied communication complexity models that
resemble ours.
7.1.3.1 Best-Partition Communication Complexity
The best-partition communication complexity model was introduced by Papadimitriou and Sipser [124] and heavily used for proving the lower bounds for many applications including VLSI (see [100, 33, 95] and references therein). (In fact, many
early communication complexity results are in this model.)
In this model, Alice and Bob can pick how to divide the data into two parts of
roughly equal size among them before they see the input. This means that they can
decide that if an element e appears in the stream, who will get this element. After
this decision, the adversary, knowing this partitioning rule, gives an input that makes
them communicate the most.
We note the following distinction between this model and the magic-partition
model. In this model the players have to pick how data will be divided before they
see the input data. For example, if the data is the graph of n vertices then, for any
edge (i, j), Alice and Bob have to decide who will get this edge if (i, j) is actually
in the input data. However, in the magic-partition model, Alice and Bob can make
a more complicated partitioning rule such as giving (1, 2) to Alice if the graph is
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connected. (In other words, in the magic-partition model, Alice and Bob have an
oracle that helps them decide how to divide an input after he sees it).
Similar to the magic-partition communication complexity, this model makes many
problems easier to solve than the traditional worst-partition model where the worst
partitioning is assumed. However, the magic-partition model adds more power to the
algorithms. In fact, the best-partition makes some problems strictly easier than the
worst-partition model and the magic-partition model makes some problems strictly
easier than the best-partition model, as shown in the following two examples.
Example 7.3. Consider the set disjointness problem. In this problem, two n-bit
vectors x and y that are characteristic vectors of two sets X and Y are given. Alice
and Bob have to determine if X ∩ Y = ∅. In other words, they want to know if there
is a position i such that the i-th bits of x and y are both one.
In the randomized worst case communication complexity, it has been proved that
Alice has to send roughly n bits to Bob when x is given to Alice and y is given to
Bob. However, for the best-partition case, they can divide the input in the following
way: Alice receives the first n/2 bits of x and y and Bob receives the rest. This way,
each of them can check the disjointness separately and Alice only has to send one bit
to Bob (to indicate whether her strings are disjoint or not). Therefore, this problem
in the best-partition model is strictly easier than in the worst-partition model.
Example 7.4. Consider the connectivity problem. Hajnal et al. [73] show that the
best-partition communication complexity of connectivity is Θ(n log n). In contrast,
we show that O((log n)2 ) is possible in our model in this chapter. Therefore, this
problem in the magic-partition model is strictly easier than in the best-partition
model.
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7.1.3.2 Nondeterministic Communication Complexity
In this model, Alice and Bob receive x and y respectively. An oracle, who sees x and y,
wants to convince them that “f (x, y) = 1”. He does so by giving them a proof. Alice
and Bob should be able to verify the proof with a small amount of communication.
This model is different from the magic-partition model in that additional information
(the proof) is provided by the oracle.
Example 7.5. Let x and y be n-bit strings. Consider the function f (x, y) which is
1 if and only if x 6= y. If a proof is allowed, it can simply be the number i where
xi 6= yi . Then, Alice and Bob can check the proof by exchanging one bit (xi and yi ).
If x = y then there is no proof and Alice and Bob can always detect the fake proof.

7.2

Detecting a Duplicate and Checking for Distinctness

In this section, we consider the following problem which is denoted by Distinct.
Given a stream of n numbers a1 , a2 , ..., an where ai ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, we want to check if
every number appears exactly once (i.e., no duplicate). We are interested in solving
this problem in the worst-order streaming model. This problem (in the worst-order
model) appears to be a crucial component in solving all the problems we consider in
the best-order streaming model and we believe that it will be useful in every problem.
Our goal in this section is to find a one-pass worst-order streaming algorithm for
this problem. The algorithm for this problem will be an important ingredient of all
algorithms we consider in this chapter. In this section, we show that
1. any deterministic algorithm for this problem needs Ω(n) space, and
2. there is a randomized algorithm that solves this problem in O(log n) space with
an error probability at most n1 .
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7.2.1

Space lower bound of the deterministic algorithms

Since checking for distinctness is equivalent to checking if there is a duplicate, a
natural problem to consider as a lower bound is the set disjointness problem. We
define a variation of this problem called full set disjointness problem, denoted by
f-disj.
In this problem, a set X ⊆ [n] is given to Alice and a set Y ⊆ [n] is given to Bob
where [n] = {1, 2, 3, ..., n} and |X| + |Y | = n. Alice and Bob want to together check
whether X ∩ Y = ∅.
Note that this problem is different from the well-known set disjointness problem
in that we require |X| + |Y | = n. Although the two problems are very similar, they
are different in that the set disjointness problem has an Ω(n) lower bound for the
randomized protocol in the worst-partition communication complexity model while
the f-disj has a O(log n)-communication randomized protocol (shown in the next
section). We also note that the lower bound of another related problem called kdisjointness problem (see, e.g., [95, example 2.12] and [74]) does not imply the lower
bound of f-disj shown here.
Now we show that f-disj is hard in the deterministic case. The proof is essentially
the same as the proof of the lower bound of the set disjointness problem.
Theorem 7.6. The communication complexity of f-disj is Ω(n).
Proof. We use a standard technique called the fooling set technique. A fooling set is
a set F {(A1 , B1 ), (A2 , B2 ), . . . , (Ak , Bk )} of size k such that f (Ai , Bi ) = 1 for all i and
f (Ai , Bj ) = 0 for all i 6= j. Once this is shown, it will follow that the deterministic
communication complexity is Ω(log(|F |)). (See the proof in, e.g., [95]).
Now, consider the fooling set F = {(A, N \ A) : ∀A ⊆ N}. It is easy to check
that the property above holds. Since |F | = 2n , the number of bits needed to sent
between Alice and Bob is at least log(|F |) = Ω(n).
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We note that the theorem also follows from the lower bound of the variation of
equality (checking whether X = Y ) where we let Y = [n]. The theorem implies
the space lower bound of Distinct.
Corollary 7.7. Any deterministic worst-order streaming algorithm for Distinct
needs Ω(n) space.
This lower bound is for the worst-order input. The reason we mention this here
is because this seems to be an inherent difficulty in the algorithms in the best-order
streaming model. As shown later, all algorithms developed in this chapter need to
solve Distinct as a subroutine. In fact, for all these algorithms, solving Distinct
is the only part that needs the randomness.
7.2.2

Randomized algorithm

In this subsection we present a randomized one-pass worst-order streaming algorithm
that solves Distinct using O(log n) space. This algorithm is based on the Fingerprinting Sets technique introduced by Lipton [104, 105]. Roughly speaking, given a
multi-set {x1 , x2 , ..., xk }, its fingerprint is defined to be
Πki=1 (xi + r)

mod p

where p is a random prime and r ∈ {0, 1, ..., p − 1}. We use the following property of
the fingerprints.
Theorem 7.8. [105] Let {x1 , x2 , ..., xk } and {y1 , y2 , ..., yl } be two multi-sets. If the
two sets are equal then their fingerprints are always the same. Moreover, if they are
unequal, the probability that they get the same fingerprints is at most
O(

1
log b + log m
+ 2 )
bm
bm

where all numbers are b-bit numbers and m = max(k, l) provided that the prime p is
selected randomly from interval
[(bm)2 , 2(bm)2 ].
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Now, to check if a1 , a2 , ..., an are all distinct, we simply check if the fingerprints of
{a1 , a2 , ..., an } and {1, 2, ..., n} are the same. Here, b = log n and m = n. Therefore,
the error probability is at most 1/n.
Remark We note that the fingerprinting sets technique can also be used in our
motivating application of cloud computing above. That is, when the cloud sends
back a graph as a proof, we have to check whether this “proof” graph is the same
as the input graph we sent. This can be done by checking if the fingerprints of both
graphs are the same. This enables us to concentrate on checking the stream without
worrying about this issue in the rest of this chapter.
We also note that the recent result by Gopalan et al. [68] can be modified to solve
Distinct as well. Finally, note that we need to know n, or its upper bound, before
we run the algorithm.

7.3

Perfect Matching

We exhibit the ideas of developing algorithms and lower bounds in the best-order
streaming model through the perfect matching problem.
Problem Let G be an input graph of n vertices where the vertices are labeled
1, 2, . . . , n. Given the edges of G in a streaming manner e1 , e2 , ..., em , we want to
compute f (e1 , ..., em ) which is 1 if and only if G has a perfect matching. Let n be the
number of vertices.
7.3.1

Upper Bound

Theorem 7.9. The problem of determining if there exists a perfect matching can be
solved by a randomized best-order streaming algorithm using O(log n) space with a
success probability at least 1 − 1/n.
Proof. Consider the following algorithm.
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Algorithm The prover sends n/2 edges of a perfect matching to the verifier first
and then send the rest of the edges. The verifier then check the followings.
1. Check if the first n/2 edges form a perfect matching. This can be done by
S
checking whether the fingerprint of the set n/2
i=1 ei (where e1 , e2 , . . . , en/2 are the
first n/2 edges in the stream) is equal to the fingerprint of the set {1, 2, . . . , n}.

2. Check if there are at most n vertices. This is done by checking that the maximum vertex label is at most n.
Finally, the verifier outputs 1 if the input passes all the above tests.

The correctness of this algorithm is quite straightforward, as follows. First, if
the edges e1 , e2 , . . . en/2 form a perfect matching then e1 , e2 , . . . en/2 have no vertex in
S
common and, therefore, n/2
i=1 ei = {1, 2, . . . , n}. This means that the fingerprints of
Sn/2
i=1 ei and {1, 2, . . . , n} are always the same. Thus, the first condition holds. The

second condition can be also easily checked. Therefore, the algorithm will output 1
in this case.
For the case that the edges e1 , e2 , . . . en/2 do not form a perfect matching, observe
S
that n/2
i=1 6= {1, 2, . . . , n} and therefore the fingerprints of the two sets will be different

with probability at least 1−1/n. Consequently, the algorithm will successfully output
0 with probability at least 1 − 1/n.
7.3.2

Lower Bound

We show that the deterministic best-order streaming algorithms for the perfect matching problem have Ω(n) lower bound if the input is ordered in an explicit way; i.e., each
edge cannot be split. This means that an edge is either represented in the form (a, b)
or (b, a). The proof follows from a reduction from the magic-partition communication
complexity (cf. Section 7.1) of the same problem by using Lemma 7.2.
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Theorem 7.10. If the input can be reordered only in an explicit way then any deterministic algorithm solving the perfect matching problem needs Ω(n) space, where n is
the number of vertices.
Proof. Let n be any even integer divisible by four. We show that the above theorem
is true even when the input always contains exactly n/2 edges. In this case, checking
whether these n/2 edges form a perfect matching is equivalent to checking whether
every vertex appears as an end vertex of exactly one edge. We note that the input is
allowed to contain multiple edges. (However, such inputs clearly do not form perfect
matchings over n vertices.)
We now show that the magic-partition communication complexity of the perfect
matching problem is Ω(n). Once this is done, the theorem follows immediately by
Lemma 7.2.
Consider any magic-partition communication complexity protocol which consists
of a partition function O owned by an oracle and a communication protocol P between
Alice and Bob. That is, a function O partitions the input into two sets of edges, A
and B where |A| = n/4 and |B| = n/4. Then, A and B are sent to Alice and Bob,
respectively. Alice and Bob, upon receiving A and B, communicate to each other
using a protocol P and one of them outputs whether the input edges form a perfect
matching or not (“YES” or “NO”). The main goal is to show that for any partition
function O, there is some input that forces P to incur Ω(n) bits of communication.
Recall that P has to deal with the following cases: 1) If the input is a perfect matching,
P has to output YES when the input is partitioned according to O. 2) Otherwise, P
has to output NO for any partition of the input. We now show the communication
complexity of P.
First, let us consider the inputs that are perfect matchings. Let g(n) denote the
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number of distinct perfect matchings in the complete graph Kn . Observe that
g(n) =

n!
.
(n/2)!2n/2

Denote these matchings by M1 , M2 , . . . , Mg(n) . For any integer i, let Ai and Bi be the
partition of Mi according to O. We now partition M1 , . . . , Mg(n) into clusters in such
a way that the matchings whose vertices are partitioned in the same way are in the
same cluster. That is, any two inputs Mi and Mj are in the same cluster if and only
S
S
if e∈Mi e = e∈Mj e.

We claim that there are at least n/2
clusters. To see this, observe that for any
n/4

matching Mi , there are at most g(n/2)2 matchings that vertices could be partitioned
the same way as Mi . (I.e., if we define V (Ai ) = {v ∈ V : ∃e ∈ Ai s.t. v ∈ e} then
for any i, |{j : V (Ai ) = V (Aj )}| ≤ g(n/2)2 .) This is because n/2 vertices on each
side of the partition can make g(n/2) different matchings. This implies that the size
of each cluster is at most g(n/2)2 . Therefore, the number of matchings such that the
vertices are divided differently is at least
n!
g(n)
=
g(n/2)2
(n/2)!2n/2



(n/4)!2n/4
(n/2)!

2

=


 
 
n/2
n/2
n
≥
/
n/4
n/4
n/2




n
where the last inequality follows from the fact that n/2
is the number of subsets of
2
{1, 2, ..., n} of size n/2 and n/2
is the number of parts of these subsets.
n/4

Let t be the number of clusters (so t ≥ n/2
) and let Mi1 , Mi2 , . . . , Mit be the
n/4
inputs from different clusters and let (Ai1 , Bi1 ) . . . , (Ait , Bit ) be the corresponding

partitions according to O. Observe that for any t0 6= t00 , an input consisting of edges
in Mit0 and Mit00 is not a perfect matching. Moreover, observe that for any t0 and t00 ,
any pair (Ait0 , Bit00 ) could be an input to the protocol P (since the oracle can partition
the input in anyway when the input is not a perfect matching). In other words, the
communication complexity of P is the worst case (in term of communication bits)
among all pairs (Ait0 , Bit00 ).
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For readers who are familiar with the standard fooling set argument, it follows
almost immediately that the communication complexity of P is Ω(log t) = Ω(n) and
the theorem is thus proved. For those who are not familiar with this argument, we
offer the following alternative argument.
Let t0 = blog tc. (Note that t0 = Ω(n).) Consider the problem eqt0 where Alice
and Bob each gets a t0 -bit vector x and y, respectively. They have to output YES
if x = y and NO otherwise. It is well known (see, e.g., [95, Example 1.21]) that the
deterministic worst-partition communication complexity of eqt0 is at least t0 + 1 =
Ω(n).
Now we reduce eqt0 to our problem using the following protocol P 0 : Upon receiving
x and y, Alice and Bob locally map x to Aix and y to Biy , respectively and then
simulate P. Since x = y if and only if Aix ∪ Biy is a perfect matching, P 0 outputs
YES if and only if x = y. Therefore, Alice and Bob can use the protocol P 0 to solve
eqt0 . Since, the deterministic worst-partition communication complexity of eqt0 is
Ω(n), so is the communication complexity of P. This shows that the deterministic
magic-partition communication complexity of the matching problem is Ω(n).
Note that the above lower bound is asymptotically tight since we can check if there
is a perfect matching using O(n) space in the best-order streams: The oracle simply
puts edges in the perfect matching first in the stream. Then, the algorithm checks
whether the first n/2 edges in the stream form a matching by checking whether all
vertices appear (using an array of n bits).
Also note that the following argument might lead to a wrong conclusion that the
magic-partition communication complexity of Distinct is also Ω(n): If Distinct
can be done in o(n) bits by a magic-partition protocol, then we can put it in the
protocol in Theorem 7.9 to solve the perfect matching problem using o(n) bits. This
will contradict Theorem 7.10.
However, the problem of the above argument is that the protocol in Theorem 7.9
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needs the worst-partition communication complexity of Distinct. In fact, Distinct
can be easily solved in 1 bit using the following magic-partition communication complexity protocol: The oracle sends the first n/2 smallest numbers to Alice and sends
the rest to Bob. Alice sends 1 to Bob if her numbers are 1, 2, ..., n/2 and Bob outputs
YES if he receives 1 from Alice and his numbers are n/2 + 1, n/2 + 2..., n.

7.4

Graph Connectivity

Graph connectivity is perhaps the most basic property that one would like to check.
However, even graph connectivity does not admit space-efficient algorithms in the
traditional worst-order streaming model as there is an Ω(n) lower bound for randomized algorithms. To contrast this, we show that allowing the algorithm the additional
power of requesting the input in a specific order allows for a very efficient, O((log n)2 )space algorithm for testing connectivity.
Problem We consider a function where the input is a set of edges and f (e1 , e2 , ..., em ) =
1 if and only if G is connected. As usual, let n be the number of vertices of G. As
before, we assume that vertices are labeled 1, 2, 3, ..., n.
7.4.1

Upper Bound

We will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 7.11. Graph connectivity can be solved by a randomized algorithm using
O((log n)2 ) space in the best-order streaming model.
Proof. We use the following lemma constructively.
Lemma 7.12. For any graph G of n − 1 edges, where n ≥ 3, G is connected if and
only if there exists a vertex v and trees T1 , T2 , ..., Tq such that for all i,
•

Sq

i=1

V (Ti ) = V (G) and for any i 6= j, V (Ti ) ∩ V (Tj ) = {v}, and

• there exists a unique vertex ui ∈ V (Ti ) such that ui v ∈ E(Ti ), and
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• |V (Ti )| ≤ d2n/3e for all i.
Proof. To see this proof, notice that G is a spanning tree since it is connected and
has exactly n − 1 edges. Consider any vertex in the spanning tree, which on deleting,
disconnects the graph in to two or more pieces such that each piece has at most
2n/3 vertices. The existence of such a vertex can be proven by induction. The base
case where n = 3 can be proved simply by picking a vertex in the middle of the
path of length 3. Suppose such a vertex exists for all n0 < n. Consider a tree on n
vertices. Now, remove a leaf node, say z, and, by induction, such a vertex v exists on
the tree on remaining n vertices. Now add z back and let C be the component (on
deleting v) that contains z. If C has size at most d2n/3e − 1, the same v works on
the larger tree. If C has size at least d2n/3e then consider the unique vertex in this
component that connects to v, say u. Observed that u serves as the new vertex for
the lemma. This is because the complement of C together with u has size at most
n − (d2n/3e) + 1 ≤ 2n/3. Since this can be done, u can be chosen as a vertex for the
lemma. Whenever a vertex in a tree is disconnected, the new components also form
trees. Call these T1 , T2 , . . . Tq . Notice that there can be at most one vertex adjacent to
v in each component Ti , since G has no cycles. Call this vertex in Ti by ui . Therefore
each ui ∈ Ti is adjacent to u and each Ti has at most d2n/3e nodes.
It is sufficient to consider graphs of n − 1 edges, as these n − 1 edges that form a
connected spanning component are sufficient to verify connectivity. Suppose that G
is connected, i.e., G is a tree. Let v and T1 , T2 , ..., Tq be as in the lemma. Define the
order of G to be
Order(G) = vu1 , Order(T10 ), vu2 , Order(T20 ), ..., vuq , Order(Tq0 )
where Ti0 = Ti \ {vui }. Note that Ti0 is a connected tree and so we present edges of Ti0
recursively. The recursion step ends when the eventual subtree is a star, i.e., edges
presented are vu1 , vu2, . . .. At this point, the verifier just checks that all consecutive
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edges are adjacent to the same vertex and form a star. This depth of recursion can
be checked directly.
Now, when edges are presented in this order, the checker can check if the graph is
connected as follows. First, the checker reads vu1 . The checker remembers the vertex
v, which takes O(log n) bits. Then the edges in T10 are presented. He checks if T10 is
connected by running the algorithm recursively. Note that he stops checking T10 once
he sees vu2 . Notice that this step is consistent since the vertex v does not appear in
any Ti0 . Once an edge with a vertex v is received, the checker knows that the tree has
been verified and the next tree is to be presented. So the checker repeats with vu2 and
T20 and so on. Here again, v does not appear in T20 but u2 does. Therefore, the checker
now again needs to check that T20 is connected. Further, it is automatically checked
that T20 connects to v due to the edge vu2. The checker proceeds in this manner
checking the connectivity of each Ti0 up to i = q. If each tree is connected (which is
checked recursively), and all the edges vui appear separating the trees, then all the
trees are connected to v. Therefore, the entire set of edges presented is connected.
However, this does not guarantee that n distinct vertices, or n distinct edges have
been received. Therefore, it only remains to be checked that n distinct edges have
been presented.
He does so by applying the result in Section 7.2 once to each vertex v used as a
root (as in above) and all leaf nodes of the tree. If all n distinct vertices have appeared
at least once, and the set of first n edges form a connected component, then G is a
connected graph. Also note that if G is not connected then such ordering cannot be
made and the algorithm above will detect this fact.
The space needed is for vui and for checking Ti0 . I.e., space(|G|) = space(maxi |Ti |)+
O(log n). That is, space(n) ≤ space(d2n/3e) + O(log n). This gives the claimed space
bound.
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7.4.2

Lower Bound

Recall that we say that the input is ordered in an explicit way if each edge is presented
in the form (a, b) where a and b are the labels of its end vertices.
Theorem 7.13. If the input can be ordered only in an explicit way, any deterministic
algorithm solving the connectivity problem on the best-order stream needs Ω(n log n)
space, where n is the number of vertices.
Proof. Let n be an odd number. We show that the theorem holds even when the input
always consists of exactly n − 1 edges. (Therefore, the task is only to check whether
the input edges form a spanning tree over n nodes.) We show this via the magicpartition communication complexity. Since the argument is essentially the same as
that in the the proof of Theorem 7.10, we only give the essential parts here.
Assume that n is an odd number more than two. Let g(n) be the number of
spanning trees of the complete graph Kn . By Cayley’s formula (see, e.g., [4]),
g(n) = nn−2 .
Let T1 , T2 , . . . , Tg(n) denote such trees. Consider any best-partition communication
complexity protocol which consists of a partition function O owned by the oracle and
a protocol P used by Alice and Bob. For i = 1, 2, . . . , g(n), let (Ai , Bi ) be the partition
of the input edges of Ti to Alice and Bob, respectively, according to O.
Now, draw a graph H consisting of g(n) vertices, v1 , v2 , . . . , vg(n) . Draw an edge
between vertices vi and vj if Ai ∪ Bj or Aj ∪ Bi is a spanning tree.
We claim that each vertex in H has degree at most 2g((n + 1)/2). To see this,
observe that for any set A of (n − 1)/2 edges, there are at most g((n + 1)/2) sets B of
(n − 1)/2 edges such that A ∪ B is a spanning tree. This is because when we contract
edges in A, there are (n + 1)/2 vertices left and these vertices must form a spanning
tree on the contracted graph. This observation is also true when we look at the set
B. The claim thus follows.
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Now pick an independent set from H using the following algorithm: Pick any
vertex, delete such vertex and its neighbors and then repeat. Observe that this
algorithm gives an independent set of size at least

g(n)
2g((n+1)/2)+1

since there are g(n)

vertices in H and each vertex has degree at most 2g((n + 1)/2). Let t be the size of
the independent set. Note that t =

g(n)
2g((n+1)/2)+1

= nΩ(n) . Let vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vit be the

vertices in the independent set.
Consider the trees Ti1 , Ti2 , . . . , Tit corresponding to the independent set picked by
the above algorithm. Since there is no edge between any vit0 and vit00 , (Ait0 , Bit00 ) and
(Ait00 , Bit0 ) do not form a spanning tree. As argued in the proof of Theorem 7.10, the
protocol P must be able to receive any pair of the form (Ait0 , Bit00 ) and answer YES
if and only if t0 = t00 . By the fooling set argument or the reduction from eqlog t , it
follows that P needs Ω(log t) = Ω(n log n) bits, as desired.
We note that the lower bound above is asymptotically tight since we can solve
connectivity problem using the following O(n log n)-space deterministic algorithm:
The oracle present edges in a spanning tree first in the stream. Then the algorithm
reads and checks whether these edges form a spanning tree using O(n log n) space.

7.5

Further Results

The previous sections give us a flavor of the results that can be obtained in the bestorder streaming model. We describe a few more and mention the intuition behind
the protocol without going into details since the techniques are essentially the same.
7.5.1

Bipartite k-Regular graph

The problem is to check if the graph is bipartite k-regular. First, note that since this
problem is the generalization of the perfect matching problem (cf. Section 7.3), the
Ω(n) lower bound of the deterministic algorithms holds here. Now we show that this
problem can be solved by a randomized algorithm with O(log n) space.
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The point of the algorithm is that a k-regular bipartite graph can be decomposed
into k disjoint perfect matchings. So the oracle can do this and present each of the
perfect matchings one after the other. However, as it will be clear soon, the oracle has
to send each edge in the form (a, b) where a is the “left” vertex and b is the “right”
one. This forces the algorithm to find another way to find out the value of n (instead
of looking for a “flip” edge as used by the perfect matching algorithm).
The algorithm can find out n in the following way: While reading the first perfect
matching, it remembers the maximum vertex label it saw so far, denoted by n0 . Once
the number of edges it read so far equals n0 /2 (for the current value of n0 ), it looks
one more edge further. If this edge consists of vertices with labels at most n0 then
it concludes that this value of n0 is the value of n. The correctness of this method
can be seen by observing that if n0 < n and no vertex appears twice in the first n0 /2
edges then the labels of vertices in the next edge must be both more than n0 .
Now, we describe the last part of the algorithm. It has to verify the following.
1. Each set of n/2 edges form a perfect matching. This can be verified separately
for each set of n/2 edges.
2. In each matching, it sees the same set of “left” vertices and “right” vertices.
This can be done by computing the finger prints of the sets of left and right
vertices.
Note that the reason that the oracle has to present the edges in the form of left
and right vertices is to allow the algorithm to check the second condition.
7.5.2

Hamiltonian Cycle

The problem is to check whether the input graph has a Hamiltonian cycle. We claim
that this problem is in RStream(1, log n). The intuition is for the oracle to provide
the Hamiltonian cycle first (everything else is ignored). The algorithm then checks if
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the first n edges indeed form a cycle; this requires two main facts. First that every
two consecutive edges share a vertex, and the n-th edge shares a specific vertex with
the first. This fact can be easily checked. The second key step is to check that these
edges indeed span all n vertices (and not go through same vertex more than once).
This can be done by the fingerprinting technique.
We also claim that there is an Ω(n) lower bound for the deterministic algorithms
if the edges can be ordered only in an explicit way. The proof is essentially similar to
the proof of other lower bounds shown earlier and we only sketch it here. We consider
the inputs that have exactly n edges. Let g(n) be the number of the Hamiltonian
cycles covering n vertices. Clearly g(n) = (n − 1)!. Let C1 , . . . Cg(n) be these cycles
and (A1 , B1 ), . . . , (Ag(n) , Bg(n) ) be the corresponding partitions. Since after we see n/2
edges, there could be only g(n/2) possible Hamiltonian cycles containing these edges,
we can pick

g(n)
2g(n/2)+1

that are “independent” in the same sense as in Theorem 7.13.

The communication complexity is thus

Ω log
7.5.3



g(n)
= Ω(n) .
2g(n/2) + 1

Non-Bipartiteness

The problem is to check if the graph is not bipartite. This problem can be solved
by a deterministic algorithm with O(log n) space by having an oracle present an odd
length (not necessarily simple) cycle. Verifying that this is indeed a cycle and that it
is of odd length can be done easily.
In contrast to the Non-bipartiteness problem, we do not have an algorithm for
checking the bipartiteness of graphs. We conjecture that this problem has a superlogarithmic randomized lower bound. We note, however, that if we relax the model
by allowing the input to be presented twice then there is an efficient randomized
algorithm: Let U = {u1 , u2, . . . , un0 } and V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn00 be the two partitions.
In the first rounds, present edges incident to u1 first then present edges incident to u2 ,
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and so on (i.e., edges are presented in the form (u1 , vi1 ), (u1 , vi2 ), . . ., (u2, vi01 ), (u2 , vi02 ),
. . ., (un0 , vi001 ), . . ..) Similarly, in the next round present edges incident to v1 , v2 , ..., vn00 ,
respectively, with vertices in V appearing first (i.e., in the form (v1 , ui1 ), (v1 , ui2 ), . . .).
We can use the fingerprinting technique to check if u1 , . . . , un0 , v1 , . . . , vn00 are all
distinct.

7.6

Conclusions

This chapter describes a new model of stream checking that lies at the intersection
of several extremely well-studied and foundational fields of computer science. Specifically, the model connects several settings related to proof checking, communication
complexity, and streaming algorithms. The motivation of this work, however, arises
from the recent growth in the data sizes and the advent of the powerful cloud computing architectures and services. The question we ask is, can the verification of certain
properties (on any input) be accompanied with a streaming proof of the fact? The
checker should be able to verify that the prover is not cheating. We show that if the
checker (or the algorithm in the best-order streaming setting) is given the power of
choosing a specific rule for the prover to send the input, then many problems can be
solved much more efficiently in this model than in the previous models.
While non-obvious, our algorithms and proofs are fairly simple. However, the
nice aspect is that it uses several interesting techniques from many areas such as
fingerprinting and covert channels. Fingerprinting is used in a crucial way to randomly
test for the distinctness of a set of elements presented as a stream. The protocol
between the prover and the checker also allows for a covert communication (which
gives the covert channels a positive spin as opposed to the previous studies in security
and cryptography). While the prover is only allowed to send the re-ordered input,
the prover is able to encode some extra bits of information with the special ordering
requested by the checker. The difficulty in most of our proof techniques is in how the
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checker or algorithm verifies that the prover or oracle is sending the input order as
requested.
We have given randomized O(polylog n)-space algorithms for problems that previously, in the streaming model, had no sub-linear space algorithms. We note that in
all protocols presented in this chapter, the prover can construct the best-order proofs
in polynomial time. There are still a lot of problems in graph theory that remain
to be investigated. A nice direction is to consider testing for graph minors, which
could in turn yield efficient methods for testing planarity and other properties that
exclude specific minors. It is also interesting to see whether all graph problems in
the complexity class P can be solved in our model with O(polylog n) space. Such a
result would be a huge improvement over the result in [105] (which needs a proof of
size near-linear in the number of steps for the computation) in terms of the proof size
for graph problems. (One good starting point are problems of checking bipartiteness,
non-connectivity, and non-existence of perfect matching.) Moreover, it is interesting
to see whether additional passes would be of much help. Additionally, is the “flipping
trick” necessary? That is, if we present each edge as a set {u, v} instead of an ordered
pair (u, v), do efficient protocols for the problems presented here still exist?
Apart from the study of our specific model, we believe that the results and ideas
presented in this chapter could lead to improved algorithms in the previously studied
settings as well as yield new insights to the complexity of the problems.
Related publications.

The preliminary version of this chapter appeared as a joint

result with Atish Das Sarma, and Richard J. Lipton [43].
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